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Note on Translations 
 
The bulk of the primary material utilised for this work consist of handwritten Spanish 
manuscripts. The task of deciphering and translating the script was at times labourious 
and difficult. I have translated the documents to the best of my ability, and have left only 
unique Spanish words untranslated, which have been marked in italics. 
 
 
 
Introduction 
 
On the evening of July 2, 1767 in the city of Guanajuato in the viceroyalty of New Spain, 
a crowd of five hundred jubilant plebeians1 descended on the patisserie of Juan Calzada, 
forcing the shopkeeper to hand over biscuits, caramels, sweets and wine. They then 
raided a peanut shop.2 The celebratory looting that took place that night occurred after 
two bloody days of fighting on the streets of the city, which saw the destruction of 
official buildings and the sacking of the government gunpowder stores. With military 
defences routed and the merchant elite of the city shut up inside their properties, the city 
was effectively under the control of the plebeian crowd. Earlier that afternoon, besieged 
within the casas reales, the local authorities conceded to all the demands put forward by 
the rebels. Writing to the viceroy in Mexico City, they explained their difficult position: 
‘Under such great pressure, even if the rebels had demanded much more it would have 
been conceded, since our lives and fortunes were in their hands’.3 As the evening victory 
celebrations commenced, the plebeian revellers sang a seditious song to the 
accompaniment of a guitar, ‘Long live the King of the Heavens and death to the King of 
                                                 
1 In colonial Mexico, the terms plebe, vulgo, plebeyo, poblacho, plebezuela were used interchangeably to 
describe the urban lower classes. By the eighteenth century, plebe and vulgo were most commonly 
employed, and these terms are often found within the sources used for this work. ‘Plebeian’ offers the best 
translation into English, since it most accurately approaches the contextual meaning of the Spanish 
terminology. See Thomas Calvo, La plebe según los virreyes de America: siglos XVI-XVIII, (Mexico D.F: 
Condumex, 2003), 11-35. 
2 AGN, Criminal Vol. 297, Exp. 1, Declaracion 27: Joseph Ramirez; Felipe Castro Gutiérrez, Nueva ley y 
nuevo rey: Reformas borbónicas y rebelión popular en Nueva España, (Zamora: El Colegio de Michoacán, 
1996), 159 
3 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 1, Guanajuato Cabildo to Viceroy Croix, 5 July 1767, 24-24v; Noblet 
Barry Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 1767 in Mining Communities in New Spain, (PhD diss., University of 
Colorado, 1979), 334. 
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Spain and his gachupines [peninsular Spaniards] who lay waste to the earth – let’s go kill 
them and not spare anyone’.4  
 
This incident occurred at the height of the popular unrest that greeted the publication of a 
royal decree ordering the expulsion of the Jesuits from all Spanish domains. 
Simultaneous rebellions erupted on an unprecedented scale across a large part of central 
New Spain, engulfing the city of Guanajuato as well as San Luis de la Paz, San Luis 
Potosí, Guadalcázar, San Felipe, San Nicolas, San Sabastian del Venado, Valladolid, 
Patzcúaro, and surrounding rural districts.5 Rebellions were not uncommon in colonial 
Mexico, yet the turmoil provoked by the expulsion of the Jesuits was exceptional both in 
its scale and severity. In many ways, these events foreshadowed the eruption of popular 
insurrection which opened the Mexican Independence War in 1810.6
 
In Mexico City, the viceroy of New Spain, Don Carlos Francisco de Croix, viewed the 
wave of uprisings as a seditious threat to colonial order, and his reaction was informed by 
the perceived sense of growing social and political crisis. The crown’s representative to 
New Spain, the visitador general José de Gálvez, was dispatched to the rebellious towns, 
entrusted with the task of enforcing obedience to the royal decree. The overtly repressive 
goals of this mission were clearly spelled out in Croix’s July 7 decree – Gálvez was to 
subdue the regions through the deliberate use of judicial terror ‘to teach such outrages a 
                                                 
4 AGN, Criminal Vol. 297, Exp. 1, Declaracion 27: Joseph Ramirez; Castro Gutierrez, Nueva ley y Nuevo 
rey, 159 
5 For a detailed account of the uprisings in each of these districts and comparative analysis, see Castro 
Gutiérrez, Nueva ley y nuevo rey, 115-173, 223-275. 
6 Brian R. Hamnett, Roots of Insurgency: Mexican Region, 1750-1824, (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1986), 76; Castro Gutiérrez, Nueva ley y Nuevo rey, 179-180. 
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lesson with severe punishment’.7 The response was swift and brutal, and massive 
repression was carried out against the rebellious populations of all the cities and towns 
which had witnessed unrest. In Guanajuato alone, over 600 persons were arrested and put 
to trial, of whom Gálvez punished 207; the bulk of the prisoners were condemned to 
various terms of imprisonment or exile, with some also receiving corporal punishment. 
On November 7, nine men who were identified by Gálvez as the ‘principal rioters’, were 
publicly executed in the central plaza.8
 
But if the viceregal authorities interpreted the uprisings of 1767 as generalised treason, 
the rebellions were also distinctive for their diverse origins. In each town and city which 
experienced rebellions in June-July 1767, events unfolded according to their own internal 
logic, with the particular circumstances of pre-existing social conflict providing 
precedents for popular unrest. These rebellions occurred in the context of a period of 
rapid modernisation throughout the Spanish empire known as the Bourbon Reforms, 
which saw significant reorganisation in imperial administration, economic organisation, 
and fiscal policies.9 Under the reign of Charles III, the advent of ‘enlightened despotism’ 
as a governing philosophy saw rapid changes to colonial society and the escalation of 
social conflict across the Spanish empire. Throughout this period, popular revolts 
                                                 
7 José de Gálvez, ‘Poder Recibido por el Visitador José de Gálvez del Virrey Marqués de Croix, México, 7 
de Julio de 1767’ in Informe Sobre las Rebeliones Populares de 1767, y otros documentos ineditos, ed. 
Felipe Castro Gutiérrez, (Instituto de Investigaciones Historicas UNAM, Mexico D.F, 1990), 83-84 
8 José de Gálvez, ‘Informe del Visitador de este Reino al Excelentisimo Señor Virrey Marqués de Croix’ in 
Informe, 60  
9 For works dealing with the broad social, political and economic impacts of the Bourbon Reforms in 
Mexico, see Joseph Perez, Los Movimientos Precursores de la Emancipación en Hispanoamérica, (Madrid, 
Alhambra, 1977), 7-18; Castro Gutiérrez, Felipe, ‘Del Paternalismo Autoritario al Autoritarismo 
Burocrático: Los Éxitos y Fracasos de José de Gálvez (1764-1767), in Mexico in the Age of Democratic 
Revolutions, 1750-1850, ed. Jamie E. Rodríguez O., (Colorado: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 1994), 25-26; 
Lluis Roura y Aulinas, “Expectativas y fustración bajo el reformismo borbónico” in Historia de España 
Siglo XVIII: La España de los Borbones, ed. Ricardo García Cárcel, (Madrid: Cátedra, 2002), 167-197 
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triggered by the Bourbon reform policies occurred in Spain as well as the viceroyalties of 
New Spain, New Granada and Peru.10 The royal order expelling the Jesuits was a 
cornerstone in the Bourbon politics of secularisation, leading to tremendous 
repercussions in New Spain where the Jesuits held an entrenched and a highly influential 
presence amongst all levels of colonial society.11
 
This study focuses on Guanajuato, which saw the largest of the popular rebellions which 
greeted the Jesuit expulsion in New Spain. The city of Guanajuato straddles a river 
canyon, located in the arid foothills which mark the end of the fertile Bajío plain. An 
urban centre second only in size to Mexico City, during the eighteenth century 
Guanajuato hosted a vast multiethnic population of between 50,000 and 80,000 
inhabiting the city and its surrounding suburbs.12 The city’s economy was dominated by 
an extensive mining complex which centred on the rich Veta Madre silver lode located 
several kilometres north, in the steep hills overlooking the city. The mines of Rayas, 
Mellado, Valenciana, Cata and Sirena in the rugged hills overlooking the city employed 
                                                 
10 On the rebellions in Spain against the Bourbon Reforms, see José Andrés-Gallego, Esquilache y el Pan: 
1766, (New Orleans, University Press of the South, 1996); José Miguel López García, El Motín Contra 
Esquilache: Crisis y Protesta Popular en el Madrid del Siglo XVIII, (Madrid: Alianza, 2006); Laura 
Rodríguez, “The Spanish Riots of 1766”, Past and Present, No. 59 (May 1973), 117-146; On the Latin 
American rebellions in Quito, Peru and New Granada see Anthony McFarlane, ‘The Rebellion of the 
Barrios: Urban Insurrection in Bourbon Quito’ Hispanic American Historical Review, No. 69, Vol. 2 
(1989), 283-330; Anthony McFarlane, “Rebellions in Late Colonial Spanish America: A Comparative 
Perspective”, Bulletin of Latin American Research, Vol. 14, No. 3 (Sep 1995), 313-338;  
11 On the royal policies of Charles III see W. N. Hargreaves-Mawdsley, Eighteenth-Century Spain, 1700-
1788: A Political, Diplomatic and Institutional History, (London: Macmillan, 1979), 108-124; For an 
analysis of the political motivations underlying the expulsion of the Jesuits, see Constancio Eguia Ruiz, Los 
Jesuitas y el Motin de Esquilache, (Madrid: Instituto Jeronimo Zurita, 1947); John Lynch, Bourbon Spain, 
1700-1808, (Oxford: Blackwell, 1989), 261-290; Brading, David A., Church and State in Bourbon Mexico: 
The diocese of Michoacán, 1749-1810, Cambridge University, Cambridge, 1994, 9-19; For the impact of 
the Bourbon reforms and the expulsion order in New Spain, see Isaura Elvira Gallart y Nocetti, Las 
Rebeliones Populares de 1767 en Nueva España, (Tesis de Licenciatura, Universidad Nacional Autónoma 
de México, 1981), 10-63; Castro Gutiérrez, Nueva ley y nuevo rey, 95-113. 
12 Carlos Rubén Ruiz Medrano, “El Tumulto de 1767 en Guanajuato”, Estudios de historia novohispana, 
No. 19, (1999), 21; Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 1767, 264; Stanley J. Stein and Barbara H. Stein, Apogee of 
Empire: Spain and New Spain in the Age of Charles II, 1759-1789, (Baltimore: John Hopkins University, 
2003), 228. 
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thousands of workers, who throughout the eighteenth century extracted between a fifth 
and a quarter of all silver mined in New Spain.13 Large ramshackle communities 
populated by miners and their families grew up around these mines. The mines of 
Guanajuato were some of the most impressive industrial accomplishments of the 
eighteenth-century; one Spanish official wrote that the mine of Rayas, the city’s oldest 
and richest mine, was ‘so marvellously engineered, in the rest of the world there are no 
equals’.14 Downriver, on the outskirts of the city, dozens of silver refining haciendas 
processed the ore extracted from the mines. Centred around the suburb of Marfil, they 
employed thousands of workers in the process of milling and amalgamating the ore.15  
 
Guanajuato served as a regional commercial hub, with links to both markets in Mexico 
City and the mining zones in the north. Aside from mining, Guanajuato’s economy 
supported diverse urban manufacturing, with cigar production, clothing and food 
preparation employing large numbers of workers. The wealth generated by mining 
sustained a range of urban artisan and commercial activities, also providing employment 
to muleteers employed in the transportation of minerals and goods.16 This particular 
structure of economic organisation centred on mining brought diverse labouring people 
into daily contact with each other, engendering the formation of solidarities which cut 
across racial and occupational boundaries. The implications of this particular social 
formation are revealed through the commentary of its local authorities: ‘It can be said 
                                                 
13 Mónica Blanco, Alma Parra, and Ethelia Ruiz Medrano, Breve Historia de Guanajuato, (México D.F: El 
Colégio de México: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 2000), 75 
14 Stanley J. Stein and Barbara H. Stein, Apogee of Empire: Spain and New Spain in the Age of Charles II, 
1759-1789, (Baltimore: John Hopkins University, 2003), 228 
15 David A. Brading, Miners and Merchants in Bourbon Mexico: 1763-1810, (London, Cambridge 
University: 1971), 282 
16 Brading, Miners and Merchants, 250. 
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truthfully that in this [city] all are miners, because there is no one to be found who does 
not have some connection or participation with the mines’.17
 
This thesis contends that a culture of rebelliousness existed amongst the plebeians of 
Guanajuato. It focuses on a detailed examination of this culture as seen and experienced 
through the lens of judicial and political repression. The conditions for the unique 
plebeian social formation of Guanajuato were historically derived from a confluence of 
collective experiences of social conflict and from high levels of migration into the city, 
creating a mixing pox of different people in the communities of the city and engendering 
powerful forms of plebeian solidarity which crossed racial and occupational boundaries. I 
argue that Gálvez attempted to stamp out this solidarity and to radically alter these 
conditions to destroy the culture of rebelliousness. His actions therefore not only provide 
insight into the process of class formation in Guanajuato, but also comprise a crucial 
element that structured the dynamics of social conflict. Yet, plebeians were not passive in 
the face of repression and utilised a variety of individual and collective tactics of 
resistance. We therefore see the ultimate failure of Gálvez’s efforts, and the persistence 
of the culture of rebelliousness throughout the period of repression and beyond. In this 
manner, we can view the culture of rebelliousness both through the actions and 
expressions of the plebeians as well as through the class consciousness of elites who 
attempted to suppress plebeian practices.  
 
The greatest challenges confronting historians studying popular politics in the early 
modern era are the barriers which obscure the motivations and ideological perspectives of 
                                                 
17 AHG, Ramo Militar-Colonial, Caja 1, Exp 3, f. 3; Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 1767,  287 
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subaltern subjects. A generation of social historians interpreted the lack of an 
independent voice in the historical record as evidence that the development of a lower 
class political consciousness was inherently constrained by the conditions of a ‘pre-
capitalist’ society. Eric Hobsbawm went furthest in arguing that plebeians of the early 
modern era were ‘inarticulate… pre-political’ subjects.18 Meanwhile, E.P Thompson and 
George Rudé stressed the capacity for political action amongst ordinary people, yet 
argued that a form of class struggle could only exist within the parameters of ‘traditional’ 
culture. The implication of this argument is that until the advent of the modern era 
plebeian consciousness was constrained by ‘pre-capitalist’ mentalities which could not 
extend beyond a reactive status quo affirming ideology that drew on notions of a moral 
economy and reciprocal relationships between rulers and ruled.19 Plebeians were thus 
unable to articulate alternative visions for society. 
 
Such historiographical formulations have been widely adopted into the study of 
eighteenth century Latin American rebellions. In contrast to the anti-colonial rebellions 
staged by unassimilated Indians who resisted Spanish colonisation, rural and urban 
revolts in colonial Mexico have been analysed as typical of riots in ancien régime 
societies: localised incidents directed against particular individuals or in response to 
outside interference, thus manifesting limited objectives and a reactive political 
                                                 
18 Eric J. Hobsbawm, Primitive Rebels: Studies in Archaic Forms of Social Movement in the 19th and 20th 
Centuries, (Machester: University of Machester, 1974), 2-3. 
19 George Rudé, The Crowd in the French Revolution, (Oxford: Clarendon, 1960), 189-90; Eric 
Hobsbawm, Bandits, (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1969), 9-13; Eric Hobsbawm and George Rudé, 
Captain Swing: A Social History of the Great English Agricultural Uprising of 1830, (New York: W.W. 
Norton & Company, 1968), 249; E. P Thompson, ‘Eighteenth-century English society: class struggle 
without class?’, Social History, Vol. 3, No. 2 (May 1978), 150-158. 
For a recent revision to this theory which challenges the assumption that early modern rebellions were 
‘essentially defensive, conservative and restrained’ phenomena, see Andy Wood, The Politics of Social 
Conflict: The Peak Country, 1520-1770, (Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1999), 249, 264.   
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ideology.20 In this light, the rebellions of 1767 have been interpreted as spontaneous 
uprisings carried out by marginalised groups caught up in the ‘passion of the moment’, 
whose consciousness was characterised by an innate conservatism and who were 
informed by a desire to restore traditional customs in accordance with popular notions of 
justice.21  
 
This historical interpretation sits uncomfortably with elite representation of Guanajuato’s 
plebeian society. As we will see, the local and viceregal authorities considered the plebe 
to be infected by a spirit of independence and lack of subordination which made them 
prone to commit repeated riots, disorders and scandals.22 Elite commentators thus reveal 
that their fears were motivated by perceptions of a hostile plebeian culture, rather than 
particular instances of rebellion. We should move beyond looking at rebellions as 
individual events to examine them in light of processes of urbanisation, changing 
demographics and the conditions of life and work in an urban environment. All of these 
factors contributed to the formation of a plebeian political culture in Guanajuato which 
was perceived by the social elite as antagonistic, irreverent and outside their control. 
 
                                                 
20 For typologies of various forms of rebellion in colonial Mexico, see William B. Taylor, Drinking, 
Homocide & Rebellion in Colonial Mexican Villages, (Stanford: Stanford University, 1979), 114-145; 
Hamnett, Brian R., Roots of Insurgency, 74-101; John H. Coatsworth, “Patterns of Rural Rebellion in Latin 
America: Mexico in Comparative Perspective”, in Riot Rebellion and Revolution: Rural Social Conflict in 
Mexico, Ed. Frederic Katz, (New Jersey: Princeton University, 1988), 21-62; Anthony McFarlane, 
“Rebellions in Late Colonial Spanish America: A Comparative Perspective”, Bulletin of Latin American 
Research, Vol. 14, No. 3 (Sep 1995), 313-338. 
21 Ruiz Medrano, “El Tumulto de 1767 en Guanajuato”, 40-41, 43; Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 1767, 373-
4, 379-80; José Tomás Falcón Gutiérrez, “Los grupos subalternos en Guanajuato en el siglo XVIII: 
Delincuencia y movilidad social” in Guanajuato: Historia, Sociedad y Arte, (Guanajuato: Presidencia 
Municipial de Guanajuato), 2003, 93-94 
22 Gálvez, ‘Informe del Visitador’ in Informe, 62 
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Mexican historians have increasingly moved beyond reified notions of a ‘traditional pre-
industrial culture’ to acknowledge the complexities of plebeian cultural and the social 
formation. The work of Felipe Castro Gutiérrez has been particularly influential in 
subjecting the rebellions of 1767 to new questions regarding popular politics and 
ideological motivations. Although he does not directly challenge earlier theoretical 
understandings of plebeian culture, he locates the emergence of the rebellions both within 
the growing contradictions and rising social tensions of late colonial society, and within 
the generalised political-religious dissidence which extended to various sectors of the 
social elite.23 According to this perspective, popular resistance to the expulsion of the 
Jesuits cannot be reduced to a status-quo affirming protest targeting ‘bad government’; 
rather, it comprised a social protest which appropriated the politics of political-religious 
dissidence to challenge the legitimacy of the Spanish monarchy, thus foreshadowing the 
politics of the Hidalgo rebellion of 1810 which ignited the Mexican Independence War.24 
This perspective challenges us to scrutinise the dimensions of popular politics in greater 
depth, and to view plebeian political expressions in relation to the political discourses 
which shaped the relations between rulers and ruled. 
 
To this end, we can draw on recent advances emerging from the historiography of early 
modern Britain for new theoretical insights to examine social conflict in the early modern 
era. In particular, Andy Wood argues that early modern plebeians were able to subvert 
and exploit the dominant discourses of patronage and deference to pursue their class 
                                                 
23 Felipe Castro Gutiérrez, “Profecias y Liberlos Subersivos Contra el Reinado de Carlos III”, Estudios de 
Historia Novohispana, No. 11, (June, 1991), 94-95; Castro Gutiérrez, Nueva ley y nuevo rey, 15, 20, 22-24, 
179-180. 
24 Castro Gutiérrez, Nueva ley y nuevo rey, 15, 20, 22-24, 175-180, 268-9. 
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interests.25 As a consequence historians are presented with a wide array of sources 
presenting the plebeians as deferential. However, Wood’s discursive methodology 
identifies such behaviours as strategic sites of social struggle. In doing this, he draws on 
James C. Scott’s concept of ‘hidden transcripts’ to emphasise that public deference and 
subordination were political expressions which could coexist alongside intense class 
antagonism.26 For Wood, social conflict in the early modern era unfolded in the context 
of continuous disconnection between plebeians’ feelings and actions.27  
 
When the sources on the Guanajuato Jesuit rebellion are subjected to these 
methodological and theoretical considerations, they offer a radical reinterpretation of the 
politics of the social conflict which was occurring within the city. We can view rebellion 
and repression as a social dialogue carried out between elites and plebeians according to 
modes of communication which were understood by their counterparts. Seditious 
expressions served the role of communicative devices in a similar manner to property 
damage and collective violence. Rebellious crowds in Guanajuato shouted ‘Long live the 
King and death to bad government!’ during protests against the imposition of taxation 
measures,28 thus utilising the traditional slogan of Spanish civic rebellion to present 
themselves as loyal subjects of the monarch who rebelled in his name against a corrupt 
local oligarchy. Yet, as the episode of the Jesuit expulsion reveals, this cry could easily 
be transformed into an outright rejection of the legitimacy of the King’s right to rule, as 
                                                 
25 Wood, The Politics of Social Conflict, 22 
26 Andy Wood, “Fear, Hatred and the Hidden Injuries of Class in Early Modern England”, Journal of Social 
History, Vol. 39, No. 3 (2006), 808-9, 815; Wood, The Politics of Social Conflict, 20; see also James C. 
Scott, Domination and the Arts of Resistance: Hidden Transcripts, (New Haven: Yale University 1990) 
27 Wood, “Fear, Hatred and the Hidden Injuries of Class”, 811  
28 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 4, 99v, 100v 
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seen in the popular slogan, ‘The King of Spain is a heretic, we want a new king’.29 
Furthermore, the rebels clearly possessed a capacity for negotiation through their 
spokesmen, could exercise restraint, and through public displays of submission could 
reaffirm their loyalty to the social order. By examining rebellion in the early modern 
context from the perspective of discourse, it is possible to go beyond the historiographical 
preoccupation with the ‘limitations’ of plebeian political consciousness to examine the 
manifestation of political ideology as expressed through the words, actions and 
expressions of plebeians. By doing so, we find that it is the way that sources have been 
read and interpreted which sets limitations, rather than any inherent political 
backwardness on part of plebeians.  
 
The majority of the source material utilised for study derives from the documentation of 
criminal trials in the weeks and months following the Jesuit rebellion. The repression 
against the plebeian population of Guanajuato resulted in the production of thousands of 
pages of handwritten manuscripts comprising an impressive catalogue of prisoner 
testimonies, witness statements, and confessions. These existing records, based on the 
notes of court scribes, were compiled into three volumes, two of which are located in the 
Archivo General de la Nación and one in the Archivo Histórico de Guanajuato. Together, 
these volumes document the trials of 458 individuals charged with participating in 
rebellious activities.30
                                                 
29 AGH, Fondo Colonial Militar, exp 4, 100; Castro Gutierrez, Nueva ley y neuvo rey, 157. 
30 For a full list of the 458 prisoners, see Appendix 1. AHG, Fondo Militar Colonial, Exp. 4 covers the trials 
of 273 prisoners who were interrogated by the Alcalde mayor, José María Mayordomo, between 16 July 
and 22 August. AGN, Criminal Vol. 297, Exp. 1 covers the presided by Don Juan de Velazquez which 
cover 173 prisoners. AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 3 covers a further 100 prisoners who were interrogated 
by Don Pedro de Gorostiza. Some of the prisoners were interrogated repeatedly and they appear in more 
than one of the criminal investigations. When the recurrence of certain individuals is taken into account, the 
11
 These sources remain the main avenue for delving into plebeian mentalities during the 
Guanajuato rebellions. Since the bulk of the trials were composed of prisoner and witness 
testimonies, we can hear plebeian voices emerge within the sources, albeit recorded by 
court scribes and presented in the third-person. Despite this, however, it is crucial to view 
the sources as authored by hostile elites. Plebeians spoke within the highly charged 
atmosphere of the interrogation chambers, knowing that such information could and 
would be used as evidence against them. The court process thus obscures as much as it 
reveals about plebeian political consciousness. It would be a mistake to interpret the 
words and actions of plebeians at face value, as some historians have done, to emphasise 
the ‘limitations’ of plebeian political consciousness or even to suggest that plebeians 
lacked ideological motivations altogether.31 Plebeian expressions of defiance, deference 
and subordination were situated within a political discourse which structured relations 
between rulers and ruled. In the context of the trials, prisoners and plebeian witnesses 
adopted deferent attitudes and rarely unveiled their genuine motivations and feelings to 
the judicial officials. As the central source material of this study, the criminal records 
have been read in a variety of ways to examine the formation and manifestation of the 
culture of rebelliousness in Guanajuato: first, to uncover the narrative of events, second, 
to illuminate the role of plebeian ideology in the rebellions, third, to study the 
                                                                                                                                                 
total number of prisoners only stands at 458. This figure falls short of the ‘more than six hundred 
delinquents’ who Gálvez claimed to have examined, see Gálvez, ‘Informe del Visitador’ in Informe, 60. 
Additional persons were held in prison, yet their names are absent from the three trial records. 
Significantly, out of the 205 prisoners who Gálvez sentenced to some form of punishment, the names of 77 
cannot be found in any of the three criminal records. Judicial oversight is an unlikely explanation for this 
discrepancy; the interrogators were otherwise very methodical in their processing and recording of 
prisoners. It is likely that a fourth criminal investigation was carried out, possibly by Gálvez himself, which 
would account for the remaining 150 prisoners, and that this fourth record is now missing or lost.  
31 Ruiz Medrano, “El Tumulto de 1767 en Guanajuato”, 40-41, 43; Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 1767, 373-
4, 379-80; Falcón Gutiérrez, ‘Los grupos subalternos en Guanajuato’, 93-94. 
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demographic composition of the prisoners as an insight into plebeian society, and fourth, 
to reveal plebeian responses to judicial repression. 
 
Throughout the rebellions, the plebeians of Guanajuato expressed their discontent 
through a repertoire of carefully chosen actions, words and gestures. They developed 
strategies of popular dissent on the basis of existing knowledge of effective methods for 
winning popular demands and mitigating the power of their social superiors. The tumulto, 
or popular riot, served as a powerful political device, yet it was not the only manner in 
which social conflict manifested itself. Rebellious crowds demonstrated collective dissent 
through intimidating armed gatherings, violence against persons and property, and 
ideological challenges to the legitimacy of the ruling elite. Conversely, the authorities 
responded to popular rebellion by a mixture of concessions, retaliatory violence, and 
judicial sanctions. Official repression formed an integral part of this dialogue, with 
exemplary punishments serving to assert the superiority of the elite in a deliberate 
manner to provide a ‘lesson’ to marginalised groups. Yet, plebeians were not passive to 
such lessons. Confronted with the full might of judicial repression, they tried to elude 
arrest, lied in court, and adopted outwardly submissive and deferent stances. Under 
interrogation they asserted their ignorance of the rebellions, thus denying the authorities 
with information that could be used as evidence against other prisoners. In this way, 
repression served as a continuation of social conflict rather than its negation. Just as 
plebeians utilised deferential behaviour as a device for pursuing their political claims, 
they continued to defy their social superiors even in moments of perceived 
powerlessness. 
 
13
 The Jesuit Rebellion 
 
The publication of a royal decree ordering the expulsion of the Jesuits from New Spain 
provoked the greatest popular revolt during a turbulent period in Guanajuato’s history. 
For three days the plebe took control of the streets of the city and besieged the local 
authorities in the casas reales. At least fourteen rebels lost their lives, and the commercial 
elite fled the city in fear. The rebellion represented a genuine threat, not only to the local 
authorities and the Guanajuato commercial oligarchy but to the very legitimacy of 
Spanish rule. Whereas plebeian crowds yelled ‘Long live the King and Death to Bad 
Government’ during previous riots in the city, the Jesuit rebellion saw this slogan 
transformed into ‘The king is a heretic’.32 In light of prominent elite representation of 
plebeian society as immoral and degenerate, it is ironic that the class which had been 
denounced by elite commentators as sinful, irreverent and lacking in Christian morality, 
transformed itself into ardent defenders of the Jesuits and the Christian faith, applying 
religious justifications to question the legitimacy of Spanish rule.  
 
The political-religious character of the Jesuit rebellion provides a new perspective on 
Guanajuato’s plebeian culture. Violent rebellions in reaction to the expulsion occurred in 
the context of generalised opposition amongst all sectors of society which encompassed a 
significant part of elite opinion. The Jesuits held a pronounced position in New Spain, 
providing education and spiritual guidance to the Creole elite. In addition, they were 
                                                 
32 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 4, 99v, 100v; AGH, exp 4, 100; Castro Gutierrez, Nueva ley y nuevo rey, 
157. 
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greatly involved in missionary and charitable activities, and their presence was heavily 
entrenched in the Guanajuato region.33 In Mexico City and Puebla the presence of large 
numbers of troops prevented overt protest, yet the expulsion witnessed a vigorous 
campaign of denouncement launched by disaffected Creoles, religious figures, and 
prominent members of the viceregal administration. Subversive writings circulated 
through religious networks in the urban centres of New Spain and anonymous ‘libels’ 
appeared, deliberately designed to provoke reaction. On the doors of a Mexico City 
convent a paper was pinned: ‘Long live the Company [of Jesuits] and its law, death to the 
Dominicans and their King’.34 Jesuits were popular in their own right amongst sectors of 
the populace, yet more importantly their expulsion revealed the fault lines of social 
conflict, providing the ideological justification for revolt for plebeians who were already 
disaffected by the Bourbon reforms.35
 
Popular unrest was anticipated when the royal decree arrived in Mexico City on May 30, 
ordering the exile of the Jesuits from the viceroyalty and the expropriation of their 
property.36 The viceroy, together with Gálvez and his closest advisors, organised to carry 
out the orders with meticulous planning and in the greatest secrecy. Fixing June 25 as the 
date of expulsion across the entire viceroyalty, sealed orders were dispatched to local 
officials in all jurisdictions of New Spain where Jesuit colleges were located, with a 
warning that the letters must not be opened on pain of death until the afternoon of June 
24. Although the presence of troops proved successful in averting major disorders in the 
                                                 
33 Castro Gutiérrez, ‘Profecias y Liberlos Subersivos’, 94-95 
34 Castro Gutiérrez, ‘Profecias y Liberlos Subersivos’, 87-89, 96 
35 María Guevara Sanginés, et al, La Compañía de Jesús en Guanajuato: Politica, arte y sociedad, 
(Guanajuato, Ediciones la Rana, 2003), 124-5. 
36 Ruiz Medrano, ‘El Tumulto de 1767 en Guanajuato’, 25. 
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capital, Croix remained shut inside the fortified palace until the end of the year fearing 
rumours of plotted uprisings.37
 
Unrest was also anticipated in Guanajuato. Two squadrons of troops were dispatched to 
the region, commanded by the commissioner Don Fernando Torija, to ensure the 
expulsion order was carried out without disruption. However, due to heavy flooding on 
the road, Torija did not arrive in time. Fearful of the consequences, the cabildo of 
Guanajuato decided to delay the publication of the expulsion order.38 Yet, by the time 
Torija finally arrived in the city on July 1, the populace of Guanajuato had already been 
alerted to the royal decree from surrounding regions. Protests commenced in the days 
prior to Torija’s arrival, with crowds congregating in front of the Jesuit church.39 With 
the protestors expecting the arrival of troops, Torija’s entrance served only to intensify 
tensions.40
 
Torija immediately set about taking measures intended to subdue the protests.41 Against 
the advice of the cabildo, he ordered the militia to be assembled. The militia call was 
largely ignored by the populace; of the fifty-seven militiamen who responded, all but 
seven deserted immediately. At the same time, the militia call served to further inflame 
the anger of the crowd who gathered in growing numbers on the plaza outside the casas 
                                                 
37 Castro Gutierrez, Nueva ley y nuevo rey, 180-181. 
38 Ruiz Medrano, ‘El Tumulto de 1767 en Guanajuato’, 25-26. 
39 Castro Gutierrez, Nueva ley y nuevo rey, 156; Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 1767, 323. 
40 Ruiz Medrano, ‘El Tumulto de 1767 en Guanajuato’, 26, 28. 
41 The following account of the rebellion relies on the chronology of events developed by Danks, Revolts of 
1766 and 1767, 332-339; Castro Gutierrez, Nueva ley y nuevo rey, 152-165; Ruiz Medrano, ‘El Tumulto de 
1767 en Guanajuato’, 13-46. These scholars have interpreted the events based on the official reports found 
in AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 1 and criminal testimonies found in the AGN, Criminal Vol. 297, Exp 1 
and AHG, Ramo Militar Colonial, exp. 4. 
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reales and refused to disperse.42 Skirmishing commenced, and the crowd overwhelmed 
the small detachment of troops guarding the Jesuit college. With the crowd surrounding 
the building in order to protect the Jesuit priests from the authorities, Mayordomo and the 
cabildo members decided to ride through the crowd to the Jesuit college.43 Their progress 
was halted by the crowd who attacked them with stones. At this moment, the Sargento 
Mayor Don Phelipe Barri made a fateful decision, and ordered his infantry to open fire at 
the crowd. As rebels fell, cavalry charged into the crowd and a pitched battle commenced 
on the streets. At least fourteen rebels lost their lives during the fighting and many more 
were wounded, yet the crowd only continued to grow in size and resisted with increased 
determination. Recognising the futility of the situation, and with the Alcalde mayor and 
the cavalry commander injured, and the retinue beat a hasty retreat back to the casas 
reales.44
 
Having suffered military defeat at the hands of the rebels, Torija called on the juez 
eclesiástico, Juan Jose Bonilla, to assist with dispersing the crowd. A respected and 
popular priest, Bonilla was credited for his negotiating capacity and had on several 
previous occasions assisted the cabildo with subduing popular protest. After several 
failed attempts, Bonilla finally succeeded in negotiating a settlement with the rebels. In 
return for the dispersal of the crowd, the Jesuit priests would be handed over to the plebe. 
                                                 
42 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 1, 14-15; Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 1767, 323-324; Ruiz Medrano, ‘El 
Tumulto de 1767 en Guanajuato’, 26; Castro Gutiérrez, Nueva ley y nuevo rey, 157. 
43 Ruiz Medrano, ‘El Tumulto de 1767 en Guanajuato’, 27. 
44 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 1, 17v; Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 1767, 326-327; Castro Gutiérrez, 
Nueva ley y nuevo rey, 157. 
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As evening fell the crowd left the city and carried the Jesuits up the hills to the mining 
communities.45
 
Despite this concession, popular anger did not subside and over the succeeding days the 
rebellion intensified. The officials remained besieged in the casas reales during the night, 
as a crowd hacked at the doors with axes and tried to storm the building. Their attack was 
halted by a volley of musket fire from the beleaguered officials.46 The following 
morning, June 2, a second attempt to muster the militia was met with failure, and 
Mayordomo, Torija and Barri, who were blamed by the rebels for orchestrating the 
killings of the previous day, were transferred in secret to the relative safety of the nearby 
Franciscan convent of San Diego.47 In the afternoon an armed crowd numbering 8,000 
returned to the city. They again besieged the casas reales, pelting it with volleys of 
stones, before proceeding to attack the customs house and several commercial buildings 
and private homes. They made their most spectacular assault against the government 
gunpowder storehouse, extracting the powder and spoiling most of it by dumping it into 
the river. They saved a small quantity, however, with the intention of using it to destroy 
official buildings.48
 
                                                 
45 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 1, 20; Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 1767, 328-329; Ruiz Medrano, ‘El 
Tumulto de 1767 en Guanajuato’, 29; Castro Gutiérrez, Nueva ley y nuevo rey, 157-158. 
46 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 1, 21; Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 1767, 329-330; Castro Gutiérrez, 
Nueva ley y nuevo rey, 158. 
47 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 1, 22; Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 1767, 330. 
48 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 1, 8, 9v, 22v-23; Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 1767, 330-331; Castro 
Gutierrez, Nueva ley y nuevo rey, 158; The account of Ruiz Medrano, ‘El Tumulto de 1767 en Guanajuato’, 
27-8, differs significantly since he does not mention the bloody confrontation of the previous day and 
instead suggests instead that the attack on the gunpowder stores occurred on the first day of the revolt. 
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At this point, the rebels communicated their threat to blow up the casas reales, sack the 
royal treasury, and destroy the wealthy temples unless their demands were met.49 The 
destruction of the gunpowder together with a failure to muster even the most minimal 
military strength left the authorities with little option but to concede to whatever the 
rebels demanded. That same day, negotiations took place, possibly facilitated again by 
the priest Bonilla, between the authorities and spokesmen representing the rebels. As a 
precondition for peace, ‘one of the heads of the revolt’ put forward three demands: that 
the Jesuits remain, that an amnesty from criminal prosecution be extended to the rebels, 
and that Torija, Barri and their troops leave Guanajuato.50 The authorities conceded, and 
that night relative calm prevailed in the city while the rebels withdrew to dance, sing and 
drink in celebration of their victory. One group of 500 revellers raided a peanut shop and 
patisserie while singing seditious songs to the accompaniment of a guitar.51
 
On July 3, the third day of the rebellion, Torija and Berri reluctantly evacuated the city 
together with the contingent of troops. They set out for San Miguel, escorted by the juez 
eclasiástico Bonilla and several Franciscans, yet they were ambushed by a crowd of 
thousands of rock-throwing plebeians just outside the city. As the crowd threw a barrage 
of stones at the group, the clergymen attempted to calm the crowd and protect the 
officials and soldiers. One officer suffered seriously injuries, and was carried to the safety 
of a nearby chapel while the crowd tore up his clothing and carried it away as trophies. 
When Bonilla finally succeeded in calming the crowd, the contingent was able to 
                                                 
49 Gálvez, ‘Carta de Felipe Barri al Virrey Marqués de Croix. San Miguel el Grande, 8 de Julio de 1767’ in 
Informe, 107-108; Ruiz Medrano, ‘El Tumulto de 1767 en Guanajuato’, 32-33 
50 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 1, 6v; Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 1767, 333-334;  
51 AGN, Criminal Vol. 297, Exp. 1, Declaracion 27: Joseph Ramirez; Castro Gutierrez, Nueva ley y nuevo 
rey, 159 
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escape.52 Crowds continued to gather in Guanajuato over the following days, yet with 
their demands satisfied, the intensity of the violence subsided. By this stage, the rebels 
were no doubt aware that word of the rebellion would have reached Mexico City, and 
some may have chosen to flee or hide in expectation of impending retribution. After 
several visits to the mining communities, Bonilla succeeded in negotiating the release of 
the Jesuits to the city. On 10 July, the authorities were finally able to execute the order to 
expel the Jesuits, which was apparently achieved without any major disturbances.53
 
* * * 
 
The rest of this thesis will examine the culture of rebelliousness that preceded and 
manifested itself within this rebellion. Chapter 1 examines elite perceptions of the plebe 
through the lens of the viceregal response to the problems of popular unrest. This is 
examined in conjunction with the political expressions of the rebellious crowd between 
1766 and 1767. By focusing on the actions and words of the visitador general Gálvez 
during the punitive expedition of July-November 1767, the repression will be considered 
in light of the contemporary elite representations of the plebe. During the eighteenth 
century this discourse assumed a highly moralistic tone, as a result of the adoption of a 
Francophile bourgeois ethos by the Spanish elite. Mine labourers and the plebeian 
population of mining centres were singled out as especially morally corrupt and 
degenerate. Yet, underlying this elite discourse was a social reality of widespread 
plebeian unrest and the role played by mine labourers in leading rebellions. The second 
                                                 
52 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 1, 7, 24v-25; Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 1767, 334-336; Ruiz Medrano, 
‘El Tumulto de 1767 en Guanajuato’, 33; Castro Gutierrez, Nueva ley y nuevo rey, 160. 
53 Castro Gutierrez, Nueva ley y nuevo rey, 160. 
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half of the eighteenth century witnessed an escalation in cultural as well as social 
conflict, and the viceregal response to unrest in Guanajuato was calculated to reassert 
social control and to suppress elements of plebeian culture which were seen as 
perpetuating this rebelliousness. I have not reproduced in full detail the chronology of 
events, but rather focussed on the political expressions of the crowd. This allows for a 
particular emphasis on the political expressions employed by the plebeians, revealing 
aspects of political culture, ideology, and motivations for unrest. Popular rebelliousness 
in Guanajuato did not materialise from an innate ‘conservatism’ on part plebeians 
determined to preserve a ‘status quo’, but rather it constituted a constant underlying 
tendency, which surfaced throughout protracted social conflict. 
 
Chapter 2 comprises a demographic analysis of plebeian social structure as seen through 
the prisoner data, examining the connections with structural conditions which underlay 
the rebellious plebeian culture in Guanajuato. The chapter focuses on the broader 
economic and demographic history of the Bajío region to examine the links between 
social structure, cultural change, and class formation in Guanajuato. In particular, it 
emphasises the role of migration into the city, an element that is largely absent from 
previous studies. It suggests that outside experiences of uprootedness and exploitation 
brought to the city by migrants influenced the development of a culture of plebeian 
rebelliousness. Methodologically, the criminal record is utilised quantitatively. The 458 
individuals appearing in the criminal records are categorised according to racial status, 
occupation, age, marital status and migration patterns. When these findings are compared 
to the 1792 military census of Guanajuato, they reveal some of the distinguishing 
characteristics of the individuals who were apprehended following the 1767 rebellion. 
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Conceiving the prisoner sample as a catalogue of failed escapes, the demographic 
compilation of the prisoners provides an insight into the particular dynamics of the 
repression which determined that certain groups were more likely to be apprehended by 
the authorities, while others were more likely to evade capture. In this manner, the 
contours of repression are charted in light of the internal networks of plebeian solidarity 
which mitigated the effectiveness of judicial punishment.  
 
Chapter 3 returns to the question of plebeian culture to examine the implications of 
judicial repression in light of the plebeian social formation discussed in the previous 
chapter. Gálvez’s actions in dealing with the rebellious plebe were aimed to address the 
underlying culture of rebelliousness. He conceived this culture as a product of the 
absence of labour discipline, uncontrolled mobility and ethnic mixing. His actions, 
therefore, extended beyond judicial punishment to the articulation of policies aimed at the 
suppression of plebeian culture and customs. In light of this, the chapter examines the 
responses of plebeian prisoners to imprisonment, interrogation and punishment as seen 
through prisoner testimonies and confessions, and through the behaviour of witnesses and 
the interrogators. The judicial repression is examined as an element of social conflict. 
The adoption of postures of submission and deference by plebeians in the face of 
interrogation are examined as inherently political responses, which served to assert 
innocence and deny the judicial authorities with information that could be used against 
other prisoners. I contend that plebeian solidarity was sustained despite the repression, 
and that the judicial punishments ultimately failed in their goal of suppressing the culture 
of plebeian rebelliousness.  
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Chapter 1 
 
 
The ‘perpetual lesson’ of José de Gálvez to the unruly plebe of Guanajuato 
 
 
On the morning of 7 November 1767, an ‘innumerable crowd of the plebe and workers of the 
mines’ congregated on the main plaza of Guanajuato.1 As soldiers patrolled the winding streets of 
the mining city, thousands of people stood watching the gallows specially prepared for the 
occasion. The crowd had not come voluntarily; they had been ordered to converge on the plaza by 
José de Gálvez, the visitador general of New Spain. On this day, ‘assigned for the execution of 
justice’ the rebellious plebe of Guanajuato was to be taught a ‘perpetual lesson’ for the 
‘scandalous and repeated riots and rebellions’ they had committed over the previous years.2
 
The unprecedented wave of repression unleashed against the lower classes of Guanajuato had 
commenced months before Gálvez’s arrival. In mid-July, military detachments led by Pedro de 
Gorostiza, Don Juan de Velazquez and Vicente Buyanga arrived in the city, their numbers 
boosted to over two thousand by militias gathered from surrounding towns. Over the following 
three months, a vigorous hunt for rebels took place, made possible by a military blockade of the 
city. Raids into the city’s neighbourhoods and mines were orchestrated to apprehend anyone 
suspected of involvement in past disturbances. By the time Gálvez arrived in Guanajuato on 16 
October, over 600 persons accused of acts of rioting, treason and rebellion were held in the city’s 
jails. Over a period of three weeks, Gálvez concluded the trials of the prisoners.3 He pardoned 
                                                 
1 The following account is based on the private correspondence and official reports of José de Gálvez to 
Viceroy Croix regarding his actions in Guanajuato. Documents cited from the AGI are included in the 
documental appendix of Gallart y Nocetti, Las Rebeliones Populares de 1767, 135-306 
2 AGI, México 1365, ‘Carta de Galvez a Croix, Guanajuato, 9 de Noviembre de 1767’ in Gallart y Nocetti, 
Las Rebeliones Populares de 1767, 303-304; AGI, México 1365, ‘Sentencia dictada por Galvez a los 
habitantes de Guanajuato, Ciudad de Santa Fe y Real de Minas de Guanajuato, 6 de noviembre de 1767’ in 
Gallart y Nocetti, Las Rebeliones Populares de 1767, 285-291; Gálvez, ‘Informe del Visitador’ in Informe, 
61. 
3 Ruiz Medrano, ‘El Tumulto de 1767 en Guanajuato’, 34-35. 
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and released over half, and reasoned that although all were guilty, their crimes were minor in 
comparison to the 207 who were truly deserving of punishment.4
 
Addressing the gathered crowd, Gálvez proclaimed his ‘sentence to the inhabitants of 
Guanajuato’. Nine men were condemned to death, their bodies suspended on the gallows for five 
hours, before being posthumously decapitated, and their heads impaled on pikes on top of the 
hills surrounding the city to serve as a grim reminder to the populace until ‘time completely 
consumes’ their remains. Gálvez ordered the possessions of the condemned to be confiscated, 
their houses demolished, the ground sown with salt to render it infertile, and their families exiled 
from the province. On the gallows erected on the plaza, the executions were carried out in full 
view of the gathered crowd. Five men also endured a punishment of 200 lashes on the scaffold 
and were escorted through the streets to serve the remainder of their lives as forced labourers in 
the presidio forts of San Juan de Ulúa and Havana. 159 other prisoners were also sentenced to 
presidio terms ranging from six years to life. Nine prisoners were sentenced to serve in military 
regiments or the royal navy, and eleven suffered permanent exile.5
 
With the nine bodies still swinging from the gallows, Gálvez proceeded to the next stage of the 
day’s proceedings – a public lecture on the sins of sedition and the virtues of obedience. 
Reporting to the viceroy that his punishments ‘lacked greater severity’ due to the successful 
intervention of the clergy in mitigating many of the sentences, Gálvez reasoned that the 
‘punishment of so few prisoners… was not enough to cut a complete lesson on the plebe and 
miners’. He therefore made full use of his oratorical skills to deliver a lengthy speech to the 
crowd, admonishing the ‘rabble of mine workers and the lowly plebe’ for the ‘malice and 
                                                 
4 AGI, México 1365, ‘Carta confidencial de Gálvez a Croix, Guanajuato, 24 de Octubre de 1767’ in Gallart 
y Nocetti, Las Rebeliones Populares de 1767, 280-281. 
5 AGI, México 1365, ‘Carta de Galvez a Croix, Guanajuato, 9 de Noviembre de 1767’ in Gallart y Nocetti, 
Las Rebeliones Populares de 1767, 303-304; AGI, México 1365, ‘Sentencia dictada por Galvez’, in Gallart 
y Nocetti, Las Rebeliones Populares de 1767, 285. 
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ugliness of the offences that they had committed against God, King and fellow man’.6 Not only 
had the plebe committed ‘the greatest insults against the respectable citizens’ but ‘their insolence 
and impudence went to such an extreme that they refused completely the obedience due to the 
supreme orders of His Majesty’.7 In his report to the viceroy, Gálvez explained his motivations 
for delivering the public lecture: 
‘for them to understand that the view of the punishment of so few prisoners did not match 
either the quality of the crimes, nor less the excessive multitude of those authors and 
accessories to them, since in the course of only a year there had been repeated in the city 
up to six scandalous tumultos, confirming the truth by which Guanajuato is regarded 
throughout the kingdom as the centre of disloyalty and the origin of public impudence 
whose example has been experienced in so many [other] towns and provinces’.8
 
 
Gálvez’s repressive actions in Guanajuato were part of a larger punitive expedition, aimed at 
quelling social unrest across New Spain in the wake of the expulsion of the Jesuits. Before 
arriving in Guanajuato, Gálvez had already overseen the execution of 48 rebels in the districts of 
San Luis de la Paz and San Luis Potosí,9 sentencing a further 413 prisoners to a range of lesser 
punishments.10 The ‘frequent riotous disturbances’ which caused ‘damage to the respectable 
citizens’ in Guanajuato had gone unpunished for long enough. Croix saw the ‘disobedience to the 
sovereign decision’ to expel the Jesuits as ‘reckless treason’. The plebeians of the city needed a 
‘severe punishment meeting the guilty, [so that] they will forever learn their lesson for the 
future’.11 To this end Gálvez was given authority to ‘[put] to use as much as necessary the help 
and force of the troops that go at his orders,’ and all civil and military officials were ordered to 
comply with his command. Croix transferred to Gálvez his full authority as viceroy, giving him 
                                                 
6 José de Gálvez, ‘Informe del Visitador’ in Informe, 61. 
7 AGI, México 1365, ‘Sentencia dictada por Galvez’ in Gallart y Nocetti, Las Rebeliones Populares de 
1767, 285-291. 
8 Gálvez, ‘Informe del Visitador’ in Informe, 61. 
9 The district of San Luis Potosi includes the city of the same name, as well as the towns of San Pedro, San 
Nicolas, San Felipe, San Sabastian del Venado and Guadalcázar. 
10 These punishments resemble those delivered in Guanajuato: 13 prisoners were condemned to 200 lashes 
and perpetual exile, 81 to life imprisonment in the presidios, 286 to the presidios for terms between six and 
ten years, 18 to perpetual or limited exile, 16 to perpetual or limited forced labour, and 7 to military service. 
For a complete breakdown of all the punishments, see Gallart y Nocetti, Las Rebeliones Populares, 307.  
11 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296 Exp. 1, 33-33v. 
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‘the broad faculties that reside in me without any limitation’.12 The result was an extraordinary 
array of powers invested in a single individual, providing him with the capacity to exert viceregal 
political, military and judicial authority in addition to his existing jurisdiction as the visitador 
general to New Spain.  
 
Gálvez’s punitive expedition was therefore calculated to reassert social control in the rebellious 
towns and cities and to prevent the unrest from intensifying and spreading to other parts of the 
kingdom. In a certain sense, the retributive justice and exemplary punishments he employed 
against the rebellious populations were exceptionally harsh in light of the established procedures 
of the contemporary Spanish judicial system. An anonymous manuscript circulated in Mexico 
City in 1773 in which Gálvez was denounced for condemning ‘without any form of Justice the 
multitude of unfortunates to capital punishment, presidio, exile and other punishments which 
horrified all the kingdom, accustomed to see taken into punishment only convicted prisoners, and 
confessions satisfying the Established Laws’.13  
 
Yet, while Gálvez’s repression may have appeared excessive and distasteful to some 
contemporary elite observers, it did not occur entirely without legal precedent. His arbitrary 
treatment of the rebellious populations was consistent with a shift towards an increasingly 
authoritarian criminal judicial system during the preceding decades. During the late seventeenth 
and early eighteen centuries, the complex yet cumbersome judicial administration proved 
incapable of effectively combating a perceived deterioration in public order and the endemic rise 
of criminality. In particular, banditry and highway robbery along the major rural roads of New 
Spain threatened to sever trade and communication across the kingdom. In response to this 
perceived crisis, the tribunal of the acordada was established in 1719 to act as an independent 
                                                 
12 Gálvez, ‘Poder Recibido por el Visitador José de Gálvez del Virrey Marqués de Croix, México, 7 de 
Julio de 1767’, in Informe, 83-84 
13 AGI, Estados, 34, n. 36, ‘Vista de Real Hacienda de Joseph de Gálvez’ 
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and distinct judicial institution unconstrained by territorial or administrative boundaries. 
Functioning as a military detachment and a mobile court, the acordada proved remarkably 
successful in combating banditry and bringing order to the countryside. The judge of the 
acordada rode at the head of the military column, hunted the bandit bands, and executed captured 
prisoners on the spot after holding summary trials. The success of the acordada was not just the 
product of its administrative efficiency but derived from its deliberately cultivated reputation of 
enacting retributive justice through methods of judicial terror.14 For this reason, the summary 
methods pursued by the acordada should be understood as an important innovation in the 
criminal justice system of New Spain rather than an ‘extralegal’ aberration. This efficient and 
summary approach towards criminality emerged as an effective form of social control in response 
to a crisis of authority, and anticipated the repressive actions of Gálvez several decades later.15
 
The suppression of protest in Guanajuato in the wake of the July 1767 rebellion went much 
deeper than the imposition of highly visible and exemplary punishments against the plebeian 
population. Gálvez had been dispatched to New Spain in 1765 as a representative of King Charles 
III, as part of a political initiative to raise greater taxation revenues from the colonies.16 As the 
visitador general, Gálvez enforced new taxation regimes, established permanent militias and 
reformed administrative and political structures, impacting profoundly on the social fabric of the 
affected communities. These reforms satisfied the twin aims of increasing the tax revenue for the 
crown by enforcing new taxation regime on plebeians who had for so long been ‘unaccustomed to 
                                                 
14 Colin M. MacLachlan, Criminal Justice in Eighteenth Century Mexico: A Study of the Tribunal of the 
Acordada, (Berkeley: University of California, 1974), 23, 24, 33-36; Gabriel Haslip-Viera, Crime and 
Punishment in Late Colonial Mexico City, 1692-1810, (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico, 1999), 
45. 
15 This conclusion is somewhat at odds with Haslip-Viera, Crime and Punishment in Late Colonial Mexico 
City, 102, who argues that convict labour superseded corporal and capital punishment as the most favoured 
form of correction in the eighteen century and that exemplary punishment as a form of social control played 
a lesser role in eighteenth century New Spain compared to Britain or France. Haslip-Viera’s study is 
restricted to Mexico City and does not assess the significance of summary justice experienced in episodes 
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1765-1771, (Berkeley: University of California, 1916), 83-134. 
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recognise vassalage to their sovereign in payment of the royal tribute’.17 Gálvez reversed the tax 
exemptions granted to Guanajuato following the 1766 Tobacco Riot, and oversaw the imposition 
of a new tax on maize and flour. The proceeds from this tax served to pay for a permanent 
military detachment of 46 soldiers as a preventative measure against plebeian insurrection, and to 
fund road construction projects in order to improve the speed of military deployment around the 
city.18 Yet, the repression did not end there. In order to enforce these changes, Gálvez had to 
curtail the labour practices and behaviours in which he saw the roots of lower class 
insubordination.  
 
After being in Guanajuato for only a week, Gálvez informed the viceroy that the ‘insolent 
contempt of these vulgar commoners’ offered a perfect opportunity to ‘make the most of the 
favourable situation’ to bring Guanajuato ‘into an order and system that had never been known 
amongst those of the Kingdom’. 
‘If an endless spring of riches flowed during the universal disorder and scandalous 
debauchery in which its plebe and the mining industry have maintained themselves for 
years, through repair and subjection it will become a plentiful river that shall bring 
considerable utility to the Crown and to the nation’.19
 
 
Cultural Conflict and Elite Opinion 
 
Gálvez was not alone in holding an unfavourable view of Guanajuato’s plebeian population. The 
plebe and the vulgo, terms encompassing the entire lower strata of colonial society, emerged from 
a moralistic cultural definition of the lower classes formulated by enlightened eighteenth century 
elites.20 With the rise of an ethnically mixed urban society and the breakdown of a ‘simple’ social 
order divided between ruling Spaniards and subjugated Indians, elite observers increasingly 
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adopted a terminology which highlighted the intrinsic moral inferiority of plebeian society, while 
urban society in general was equated with ‘moral decay’ and the corruption of customs.21 Within 
this discourse, mining settlements were distinguished as dens of vice, sin, crime, scandal and 
sexual corruption, that is to say, the very antithesis to Christian morality. Amongst other plebeian 
groups, mine workers were singled out as arrogant, deceitful, avaricious, disobedient, insolent, 
lacking in deference to their social superiors and prone to disrupting order. As part of this 
discourse, elite opinion counter-posed the image of a dangerous, rebellious and immoral mining 
plebe to an idealised harmony of indigenous rural communities.22
 
By focussing on the relationship between elite representation and social reality, the recent 
‘cultural turn’ in the Mexican historiography offers a new perspective for the study of plebeian 
society. Following the European Enlightenment, the colonial elite adopted ‘bourgeois’ French 
manners and a hostile attitude towards urban plebeian culture. Previously tolerated popular 
recreational activities and behaviours were redefined as immoral and degenerate, and the state 
took active measures to repress traditional public entertainments which were seen as threats to 
bourgeois respectability and security. In his study of Mexico City’s eighteenth century popular 
culture, Juan Pedro Viqueira Albán identifies the emergence of popular resistance strategies to the 
new bourgeois ethos of restricting popular culture. This resistance stemmed from ‘the daily 
resistance to exploitation and survival strategies within situations of extreme poverty’, yet 
manifested itself in repeated clashes over the control of public spaces. The result was the rise of a 
powerful underground current within urban plebeian culture, strengthened by demographic 
growth, mass migration into the cities, and transformations in economic life.23
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While Viqueira Albán’s study is restricted to Mexico City, he views this cultural conflict as a 
phenomenon which occurred across the entire urban environment of New Spain. This conflict 
was particularly acute in large mining centres such as Guanjuato which offered a unique set of 
conditions for urban growth and where social tensions were aggravated. The constant demand for 
mine labour led to the breakdown of racially-segregated social divisions, engendering new social 
identities and modes of cultural life which were distinct from rural communities and other urban 
centres. An independent and assertive plebeian culture emerged amongst the heterogeneous 
masses of Indians, Spaniards, mestizos and mulattos who were drawn to work in the mines. 
Mining towns, therefore, lay at the heart of the process of mestizaje,24 attracting a large and 
transient population made up of diverse ethnic groups. In light of this, Eduardo Flores Clair 
extends the analysis of cultural conflict to examine the mining centres as key sites of 
confrontation between elite morality and an incomprehensible and disconcerting social reality 
which emerged during the eighteenth century. This heterogenous plebeian population participated 
in a shared culture, centring on a range of sanctioned, semi-legal and prohibited public 
entertainments, including gambling, bullfighting and rowdy fiestas, which emerged as key sites of 
contestation between elite and popular cultures.25
 
The criminal trials of prisoners following the Jesuit rebellion provide insight into some of these 
aspects of plebeian culture. The gambling den in particular plays a prominent role in prisoner 
testimonies. Juan Agustin Escobar, a twenty four year old beef butcher, claimed to be at home 
during the three days of the Jesuit rebellion, yet one of his witnesses testified that he spent 
Thursday afternoon gambling. Questioned about this inconsistency, Escobar responded that ‘he 
thought it was the same to be in his house as in the nearby gambling den.26 With his interrogators 
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unsatisfied by this inconsistency, Escobar was sentenced to eight years in the presidio.27 A 
twenty-five year old mine worker, Juan Esteban Choco, claimed that he did not leave his house 
during the three days of the Jesuit rebellion ‘because he had gambled away the clothes that 
covered his flesh’.28 He was also condemned for eight years.29 On the other hand, the mine 
labourer Juan Joseph Ortiz succeeded in avoiding punishment by presenting a series of credible 
witnesses who verified that he spent the entire three days of the Jesuit rebellion gambling away 
his earnings in various dens.30
 
Viqueira Albán argues that comments of enlightened elites offer representations rather than 
reflections of changing social conditions; their ‘moralist harangues’ reveal that elite panic 
directed at so-called ‘new disorders’ in fact targeted traditional customs.31 In light of this, how 
should we interpret Gálvez’s condemnation of Guanajuato as the ‘centre of disloyalty and the 
origin of public impudence’? Should we dismiss his assertion that Guanajuato’s rebellious plebe 
was encouraging unrest in other parts of New Spain, as nothing more than an elite 
representation?32 Viqueira Albán and Flores Clair both conceptualise the assertive cultural 
practices of plebeians as political weapons wielded in response to attempts by colonial elites to 
repress popular pastimes, customs and traditions. In adopting this perspective, both scholars 
expand the definition of politics to encompass ‘everyday’ forms of cultural resistance. Yet, since 
their studies of ‘popular culture’ are focussed almost exclusively on public entertainments, 
assessment of plebeian uprisings such as the rebellions of 1767 are absent. By neglecting to 
examine the moments at which plebeians posed a violent and direct challenge to elite authority, 
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both historians imply that although lower class subjects were capable of ‘everyday’ cultural 
resistance, they did not posses a capacity to articulate political opposition.  
 
It would be problematic to dismiss Gálvez’s comments, in light of the central role he played in 
suppressing the popular rebellion that erupted across a large part of the country in 1767. 
Furthermore, close examination of rebellions preceding the Jesuit Rebellion reveals that plebeians 
were well-versed in formulating ideological challenges to their social superiors. Although cultural 
conflict formed an important backdrop to these events, it was by no means the only manifestation 
of social unrest. Conflicts materialised around a range of grievances engendered by the Bourbon 
Reforms. While these grievances related to taxation policies, judicial procedures, militia drafts, 
and a radical redefinition of state authority resulting from the expulsion of the Jesuits, they 
materialised in the context of structural conditions unique to Guanajuato’s position as a mining 
centre. 
  
 
The Mines of Guanajuato and the Real del Monte Strike of 1766 
 
Mine labourers played a central role in the Guanajuato rebellions. This is not coincidental, in light 
of an escalation in conflict between labourers and owners in mining enterprises across New Spain 
during the second half of the eighteenth century. Mine workers occupied a unique position in 
colonial society, and held strong bargaining power for their labour.33 Skilled labourers earned 
high wages relative to other occupations, in addition to receiving the customary partido, a share 
of the extracted ore which often exceeding their wages.34 While some historians have argued that 
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skilled mine labourers occupied a privileged position and were virtually ‘partners’ with the 
owners,35 we must consider that they were often subjected to forced labour in the mines through 
press ganging.36 Likewise, unskilled labourers were forcefully recruited from Indian 
communities, a practice which was particularly common where mines were located in densely 
populated areas, although free labourers remained the bulk of mine workers.37 Since many of the 
richest silver deposits were found in sparsely populated northern areas, a distinct labour regime 
emerged in the context of chronic labour shortages, which necessitated a combination of 
incentives and coercion to attract and hold labour.38 Thus the partido system of customary 
payment coexisted alongside forced recruitment. Both aspects of the labour regime were prone to 
contestation, increasingly becoming the terrain of bitter conflicts between owners and workers 
throughout the eighteenth century. 
 
In August 1766 mine labourers in Pachuca and Real del Monte, in the neighbouring province of 
México, staged the first industrial strike in North America.39 The strike began as a petition by a 
group of mine labourers protesting over wage reductions and the curtailment of the customary 
partido by the powerful mining magnate Romero de Terreros. Colluding with Terreros, the local 
authorities in Pachuca responded to the petition by imprisoning the leaders. In response, 
thousands of miners staged a strike on August 15 which resulted in the liberation of the prisoners 
from the city’s jail, widespread destruction of the mining works, and the death of the alcalde 
mayor of Pachuca.40 Their initial grievances were resolved through arbitration, yet the unrest 
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continued over the following months with violent riots targeting forced labour recruitment.41 
Participation in the revolt grew beyond the miners involved in the initial strike action to include 
refinery workers and other plebeians in Pachuca, as well as Indian communities in the 
surrounding region which were subjected to the labour draft.42
 
In contrast to the situation in Real del Monte, Guanajuato witnessed vastly different conditions in 
its mines during the mid-1760s which meant that plebeian unrest did not take the form of a direct 
confrontation between labour and mine owners. A prolonged credit crisis resulted in 
undercapitalisation of the mines. Many of the owners effectively relinquished control over their 
mines, leaving them to be mined by buscones, or subcontractors.43 Despite the depression in the 
mining industry, many workers benefited from this arrangement of independent work. Labourers 
were not paid wages, yet could profit tremendously when bonanzas were discovered. The unique 
conditions which prevailed in Guanajuato attracted large numbers of migrants who brought with 
them diverse experiences of exploitation from the Bajío region and other parts of New Spain. 
There is no evidence of forced recruitment or Indian labour drafts in Guanajuato at this time, 
although these practices became prevalent in the 1770s during the years of recovery and boom in 
Guanajuato’s mining industry. In contrast to Real del Monte, the unrest in Guanajuato occurred 
primarily along political rather than industrial lines, leading Castro Gutiérrez to argue that 
relations between labour and mine owners in Guanajuato at the time of the riots were ‘not 
characteristically conflictual’.44 Yet, the evidence in the prisoner records reveals underlying 
social antagonisms and tensions which have been little explored in the literature of the 
Guanajuato rebellions. 
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The Tobacco Riot 
 
Official reports in the aftermath of the Jesuit Rebellion emphasised that riots and acts of 
collective violence were frequent occurrences in Guanajuato. During the trials of the prisoners 
from July to October 1767, the interrogators made constant references to ‘the tumultos that 
occurred in this city, and its surroundings, known as those of Bread, Tobacco, Holy Thursday, 
Holy Saturday, and the last one with the motive of opposing the Royal resolution of his Majesty 
to exile the Jesuits from his dominions’. In addition to these five rebellions which occurred in 
1766 and 1767, the Guanajuato authorities also cited ‘numerous riots’ which had occurred in the 
past. Since these had all been dealt with locally and were never reported to the viceregal 
authorities,45 no records appear to exist regarding their nature. Even the tumultos of ‘Bread’ and 
‘Holy Thursday’ leave little more than their names traced through the historical record.46 Despite 
the gaps in knowledge about these events and the popular disturbances which preceded 1766, the 
criminal records point to a continuous culture of plebeian rebelliousness. The well-documented 
rebellions – the Tobacco Riot of 1766, the events of Holy Saturday, and the Jesuit Rebellion – 
present a wealth of information on plebeian political expressions and the nature of their 
rebelliousness.  
 
Exactly one year before the repression of Gálvez began, the plebeians of Guanajuato staged a 
massive revolt targeting unpopular taxation, fiscal reforms and plans to establish a militia in the 
city. The Tobacco Riot of July 17, 1766 lasted a single day, involved a reported 40,000 residents 
of the city and surrounding neighbourhoods, and ended abruptly when the local authorities 
capitulated to the demands of the crowd.47 Popular anger was directed at the estanco de tobaco, 
the newly established royal monopoly on the production and sale of tobacco products. As part of 
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the new policy, official tobacco shops were established in the mining communities and 
restrictions placed on the sale of raw tobacco, forcing consumers to buy inferior quality pre-rolled 
cigarettes. According to popular rumours, Bustamente, the administrator of the tobacco 
monopoly, prospered from the new arrangement by sourcing the tobacco from enterprises owned 
by his relatives to the detriment of local workshops.48 A second major grievance concerned the 
establishment of a new taxation regime in New Spain, which introduced sales taxes (alcabalas) 
on formally exempt goods, including food. Since it raised the cost of living as well as the 
production costs of mining, the new taxation policy was unpopular not only amongst the 
Guanajuato plebe, but also amongst elite citizens of the city who profited from mining.49 Finally, 
the arrival of viceregal instructions ordering the drafting of militiamen angered the populace.50 
The new tobacco shops, the estanco de tobaco building, and the two officials who administered 
the taxes, became hated symbols of the unwelcome intervention in Guanajuato’s civic and 
economic affairs.  
 
The Tobacco Riot began when a contingent of five or six thousand miners and women descended 
from the hills, shouting ‘Long live the King and Death to Bad Government,’ ‘carrying sharp 
weapons, and torches, rocks, and arrows’.51 Throughout the day the ranks of the demonstrators 
swelled into the tens of thousands with the participation of the populace of Guanajuato and the 
arrival of thousands more from surrounding districts.52 Besieged within the casas reales, the 
cabildo began negotiations with the crowd almost immediately, deciding to comply temporarily 
with all of their demands and to await a response from the viceroy.53  
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The brevity of the Tobacco Riot and its quick resolution, having occurred after a series of official 
petitions by commercial, political and religious authorities who protested the establishment of the 
alcabalas and militias, has led one historian to propose that a strong base of patrician support 
existed for the rebel grievances.54 At first glance, such an interpretation is justified, since the 
popular grievances found an official voice. In the weeks preceding the revolt the Guanajuato 
cabildo, members of the clergy and respectable citizens wrote a steady stream of petitions and 
official protests to the viceroy. Invoking a precedent from 1762 that exempted the city from 
militia draft for wartime service, they pleaded that Guanajuato’s exemptions be upheld and 
voiced their concerns about the impact of the new taxation regime on the city. In their 
correspondence, they highlighted the economic decline of the mines and argued that the 
imposition of a militia draft would only lead to a severe labour shortage that would further 
exacerbate the current economic problems.55  
 
Yet despite the appearance of coinciding interests between rebellious plebeians and members of 
the elite, it was the threat of revolution which most frightened the Guanajuato elite and justified 
their conciliatory attitude towards the grievances of the plebe. Significantly, this was not the first 
time that such a threat had been evoked. Guanajuato’s exemption to military service was achieved 
in 1762 with the argument that the departure of the city’s militia, made up of wealthy citizens and 
commercial leaders, would leave the city defenceless against the multitude of mine workers. The 
plebe would use the opportunity to stage a violent rebellion aimed at overthrowing authority and 
taking over the mines.56 Likewise, the official petitions of 1766 stressed that popular rebellion 
was imminent and that failure to immediately reverse the militia and taxation measures would 
lead to total collapse of mining revenues.57 Ironically, the anticipated revolt broke out on July 17, 
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the same day that the response to the petitions was discussed by officials in Mexico City and the 
viceroy agreed to the recommendations made by the royal auditor to reverse the militia draft.58
 
Official reports of the 1766 protest reveal that the protestors possessed a sophisticated capacity to 
engage in negotiation and bargain with the authorities through their own leaders and 
spokesmen.59 When the crowd first gathered, they were addressed by members of the cabildo 
asking to explain the ‘motive of such an unexpected violent movement’. The plebeians ‘spoke of 
the damages which had been inflicted against them by the innovations introduced by the 
Administrators of Alcabalas and Tobacco [and of] having been warned that soldiers would enter 
[the city] that day for the recruitment of those who would attempt to reject such a fate’.60 Only a 
few hours after the revolt began the cabildo announced their concessions to the crowd, declaring 
that the alcabala on food would be dropped and the tobacco shops would be closed. Despite this, 
the crowd refused to disperse immediately. A spokesmen for the rebels demanded that the 
concessions be put in writing, and that the exemption to militia service be addressed. The cabildo 
informed the crowd that a petition had already been submitted to the viceroy regarding the 
militias, but that the concessions could not be put in writing. The negotiations stalled until the 
cabildo took the initiative to empty goods from the tobacco shops in full view of the crowd. 
Satisfied by this gesture of good faith, the rebels dispersed.61 In the aftermath of the rebellion, 
viceroy Cruillas approved all concessions granted by the cabildo, thus satisfying the popular 
demands. No prosecutions resulted from the Tobacco Riot until the arrival of Gálvez a year later. 
 
Although the cabildo displayed a conciliatory attitude on this occasion, relations between the 
local authorities and lower class citizens were anything but harmonious. Nine months after the 
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Tobacco Riot the plebe exacted revenge on Alcalde mayor Miguel Maria Mayordomo, the highest 
ranking official in the local government. On 18 April, during the customary bullfighting 
festivities on the streets of Guanajuato in celebration of Holy Saturday, a plebeian crowd seized 
Mayordomo and carried him away. According to the subsequent Inquisition investigation, the 
crowd had initially intended to kill him, but decided to humiliate him instead. The Alcalde mayor 
was widely despised for his arrogance as well as his tendency to arrest persons arbitrarily and to 
deliver sentences of corporal punishment for small offences. The crowd tied him to the front of a 
bull and paraded him through the streets of the city, hurling insults and mocking him for several 
hours, before finally returning him unharmed to the casas reales, promising to return for him at 
the next bullfight.62 Months later, Nicolas Raphael de la Rosa, a thirty-nine year old moreno from 
Cuba, admitted to giving the Alcalde mayor ‘various insults’ that afternoon. Following his arrest, 
it was reportedly ‘heard in a general voice of the vulgo that his arrest was unjust’.63
 
It is significant that this episode of popular rebellion occurred during a religious festival, and 
furthermore, that the humiliation of the alcalde mayor was integrated with the spontaneous street 
celebrations associated with bullfighting. As discussed above, public entertainment became 
highly conflictual during the eighteenth century with the rise of a bourgeois culture antagonistic 
to plebeian ‘immoralities’. Since the plebeians of mining towns were considered especially 
depraved, their bullfighting festivals, associated with ‘sinful’ dances into the early hours of the 
morning, sexual promiscuity, drunkenness and fighting, were denounced with particular 
vehemence.64 The Spanish bullfight had its origins in the eleventh century as a prestigious 
celebration of aristocratic and military virtues, serving to reinforce the ‘hierarchical order that had 
to reign among the various estates’. By the eighteenth century, however, bullfighting had lost this 
original significance and was increasingly associated with disorderly and raucous plebeian 
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entertainment. Enlightened thinkers vehemently denounced the tradition as a ‘barbaric and bloody 
diversion’, and in 1767, the government of Charles II began to legislate against bullfighting in 
Spain. Although the festival fell out of favour with the colonial elite of New Spain, it was never 
abolished due to its economic importance in generating large amounts of tax revenue for the 
Crown.65
 
Perhaps more so than in other cities of New Spain, the lower classes of Guanajuato claimed the 
bullfighting festivals as their own. Plebeian festivities could acquire a powerful dynamic which 
made them dangerous to elite authority. The kidnapping of Mayordomo demonstrates that during 
periods of social unrest the large crowd gatherings could be transformed into overt political 
protest and collective action.  
 
The behaviour of the crowd during the Tobacco Riot and the kidnapping and humiliation of the 
Alcalde mayor suggests the existence of an underlying and ongoing social conflict in Guanajuato. 
Plebeians possessed an acute awareness of the effectiveness of popular protest, and used their 
collective strength on repeated occasions to mediate the exercise of political power by the elite of 
Guanajuato. References to numerous undocumented tumultos suggest that popular participation in 
the political process emerged as an intrinsic and expected element to the exercise of power on the 
local level. Popular willingness to resort to acts of defiance or violence against the established 
order reinforced this dynamic, as did the actions of the local authorities who made concessions to 
the grievances that periodically erupted into open acts of defiance or violence. Popular disorder 
remained a latent and underlying threat to the Guanajuato authorities even during periods of 
apparent calm. The 1762 exemption to militia service was attained with the expressed fear of 
lower class revolution, and petitions of distinguished individuals in the weeks prior to the 
Tobacco Riot warned of imminent popular rebellion. We can see that throughout this period 
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members of the Guanajuato political, commercial and religious elite had an acute awareness of 
the threat posed by the lower classes and were well-tuned to the circulation of rumours and 
threats. No doubt these rumours were disseminated during the course of the rowdy fiestas, within 
gambling dens and other forms of public diversions that so outraged the sensibilities of the elite, 
allowing plebeians to construct a menacing identity of independence and disdain for authority in 
order to advance their political claims. 
 
 
The Treason of Joseph Ventura Serón 
 
Accused of being the ‘principal driving force’ behind the Tobacco Riot who ‘took the voice of the 
numerous gathering’, the trial of Joseph Ventura Serón brings us closer to understanding the 
forms of organisation which emerged amongst the plebeians during the course of the Guanajuato 
rebellions.66 Serón was a thirty year old Afro-mestizo miner who worked in San Juan de Rayas 
and lived in the community surrounding the mine.67 While the precise date of his arrest is 
unclear, it is likely that he was arrested on the morning of August 7 by troops commanded by 
Velásquez along with many other miners who lived in Rayas, Mellado, Serena and Cata.68
 
Having found himself in prison together with over 600 other suspects, Serón was subjected to a 
lengthy trial. He was interrogated first by the Alcalde mayor, then by Gorostiza and finally by 
Gálvez. He stands out from amongst the other prisoners for the very public role he played in the 
rebellions. At first, Serón steadfastly denied any wrongdoing. However, due to the very public 
nature of his crimes, a range of witnesses appeared against him, some of whom manifested clear 
                                                 
66 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 3, Declaración 6, Joseph Ventura Serón; AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 3, 
Ratificacion de Joseph Ventura Serón. 
67 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp 3, Declaracion 6: Joseph Ventura Serón 
68 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 1, 69-70. 
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hostility. An individual by the name of Don Tagle, who testified against Serón numerous times, 
reportedly stated that ‘he will see him stretch on the gallows for his mischief’.69
 
During the Tobacco Riot of 1766, Serón was observed in the ‘Plazuela de Mellado at the head of 
a numerous gathering that assembled to the sound of a drum’. Together with ‘other leaders of the 
crowd’ he forced Pedro Raphael Chaves to close the government tobacco shop in Rayas, and 
taking the keys from the shop he led the crowd of mine workers down to Guanajuato. Witnesses 
stated that it was ‘public knowledge that [Serón] was daringly hoisted up on the shoulders of his 
companions to destroy the royal coat of arms on the gate of the estanco de tobaco’ in a symbolic 
act of defiance against the tobacco monopoly. When the crowd arrived at the casas reales, Serón 
committed another symbolic act, ‘surrendering [the keys of the tobacco shop] to the Alcalde 
mayor’. With the crowd behind, Serón confronted Mayordomo, and it appears that he entered into 
direct negotiation with him. He delivered the demands of the rebels: ‘that there should not be 
tobacco shops, and that the Alcabalas be removed’. The next day, with the resolution of the 
plebeian grievances, Serón returned to the mine of Rayas. Don Tagle observed him ‘shaking 
hands’ with the other miners and ‘boasting that he had succeeded splendidly’, and appealing to 
his companions ‘not to do anything against him, because he was part of their work gang’.70 
Confronted with this evidence, Serón dropped his alibi and admitted to the charges. Gálvez had 
finally found one of the elusive rebel leaders. 
 
Although most of the trial concerned Serón’s leadership in the Tobacco Riot, other evidence was 
brought against him for involvement in the other rebellions. Nine months after the Tobacco Riot, 
Serón was accused of leading the crowd who kidnapped the Alcalde mayor. He was seen together 
with a fellow worker from the Rayas mine, ‘commanding a horse in the middle of the crowd that 
                                                 
69 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 3, Declaracion 6, Joseph Ventura Seron; AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 3, 
Ratificacion de Joseph Ventura Seron. 
70 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 3, Declaracion 6, Joseph Ventura Seron; AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 3, 
Ratificacion de Joseph Ventura Seron. 
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caused the uprising’, and of stirring up the crowd by making ‘an address in the Plazuela de la 
Carnizeria to all the plebe who were in it’.71 During the Jesuit rebellion, Serón was heard 
spreading seditious rumours and making ‘insolent propositions against the authority of the King’, 
to which Don Luis Francisco Arredondo, a manager at the mine, warned him not to blaspheme 
against the king since ‘he already regards his neck to be fit for rope’. It was, according to some of 
the witnesses, ‘common knowledge’ that he was one of the ‘leading drivers of those that opposed 
the exit of the Jesuits’.72
 
Serón represents the broader culture of plebeian rebelliousness which emerged in Guanajuato 
during the preceding decades. The central role his is accredited in the rebellions suggests the 
presence of an endogenous leadership which developed amongst the multiethnic conglomeration 
of mine labourers. Juan Clímaco, nicknamed ‘the monarch’, emerges as another such leader.73 
Little is known about his role in the rebellions, except that he was singled out by Gálvez as a 
wanted criminal. Unlike Serón, he succeeded in evading capture.74  
 
Serón was hanged, together with eight others, on November 7, 1767. His head was placed on a 
pike in the plaza of Rayas, and as an additional punishment, his right hand was cut off and placed 
on a hook on the façade of the building which housed the estanco de tobacco, on the very spot 
where he had so brazenly destroyed the royal coat of arms one year earlier.75
 
                                                 
71 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 3, Ratificación 6: Joseph Ventura Seron. 
72 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 3, Declaracion 6, Joseph Ventura Seron; AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 3, 
Ratificacion de Joseph Ventura Seron. 
73 Felipe Castro Gutiérrez, ‘El Liderazgo en los movimientos populares de 1766-1767’ in Ed. Felipe Castro 
Gutiérrez, Organización y Liderazgo en los Movimientos Populares Novohispanos, (México D.F: UNAM, 
1992), 215. 
74 AGI, México 1365, ‘Sentencia dictada por Galvez’, in Gallart y Nocetti, Las Rebeliones Populares de 
1767, 290. 
75 AGI, México 1365, ‘Sentencia dictada por Galvez’, in Gallart y Nocetti, Las Rebeliones Populares de 
1767, 290. 
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Chapter 2 
The Prisoners of Guanajuato 
 
One of the key assertions of this thesis is that plebeian cultural formation in Guanajuato 
was unique due to the centrality of the mining industry. Guanajuato’s plebe was not only 
multiethnic but highly mobile. Diverse social groups were attracted to the city by the 
opportunities offered by mining, with migration occurring from both surrounding regions 
and other mining centres across New Spain. In order to understand the specific nature of 
the plebeian cultures of rebelliousness in Guanajuato’s unique context, it is necessary to 
understand the composition of the plebe – where they originated from, their occupational 
categories, their racial composition, and their possible networks of solidarity. By focusing 
on the aggregate characteristics of the prisoners in light of the circumstances of the 
arrests, we can analyse the court records according to a similar demographic 
methodology as formulated by Peter Linebaugh in his study of victims of hanging in 
eighteenth century London.1 Exploring the structural demographic conditions of the 
prisoners allows for a more complete appreciation of the cultural factors which shaped 
the rebellions and the power dynamics which underlay the repression. 
 
This form of analysis is made possible by the judicial records documenting the 
repression, which offer a unique insight into the social structure of the lower classes of 
Guanajuato decades before the first census of the population was carried out in 1792.2 
The officials, lawyers and notaries presiding over these trials adhered to a standard 
                                                 
1 Peter Linebaugh, The London Hanged: Crime and Civil Society in the Eighteenth Century, (London: 
Verso, 2006), 74-111. 
2 Brading, Merchants and Miners, 247-260. 
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procedure of methodically recording each suspect’s name, age, racial category, 
occupation, marital status, and their place of birth or place of residence. While several 
historians have previously gathered demographic data from these sources, a 
comprehensive quantitative survey based on all three volumes of criminal records has 
never been carried out.3 The following study is compiled from data relating to a total of 
458 prisoners. A number of key characteristics can be noted from the outset: All but three 
of the prisoners were male. The prisoners were predominantly young, with two-thirds 
under the age of thirty (see Fig. 1.1). Married prisoners slightly outnumbered those who 
were listed as single (see Fig. 1.2).4 Over half of the prisoners were identified as mixed-
race and belonged to one of the casta categories, whereas Indians accounted for 38.1% 
and Spaniards for 10.5% (See Fig. 1.3). The prisoners reflected a wide range of lower 
class occupations with 69 different trades represented, however, mine labourers made up 
37.3% of the total, and workers employed on the refining haciendas accounted for 16.6% 
(See Fig. 1.5). 
 
In most cases, compilations of criminal statistics can be used by historians to examine 
only a selective sample of the poorest members of society, those who were most likely to 
commit crimes. Criminal records rarely present a holistic reflection of broader society. In 
the case of Guanajuato, however, the arrests of prisoners occurred under exceptional 
                                                 
3 Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 1767, 357-365 and Patricia Gutierrez Aguirre de Castro, Justicia y Milicia 
Para el Minero Levantisco de Guanajuato: Siglo XVIII, Tesis Licenciatura en Historia: Universidad de 
Guanajuato, 1985, 111-124, compiled quantitative surveys of prisoners using limited samples. Danks 
looked at the trial records contained in AGN, Criminal Vol. 297, whereas Aguirre de Castro examined 
AHG, Militar Colonial, Exp. 4. Neither scholar seemed aware of the existence of the other records. To my 
knowledge, the 100 prisoner testimonies in AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 1 have not been previously 
examined. 
4 This finding differs from Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 1767, 366, who found that single men comprised the 
‘overwhelming majority’ of the rebels. Danks reached this conclusion on the basis of the declarations of 
173 prisoners located in AGN, Criminal Vol. 297, Exp. 1. 
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circumstances; they were carried out indiscriminately and on a large scale within the 
context of a generalised repression against the entire plebeian population of the city. 
Consequently, the prisoners do not represent a criminal underclass but a cross-section of 
the plebeian population: highly heterogeneous and consisting of ethnically-diverse waged 
labourers living in various parts of the city and its suburbs who were employed in a 
variety of trades and occupations. 
 
Yet, far from being representative of all Guanajuato rebels, the prisoner sample can be 
seen as comprising a catalogue of failed escapes, reflecting the weaknesses of particular 
plebeian groups in evading repression. The officials and their deputies were prejudiced to 
target particular social groups perceived to be inherently rebellious. For instance, the 
administrators of the mines were ordered to arrest all vagrants and ‘strangers’ who they 
came across.5 Additionally, official corruption was a factor which influenced arrests, and 
some of the deputies admitted to receiving bribes in exchange for leaving certain 
individuals alone.6 Some social groups, while targeted for their active roles in the 
rebellions, proved to be particularly difficult to apprehend. The authorities succeeded in 
apprehending only a small number of vagabonds. They even struggled to arrest members 
of the group known to have spearheaded the rebellions – mine workers who lived in the 
hills overlooking the city had the greatest opportunities to resist collectively and hid 
inside the mines when arrests were anticipated. 7 Most strikingly, despite reports of large 
                                                 
5 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp 3, Declaracion 10 and 11.  
6 Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 1767, 355-356 
7 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 1, 69-70 
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numbers of women participating in the rebellious crowds, only three out of 458 
individuals arrested were female.8
 
Thus, the prisoner sample presents a distorted social profile of the plebeians who 
participated in the rebellions. On the one hand, within the context of widespread and 
seemingly indiscriminate repression, the perceptions of the authorities as to which 
plebeian groups were most culpable in the rebellion played a large role in determining 
who was more likely to be targeted for arrest. On the other hand, the effectiveness of the 
repression was mediated by the particular confluences of power, organisation and social 
status amongst individuals who belonged to various plebeian groups. Those who 
succeeded in avoiding capture did so as a result of effective individual and collective 
resistance strategies relative to other social groups.  
 
Although no simple correlation can be established between the sample of prisoners and 
the participants in the rebellions, the prisoners can be compared with the plebeian 
population of the city as a whole. By making such a comparison, we can distinguish 
particular characteristics of the prisoners, and therefore determine which groups were 
under-represented and over-represented. The 1792 military census provides the most 
comprehensive data on the city’s demography in the last decade of the eighteenth 
century. When the prisoner data is compared with the census, striking differences 
emerge. Only 10.5% of the prisoners were identified as Spaniards, yet according to the 
census data, Spaniards who worked in a variety of lower class occupations constituted 
                                                 
8 AGN, Criminal Vol. 297, Exp. 1, Declaracion 1. 
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24.2% of the plebeian population of the city.9 Conversely, 38.1% of the prisoners were 
identified as Indians, yet only 24.8% of the plebeian population were estimated to be 
Indian in the 1792 census.10 From this comparison we can surmise that plebeian 
Spaniards were under-represented and Indians over-represented amongst the prisoners.11 
Again, this does not necessarily reflect the actual participation of these groups in the 
rebellions, and we cannot exclude the possibility that a greater proportion of the plebeian 
Spaniards participated in the rebellion compared to the relatively small numbers who 
were taken prisoner. This question is difficult to resolve, since accounts of the rebellions 
stressed that the participants belonged to the plebe and rarely mentioned particular racial 
groups. 
 
 
The ‘Blackened’ Multiethnic Plebe of Guanajuato 
 
A distinguishing feature of Guanajuato’s social composition is the general lack of racial 
segregation amongst the plebeian prisoners. Individuals of various ethnicities worked in 
the same occupations and lived in the same neighbourhoods. From this racial and 
occupational structure it emerges that Guanajuato was a society stratified principally 
along class rather than racial lines. The plebeian culture of rebelliousness and the 
                                                 
9 David Brading’s interpretation of the census data reveals that 1098 out of 4098 adult male Spaniards 
could be considered as members of the commercial and professional elite, whereas the remaining 3000 
shared many of the same characteristics as Indians and castas, with many working as mine labourers or 
craftsmen. To calculate the plebeian population, I took Brading’s estimate for the size of the Spanish elite 
and subtracted one-quarter from the total Spanish population. See Brading, Miners and Merchants. For the 
total population figures, see ‘manuscript census totals’ in table 27, p. 249. For the calculations of the 
Spanish elite, see tables 28, 30 and 33, pp. 254-257. 
10 Calculated as above. See Brading, Miners and Merchants, Table 27, 249. 
11 The measure of the differences between the prisoner data and the census should, ideally, reveal the 
characteristics which distinguished the prisoners from the general population. However, Guanajuato 
experienced significant social and economic transformations between 1767 and 1792, and it is possible that 
to some extent these differences are indicative of demographic change during the twenty-five period. 
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networks of solidarity which underlay it emerged in a context of a social formation 
uncurtailed by racial divisions.  
 
Despite the fears of miscegenation amongst the Spanish elite, racial categories were 
always fluid and interchangeable. By the mid-eighteenth century, officials complained 
that it had become almost impossible to distinguish ethnic groups in Guanajuato.12 
Although Indians made up 38.1% of the prisoners (see figure 1.3), they were mostly 
classified as indios ladinos, identifying them as Spanish-speaking and acculturated within 
Spanish society, while only a handful were identified according to an Indian ethnic 
groups, such as Otomi, or designated as tribute-paying Indians. David Brading suggests 
that the level of acculturation rather than race was the principal distinguishing factor 
between Indians and mestizos in Guanajuato, evident in the form of dress, language and 
behaviour. During the period of the rebellions, it appears that such boundaries were 
already blurred, with many hispanicised Indians claiming to be castas. Likewise, the 
category of Spaniard should be considered ambiguous, since many castas claimed 
Spanish status.13 The process of ethnic mixing, or mestizaje, was foremost a cultural 
process rather than a biological one. 
 
In light of the ethnic mixture of the plebeian population, the authorities adopted a racially 
nonspecific terminology to describe the rebellious crowds, referring to the ‘insolent 
plebe’ and the ‘people of the mines’. At the same time, the term tiznados, or ‘blackened 
ones’ was occasionally employed to describe the miners. Specific to Guanajuato, the term 
                                                 
12 Claude Morin, ‘Proceso demográfico, movimiento migratorio y mezclas raciales en el estado de 
Guanajuato y su controno en la época virreinal’ Relaciones: Estudios de Historia y Sociedad, Vol IV, No. 
16, 1983, 16-17 
13 Brading, Merchants and Miners, 227 
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tiznados could allude to either dark complexions or skin stained by labour in the mines.14 
This language indicates the conflation of racial characteristics with class status – the 
entire population of mine labourers belonging to various ethnicities was lumped together 
in the same category.  
 
The ‘blackened’ characteristics of the plebe of Guanajuato are revealed in the 
demographic composition of prisoners. With the exception of two mine administrators, 
an independent ore buyer, a commercial wholesaler and four shopkeepers, the prisoners 
were all employed in lower class occupations (See figure 1.5). Mining occupations 
accounted for 37.3% of the prisoners – the largest occupational group (See figure 1.5). 
Mixed race prisoners, belonging to one of the various casta groups accounted for 50.8% 
of the total prisoner sample (See figure 1.3). The majority of the casta prisoners were 
Afro-mestizos, encompassing mulatos, pardos, moriscos and morenos, while Indio-
Spanish mestizos, encompassing lobos, castizos and coyotes, made up a slightly smaller 
proportion (See figure 1.4).15 David Brading’s study of the 1792 census points to the 
concentration of Afro-mestizos in mining occupations – 60% of the total Afro-mestizo 
                                                 
14 Castro Gutiérrez, Nueva ley y nuevo rey, 233-234. 
15 The casta composition reflects the 1792 census, in which the castas accounted for 56.4% of the entire 
non-Indian male workforce, and ‘mulatos’ slightly outnumbered ‘mestizos’, Brading, Merchants and 
Miners, 249. In the original context, mulato referred to children of black and white unions, whereas pardo 
referred to the progeny of Indians and Africans. Moreno referred to pure blacks, whereas morisco refered to 
offspring of Spaniards and mulatos. Within the court records, however, the terms pardo and mulato libre 
were used interchangeably, consistent with the way these two terms became synonymous in the eighteenth 
century. See Ben Vinson III, Bearing Arms For His Majesty: The Free-Colored Militia in Colonial Mexico, 
Stanford, Stanford University, 2001, footnote 2, 239. In regards to Indo-mestizos, lobos and coyotes 
referred to children of mestizo and Indian parents, whereas castizo referred to children of mestizos and 
Spaniards. See Ophelia Marquez and Lillian Ramos Navarro Wold, Compilation of Colonial Spanish Terms 
and Document Related Phrases, (Midway City: Society of Hispanic Historical and Ancestral Research), 
1998. 
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male population were employed as mine labourers, compared with 47.4% of Indio-
mestizos and 39.6% of Spaniards.16
 
In the prisoner sample, the castas dominate all plebeian occupations, comprising the 
majority employed in five out of six occupational categories (See figure 1.8). Despite 
this, however, significant numbers of Spaniards and Indians are also present in each 
occupational category, revealing a general lack of racial stratification amongst the 
plebeians. Indians figure in all of the occupations and outweigh the castas only in the 
category of agriculture. Few Spaniards are found in agriculture and mineral refining, yet 
they are represented in every occupational category dominated by castas (See figure 
1.8).17 While plebeian society was dominated by the castas, the highly integrated ethnic 
and occupational composition suggests a plebeian society in which class took 
predominance over racial distinction in peoples’ daily working lives. 
 
As discussed above, while arrests were carried out arbitrarily and on a large scale, the 
individuals who found themselves in prison were not a random assortment of the plebeian 
population. The prejudices of the officials, the specific circumstances of the arrests, and 
the ability of certain groups to evade capture, determined to a large extent the final 
composition of the prisoner population. According to the census of 1792, miners 
accounted for 47.3% of the working adult male population.18 Yet, despite the active role 
attributed to them as instigators and leaders of the rebellions, only 37.3% of the prisoners 
were directly employed in mining. Living in the hills overlooking the city, many mine 
                                                 
16 Brading, Merchants and Miners, 250, 259. 
17 Brading, Merchants and Miners, 227, suggests that many of those officially listed as Spaniards had 
Indian or African ancestors. 
18 Brading, Merchants and Miners, 250, 259. 
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labourers had recourse to hiding inside the mines when arrests were anticipated, and it 
appears that during the first months of military occupation of the city the authorities 
found it difficult to make arrests. Consequently, smaller proportions found themselves in 
prison compared to other occupations. 
 
The specific circumstances which finally led to the apprehension of a large number of 
mine labourers illustrate this point. On the morning of August 7 troops led by Velásquez 
launched a surprise pre-dawn raid on the mining communities of Rayas, Mellado, Serena 
and Cata. The raid was a reprisal taken in response to one of the few collective acts of 
defiance that occurred during the repression. The previous night, mine workers armed 
with stones attacked two military patrols and drove them out of the mining communities. 
When Velásquez and the Alcalde mayor received the report of this attack, they also 
learned that many persons suspected of involvement in previous riots were hiding within 
the mines. Acting on this information, Velásques converged large numbers of troops and 
launched a massive raid into the Veta Madre mining communities. During the night, 
blockades were established in the neighbourhoods to prevent escapes into the mines, and 
mass arrests targeting the elusive mine labourers began in the morning.19 Only with such 
efforts were the authorities able to apprehend a large numbers of mine workers that day. 
It is likely that many others succeeded in evading capture. 
 
Plebeians employed in a variety of productive urban occupations which can be 
collectively defined as ‘crafts and manufacturing’ made up 23.2% of the prisoners. 
Within this group twenty-five separate occupations are represented, although bakers, 
                                                 
19 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 1, 69-70 
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mill-labourers, butchers and cigar-makers account for almost half of the prisoners in this 
category. Food processing and cigar production were major industries in Guanajuato, yet 
the presence of large numbers of these occupational groups in the prisoner sample reveals 
that these groups were perceived as major participants in the rebellions. In 1766, the 
establishment of a royal monopoly on the production and sale of tobacco led to the 
collapse of the local cigar industry. The resulting unemployment and impoverishment of 
the cigar makers fuelled fears amongst the Guanajuato cabildo that cigar workers would 
turn en-masse to criminal activities to avoid starvation.20 Similarly, the imposition of a 
sales tax on maize, flour and meat had an adverse effect on the food processing industry 
as vendors were placed in the difficult position of having to pass the price increase to 
unwilling consumers. As the groups immediately affected by the unpopular taxation 
measures, it is likely that cigar makers, bakers and butchers had played a leading role in 
the Tobacco Riot of 1766 which won these workers their demands to abolish the tobacco 
monopoly and sales tax on food.21 For this reason individuals who belonged to these 
occupations were singled out by the authorities for arrest. 
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20 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, Exp. 4, 52-52v; Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 1767, 300. 
21 Falcón Guitérrez, ‘Los Grupos Subalternos en Guanajuato’, 96. 
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Figure 2.2: Marital Status of Prisoners 
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Figure 2.3: Racial Classification of Prisoners 
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Figure 2.4: Breakdown of Castas 
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Figure 2.5: Occupations of Prisoners 
 
Occupational Categories: Number: Percentage: 
 
Mining  
Explosives maker (1), mine administrator (2), mine labourer (140), 
driller (2), operator of water-buckets (1), ore carrier (14), pickman 
(9), shaft worker (1), subcontractor (3), water carrier (3), timber 
layer (1) 
177  37.3% 
 
Ore Refining  
Metal tester (1), refiner (2), refiner - independent purchaser of ore 
(1), refinery worker (2), mule driver in refinery (27), ore stirrer (46) 79 16.6% 
 
Crafts and Manufacture  
Baker (21), blacksmith (6), broom-maker (1), beef butcher (2), 
pork butcher (10), carpenter (1), cigar maker (19), construction 
peon (1), bricklayer (6), coppersmith (1), crockery maker (1), 
cupboard maker (2), farrier (1), gilder (2), hat maker (3), mill 
labourer (3), musician (2), patch-maker (1), sculptor (2), 
shoemaker (9), silversmith (1), sweets maker (1), tailor (12), 
tanner (1), wool worker (1) 
110 23.2% 
 
Agriculture  
Farm-hand (15), gardener (10), swineherd (1), woodcutter (8), 
charcoal burner (3), pit digger (2) 39 8.2% 
 
Transport and Communications  
Carrier of goods (6), coachman (2), mulateer (7), errand runner (1) 16 3.4% 
 
Commerce  
Bacon vender (3), beef vender (1), flea market vender (1), fruit 
vender (2), shawl vender (1), wood vender (1), supplier of goods 
(1), shopkeeper (4) 
14 2.9% 
 
Miscellaneous  
Beggar (1), gamusero* (3), personal servant (1), sailor (1), 
tanchita* (3), vagrant (1), valero* (1), varero y viznaguero* (1), 
church minister (1), pilgrim (1), sacristan (1) 
15  3.2% 
Occupation Unspecified 25  5.3% 
 
 
* The definition of these four occupations could not be established 
TOTAL: 
475 100% 
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A City of Migrants – The Mines of Guanajuato and the Bajío region 
 
The formation of the multiethnic plebe of Guanajuato emerged after a dynamic process of 
two and a half centuries of migration and ethnic cohabitation. The city of Guanajuato is 
situated in the Bajío, a region of Mexico which had served as a crucible of ethnic mixing 
since Spanish conquest. Almost half of all the prisoners were born outside the city, 
having migrated from other cities, towns, haciendas and ranchos of the Bajío region, or 
from more distant parts of Mexico. In light of this, the factors which drove people to 
migrate, and the context of the distinct social conditions of the Bajío, should be 
considered as crucial to the process of social and cultural formation in Guanajuato. The 
city emerged as the cultural mixing pot for diverse groups of plebeians, who brought with 
them various experiences of exploitation, repression and resistance from across Mexico 
which contributed to the development of a unique urban culture of plebeian 
rebelliousness. 
 
The little attention that migration has received in the literature on the Guanajuato 
rebellions has been confined to seasonal migration of peasants who travelled to work in 
the mines or refineries and to the presence of rootless ‘floating’ vagabonds.22 Recent 
scholarship has emphasised the role of forced Indian labourers, who came from rural 
areas to work in the mines of New Spain, as contributing to the unrest in mining 
centres.23 However, in the specific context of Guanajuato, the links between migration 
and social conflict in the city remains poorly understood. Demographic studies of late-
                                                 
22 Falcón Guitérrez, ‘Los Grupos Subalternos en Guanajuato’, 96; Ruiz Medrano, ‘El Tumulto de 1767 en 
Guanajuato’, 23 
23 Brigida von Mentz, ‘Coyuntura Minera y Protesta Campesian en el Centro de Nueva España, Siglo 
XVIII,’ in La Minería Mexicana de la Colonia al Siglo XX, (Mexico, D.F: Inés Herrera Canales, 1998), 42. 
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colonial Guanajuato suggest that the city was defined by a mostly immobile population. 
A survey by Moreno Tuscano concludes from a sample of 200 individuals in the 1792 
census that 91% were ‘locally born’ and that the small degree of population movement 
that did occur remained confined within the Bajío region.24 Similarly, David Brading’s 
more comprehensive survey of the census found that 77.7% of adult males were born 
within the immediate confines of the city, its adjoining mining suburbs and refining 
haciendas.25 Citing these studies, Michael M. Swann has argued that in contrast to the 
mining zones in the north, Guanajuato was distinguished by its limited ‘geographical 
extent of migration’ and its high degree of ‘regionalism or localism’.26  
 
In contrast to the apparent absence of large scale migration to Guanajuato in the late 
eighteenth century, the prisoner data reveals that massive population movement was 
occurring into the city in the decades preceding the rebellions of 1766-67. Only 49.8% of 
the prisoners were born in the city and its suburbs, whereas the remainder originated from 
outside the city (see figure 1.6). To some extent, the large number of migrants 
represented in the prisoner sample might be attributed to targeted arrests against 
forasteros, residents from outside the city, by the authorities.27 However, seasonal 
labourers, vagabonds and other non-residents of Guanajuato do not account for more than 
a quarter of all the migration to the city. When prisoners’ places of birth are compared to 
                                                 
24 Alejandra Moreno Tuscano, ‘Regional Economy and Urbanization: Three Examples of the Relationship 
Between Cities and Regions in New Spain at the End of the Eighteenth Century’, in Ed. Richard P. 
Schaedel et al, Urbanization in the Americas From Its Beginning to the Present, (Chicago: Aldine, 1978), 
417. 
25 Brading, Merchants and Miners, 248-9;  
26 Michael M. Swann, Migrants in the Mexican North: Mobility, Economy, and Society in a Colonial 
World, (Boulder: Westview, 1989), 17, 18. 
27 Don Joseph Tamayo, the administrator of the Mellado mine, was ordered by the alcalde mayor to 
‘apprehend all the forasteros that he finds in his jurisdiction’. Juan de San Pedro Liscano and his brother 
Joseph Roberto Liscano were both arrested simply for being unrecognized by the administrator, yet they 
were in fact residents of the nearby mining community of Monte de San Nicolas. AGN, Criminal Vol 296, 
Exp 3, Declaracion 10 and 11. 
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their residency status, it becomes apparent that the majority of those born outside 
Guanajuato were also registered as vecinos, or residents, of the city or one of the various 
suburbs within the mining zone (See fig. 10).28 This indicates that the typical labour 
migration patterns were characterised by permanent movement to the city rather than the 
‘floating’ of rootless vagabonds or the temporary movements of seasonal workers.  
 
Mine labourers were renowned for being a highly mobile work force who adapted to the 
fluctuations of the mining economy. Mining booms saw large numbers of miners and 
other groups migrate to mining centres in bonanza.29 The prisoner data reveals that out of 
115 mine workers for whom birth data exists, 56 were born outside Guanajuato (see 
figure 1.7).30 Remarkably, however, this migration did not occur in response to a mining 
boom; on the contrary, these mine workers moved to Guanajuato during the decades that 
the city was experiencing a prolonged mining crisis. Influential citizens bemoaned the 
fate of abandoned and waterlogged mines, writing of the sufferings of Guanajuato’s 
mining elite who lost immense fortunes and were plunged into debt as they attempted to 
rehabilitate the capital-intensive mining works.31 This crisis stemmed from the financial 
structure of the silver mining industry in the eighteenth century. Owners needed to 
constantly invest capital in order to keep the mines productive. As the oldest and richest 
mines expanded, overhead expenses also increased due to the need to maintain extensive 
                                                 
28 This observation is drawn from 100 prisoners for whom both birth and residency data is present. Of this 
number 49 are locally born, 36 are permanent migrants, 10 are seasonal migrants, and 5 could not be 
determined. 
29 Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 1767, 79. 
30 Places of birth were recorded systematically within the sample of prisoners interrogated by the Alcalde 
mayor Mayordomo (AHG, Militar Colonial, Exp. 4). Interrogators presiding over the other two trials 
recorded the place of birth of the prisoners only selectively, preferring to record the place of residence 
instead. Places of birth were recorded for a total of 280 prisoners. See Appendix 1. 
31 AGN, Criminal Vol. 296, 6-8; AGN, Criminal Vol 296, Exp. 1, 10-15v; Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 
1767, 289-290 
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works to drain the lower levels of the mines to keep them operational. A shortage of 
credit led to the undercapitalisation of the mines, resulting in flooding which made the 
deepest sections of the mines inaccessible to exploitation.32
 
While mine owners are presented as the main victims of the mining recession, evidence 
of how this crisis impacted on the plebeians of Guanajuato is scarce and contradictory. A 
petition sent to the viceroy in 1760 stressed the poverty of the populace and the declining 
population of the city. While this suggests widespread unemployment arising from the 
mining crisis,33 other accounts emphasised the disproportionately high earnings of the 
mine labourers at the expense of the profits of mine owners.34 In the midst of the 
recession, visitors to Guanajuato wrote of their shock and revulsion at witnessing the 
lavish spending sprees in which the mine workers engaged when bonanzas were 
discovered in the mines.35  
 
It appears that despite the general deterioration of the mines and the production slump, 
many mine workers benefited from the crisis. The financial difficulties of the owners 
offered opportunities for workers to pursue independent mining outside the labour regime 
of the owners.36 ‘Abandoned’ mines did not cease to be exploited; the upper levels of 
flooded mines could continue to be mined, and the heavily indebted owners simply ceded 
greater control of the mines to their labourers. These mines were worked by buscones, or 
independent sub-contractors, who owned their own tools and received no wage from the 
                                                 
32 Brading, Merchants and Miners, 274-275 
33 Ruiz Medrano, ‘El Tumulto de 1767 en Guanajuato’, 20-21. 
34 Brading, Merchants and Miners, 274-275 
35 Ruiz Medrano, ‘El Tumulto de 1767 en Guanajuato’, 24. 
36 The general characteristics of the buscon mining operations is provided by Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 
1767, 47-8. 
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owners. In some cases, the buscones payed a tax to the owners in the form of a share of 
the extracted ore, and at other times they seem to have worked entirely for their own 
benefit.37  
 
These particular conditions continued to attract a steady stream of miners to the city 
throughout the prolonged period of crisis.  Yet, as was the case with other mining centres, 
a variety of other occupational groups migrated to Guanajuato.38 Large numbers of 
migrants can be found in a variety of occupations, especially cigar-makers, butchers, 
bakers, agricultural labourers and refinery workers. Amongst prisoners employed in 
various craft and manufacturing occupations, the majority were migrants, with 33 out of 
60 born outside Guanajuato. The proportion of migrants to locally born is greatest, 
however, in the case of agricultural labourers, of whom 28 out of 33 were born outside 
the city. Refinery labourers registered a smaller proportion of migrants, with only 11 out 
of 40 born outside Guanajuato. (See figure 1.7).  
 
In order to understand the influence of migration on plebeian cultural formation in the 
rebellions of 1766-1767, we must look beyond the demographic composition of the 
migrants to examine the geographical patterns of these movements. The migrants 
originated from fifty-two individual locations, which included not only mining centres 
but also cities, towns and rural communities (see figures 1.6 and 1.9). The Bajío region 
accounted for the majority of these migrants (27.5% of the prisoners). However, a high 
                                                 
37 AGN, Criminal Vol 296, Petitions presented before the Juez Don Juan Joseph Banilla, 7 and 8 July 1766, 
13; Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 1767, 290; Brading, Merchants and Miners, 275. 
38 Michael M. Swann’s comparative study of migration patterns in northern mining towns of Mexico during 
the late colonial period offers a model for this form of demographic analysis as well as a point of 
comparison. For a discussion on the methodology of using census data to map migration fields, see Swann, 
Migrants in the Mexican North, 83-91, 118-135 
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proportion of population movement also occurred from outside the Bajío, with a further 
20% of prisoners having arrived in Guanajuato from dispersed locations in central and 
northern Mexico, particularly from the districts of Michoacán, Aguascalientes, San Luis 
Potosí and Zacatecas.  
 
An investigation into the historical background of the Bajío allows us to make some 
preliminary suggestions regarding the origins of this migration phenomenon. Between 
1742 and 1793, the Bajío experienced a population increase of 155%, compared to only 
33% for New Spain as a whole.39 In contrast to other parts of Mexico, the region was 
distinguished by an absence of independent Indian communities and the concentration of 
commercial agriculture on the vast private landholdings, the haciendas. Despite its 
natural fertility, the pre-conquest Bajío lay outside the frontiers of the Aztec empire and 
was a largely uncultivated and sparsely populated region, inhabited by the nomadic 
Chichimecas.40 Initial colonisation of the frontier zone in the sixteenth century was 
accomplished with the migration of large numbers of Indians from the south.41 Spanish 
conquest opened the Bajío to rapid colonisation, yet control over the region was tenuous 
due to the large scale resistance offered by the Chichimecas, who continued intensive 
raids and attacks on the settlements for many decades.42 While rural development in the 
Bajío revolved around the establishment of large agricultural estates, to assert control 
over the region the Spanish colonists needed to attract Indian settlers, which was 
achieved through easily obtainable land grants to small peasant landholders resulting in 
                                                 
39 Brading, Merchants and Miners, 224 
40 David A. Brading, Haciendas and Rachos in the Mexican Bajío: León 1700-1860, (Cambridge, 
Cambridge University, 1978), 14-15. 
41 Brading, Haciendas and Ranchos, 15. 
42 Philip Wayne Powell, Soldiers, Indians & Silver: The Northward Advance of New Spain, 1550-1600, 
(Berkeley, University of California, 1969) 
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the proliferation of independent ranchos.43 A constant undersupply of labour prevailed 
on the haciendas, as continued expansion of commercial agriculture in the Bajío 
outpaced natural population increase. This encouraged Bajío landowners to maintain 
relatively favourable conditions of employment in order to attract and keep labourers, 
through direct employment or by leasing out large portions of land to tenants and 
sharecroppers.44 As a result of these particular conditions, throughout the colonial period 
the region continued to attract many migrants who included not only Indians but also 
Spaniards, mestizos and castas.45 The Bajío thus developed as a region distinguished by a 
large mixed race population and a weak Indian community tradition. A late-eighteenth 
century census found that out of 245,731 Indians living in the Guanajuato district, 
168,879 were classified as vagos, or itinerant labourers, compared to just 13,554 out of 
982,621 in the neighbouring México district.46  
 
Migration to the Bajío was fuelled primarily by the attractiveness of rural employment in 
the region in contrast to the prevailing situation in the densely populated parts of Mexico. 
Elsewhere, mounting pressures on Indian communities with an expansion of hacienda 
interests saw an accelerated expropriation of communal lands. In the eighteenth century, 
the haciendados began to aggressively expand the boundaries of their properties to 
formally marginal lands such as pastures and forests, while curtailing the customary 
rights of Indian commoners to pasture livestock and collect firewood within the grounds. 
Higher rents were imposed on the tenant farmers, and restrictions placed on traversing 
                                                 
43 Brading, Haciendas and Ranchos, 21-22 
44 John Tutino, ‘Life and Labor on North Mexican Haciendas: The Querétaro-San Luis Potosi Region: 
1775-1810’ in Ed. Elsa Cecilia Frost, et al., (Mexico D.F: El Colegio de México, 1979), 340, 351-365; 
Brading, Haciendas and Ranchos, 37. 
45 Tutino, ‘Life and Labor on North Mexican Haciendas’, 339, 342, 344-5. 
46 Brading, Merchants and Miners, 224, 228, 230; Brading, Haciendas and Ranchos, 19. 
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across private land. Increasing numbers of peasants were displaced and entire 
communities dislocated by the encroachment of hacienda commercial interests.47 
Furthermore, the forced labour drafts to which many Indian communities were subjected 
had the effect of encouraging individual flight away from the ‘Indian Republic’ to the 
Spanish haciendas and towns.48
 
In the context of the particular development of the Bajío’s economy, the expansion of the 
haciendas and the enclosure of communal lands in other parts of Mexico saw a 
significant population movement towards the Bajío. Whereas many migrants could be 
found working on the Bajío’s haciendas,49 others gravitated to the urban environment 
which offered a range of various employment opportunities. Urbanisation was 
accelerated by the concentration of land ownership in the Bajío, which between 1740 and 
1760 saw the gradual dissolution of the rancho smallholdings as many Indian, mestizo 
and mulatto smallholders lost their lands to the large usually Spanish-owned commercial 
estates.50 David Brading calculates that despite the intensification of agriculture of the 
region, by the eighteenth century the Bajío was a highly urbanised region, with non-
agricultural labour accounting for between 40 and 50% of the total workforce. While 
Guanajuato emerged as an important mining and commercial centre, the Bajío’s towns 
developed as sites of urban manufacturing of wool, cotton and leather products.  
 
                                                 
47 Castro Gutiérrez, Nueva ley y nuevo rey, 45-46 
48 Felipe Castro Gutiérrez, ‘La Resistencia Indígena al Repartimiento Minero en Guanajuato y la 
Introducción de la Mita en Nueva España,’ Colonial Latin American Historical Review, Volume 11, 
Number 3, Summer 2002, 243-244 
49 Brading, Merchants and Miners, 230-231; Tutino, ‘Life and Labor on North Mexican Haciendas’, 365-
366. 
50 Brading, Haciendas and Ranchos, 151, 159, 172. 
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Migration to the Bajío region was thus accompanied by the trend of urbanisation, and 
many uprooted Indians could be found labouring beside mestizos, mulattos and Spaniards 
in Guanajuato. The process of rural to urban migration is revealed when we compare the 
characteristics of the prisoners between migrant and locally born residents. Agricultural 
occupations, including gardeners, farm-hands and woodcutters, accounted for only 3.5% 
of the locally born, but for 18.9% of those who were originally from outside Guanajuato. 
Indians accounted for 33.1% of the locally born prisoners, while 50% of all migrants 
were classified as Indian (see figure 1.7). The broad social changes occurring in Mexico 
and within the Bajío region itself resulted in the displacement of populations, while the 
opportunities of independent mining and the other urban occupations made Guanajuato a 
particularly attractive site for migration in the decades preceding the revolt. 
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Figure 2.6: Places of Birth of Prisoners 
 
Location: Number of Prisoners: Percentage: 
 
Guanajuato City and Suburbs:  
Guanajuato (74), Hacienda de Burras (20), Marfil (9), Mellado (7), 
Rayas (5), Valencia (1), La Fragua (1), Cata Guanajuato (1), Mina 
de San Bruno (1), Mina de Serena (3), Calderones (1), Santa Ana, 
hacienda (2), Comanja (3), Real de Comanja (1), Peregrina (1), 
Santa Rosa (2), Santa Catarina de Cuevas (1), Hacienda de 
Bustos (1), Monte de San Nicolas (4), Real del Monte de San 
Nicolas (1) 
139  49.6% 
 
Bajío Region:  
Irapuato (7), León (10), San Francisco del Ricon (6), Silao (4), 
Celaya (3), San Felipe (5), El Cubo (1), San Miguel el Grande (7), 
Queretaro (5), Dolores (2), San Francisco Chamacuero (1), Otates 
(3), Rincon de Leon (1), Chichimequillas (4), Hacienda de Jaripitio 
(1), Aguas Buenas (1), Hacienda Aguas Buenas (4), San Luis de 
la Paz (1), Pozos (3), Lagos (8) 
77 27.5% 
 
Other Parts of Mexico:  
Yuriria (1), San Juan del Rio (2), Guadalajara (5), Pachuca (1), 
Real del Monte, Pachuca (1), Izmiquilpa, Pachuca (2), Hacienda 
de Jalpa, Pachuca region (1), Valle de Tulancingo, Pachuca 
region (1), San Luis Potosi (9), Santa Maria del Rio, San Luis 
Potosi (1), Hacienda Jaral, San Luis Potosi region (2), Valladolid, 
Michoacan (3), San Pedro Sacan, Michoacan (2), Uruapan, 
Michoacan (1), Charo, Michoacan (1), Juzgado de Apatzingan, 
Michoacan (1), San Jose de las Burras, Michoacan (1), Mexico 
City (1), Aguascalientes (2), Sierra de Pinos, Aguascalientes (2), 
Asientos de Ibarra, Aguascalientes (4), Cadereyta (1), Zacatecas 
(5), San Pedro Piedragorda, Zacatecas (2), Monterrey region (1), 
Real de los Asientos (1), Guadiana, Durango (1), Teocualtichi, 
Jalisco (1) 
56 20% 
 
Foreign:  
Castilla (2), Havana (1), Malta (1) 4 1.4% 
 
Uncertain:*  
Chicholte (2), Puesto del Medio Sitio (1), Malacatepeque (1), 
Hacienda de la R. (1) 5 1.8% 
 
 
* The location of these places could not be determined 
TOTAL: 
280 100% 
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Figure 2.7: Occupation and Racial Breakdown of Prisoners by Migration Status 
Locals Migrants No Birth Data  Total Prisoners 
  No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent No. Percent 
Mining 59 41.8% 56 37.8% 62 33.3% 177 37.3%
Ore Refining 29 20.6% 11 7.4% 39 21.0% 79 16.6%
Crafts and Manufacture 27 19.1% 33 22.3% 50 26.9% 110 23.2%
Agriculture 5 3.5% 28 18.9% 6 3.2% 39 8.2%
Transport and Comm. 2 1.4% 7 4.7% 7 3.8% 16 3.4%
Commerce 7 5.0% 4 2.7% 3 1.6% 14 2.9%
Misc 5 3.5% 5 3.4% 5 2.7% 15 3.2%
Unspecified 7 5.0% 4 2.7% 14 7.5% 25 5.3%  
   
   
 O
cc
up
at
io
n 
Total 141 100% 148 100% 186 100% 475 100%
  
Spanish 15 10.8% 15 11.0% 17 9.4% 47 10.3%
Indian 46 33.1% 68 50.0% 59 32.6% 173 37.9%
Castas 78 56.1% 52 38.2% 102 56.4% 232 50.9%
Other 0 0.0% 1 0.7% 0 0.0% 1 0.2%
Unknown 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 3 1.7% 3 0.7%   
   
  R
ac
e 
Total 139 100% 136 100% 181 100% 456 100%
 
Figure 2.8: Occupational Breakdown by Racial Classification 
Mining: 
Spanish Indian Castas Other Unknown 
19 60 98 0 0 
10.7% 33.9% 55.4% 0% 0% 
 
Ore Refining: 
Spanish Indian Castas Other Unknown 
3 34 41 0 1 
3.8% 43.0% 51.9% 0% 1.3% 
 
Craft and Manufacture: 
Spanish Indian Castas Other Unknown 
15 33 58 1 3 
13.6% 30.0% 52.7% 0.9% 2.7% 
 
Agriculture: 
Spanish Indian Castas Other unknown 
1 30 8 0 0 
2.6% 76.9% 20.5% 0.0% 0.0% 
 
Transport and Communications: 
Spanish Indian Castas Other unknown 
1 6 9 0 0 
6.3% 37.5% 56.3% 0.0% 0.0% 
 
Commerce: 
Spanish Indian Castas Other unknown 
3 2 9 0 0 
21.4% 14.3% 64.3% 0.0% 0.0% 
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Figure 2.9: Migration map of Prisoners 
Legend
The Bajío     
Region 
Number of migrants to 
Guanajuato born in 
each location: 
 1-2 
3-5
6-10
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Plebeian Class Formation 
 
Having explored the racial and occupational composition of Guanajuato’s plebeians and 
having made some preliminary suggestions about the origins and dynamics of population 
movement, we can advance the suggestion that migration and mestizaje exacted integral 
influences on the formation of Guanajuato’s plebeian culture, shaping the particular 
modes of political expression that developed during the years preceding the 1766-1767 
rebellions. Migrants brought with them experiences of deprivation and collective 
resistance from various parts of Mexico, contributing to the political consciousness of 
Guanajuato’s plebe. The presence of migrant agricultural labourers amongst the prisoners 
of Guanajuato suggests that some of these individuals may have directly experienced 
social conflict in the countryside as a consequence of enclosure and the expansion of the 
haciendas. Their presence strengthened the collective consciousness of the plebeians, 
allowing them to draw on established traditions of rural protest, to utilise tactics and 
modes of action and expression which were understood by the plebeian protagonists as 
well as their elite opponents.  
 
Historians who have studied the rebellions of Guanajuato have tended to assume that a 
coherent community tradition provided the necessary conditions for plebeian rebellion. 
As part of this view, plebeians united in collective reaction to changes brought about by 
outside authority which impeded on their perceptions of community stability and social 
order. Two prominent historians, Noblet Barry Danks, and more recently, Ruiz Medrano, 
have interpreted the rebellions as constituting a ‘conservative’ movement aimed at 
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preserving ‘traditional order’ and maintaining the ‘status quo’ which was being 
undermined by the progress of the Bourbon reforms.51  
 
In formulating this conclusion, both scholars are informed by William B. Taylor’s 
seminal study of peasant rebellion in central Mexico. Examining the characteristics of 
142 individual acts of rural rebellions between 1680 and 1811, Taylor argues that despite 
the tradition of militant rural protest, the ‘localized village identity’ of the participants 
and the goals of ‘correcting particular abuses’ rarely extended beyond the borders of their 
communities.52 The revolts were short-lived, spontaneous outbursts of collective 
violence, targeted at the personal representatives of outside authority who were perceived 
to be infringing the customary rights of the community.53 They were limited in their 
political objectives; the rebels sought the restoration of a ‘customary equilibrium’ in a 
way which did not pose an ideological challenge to established authority.54 In the course 
of rural rebellion, the crowds typically targeted the alcalde mayor, the jail or the casas 
reales, and sometimes destroyed or damaged them.55 Women often led the crowds, and 
‘role reversal’ emerged as a common element in political protest, as the rebels mocked 
and insulted authority figures.56 The crowds often voiced their intentions to kill all 
peninsular Spaniards, yet such threats were never acted upon. Casualties and property 
damage were restricted in their scope only to the particular individuals or institutions 
which infringed on the rebels’ perception of justice.57 On the basis of these shared 
                                                 
51 Danks, Revolts of 1766 and 1767, 282, 388, 398-9; Ruiz Medrano, ‘El Tumulto de 1767 en Guanajuato’, 
40-41. 
52 Taylor, Drinking, Homocide & Rebellion, 145 
53 Taylor, Drinking, Homocide & Rebellion, 115, 145 
54 Taylor, Drinking, Homocide & Rebellion, 114 
55 Taylor, Drinking, Homocide & Rebellion, 119, 136. 
56 Taylor, Drinking, Homocide & Rebellion, 116, 117 
57 Taylor, Drinking, Homocide & Rebellion, 140 
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characteristics, Taylor argues that rebellious peasants’ primary motive was the ‘defense 
of relationships that were threatened’, with the popular responses shaped by a discourse 
of ‘natural rights’.58 As a form of political action, acts of spontaneous crowd violence 
proved relatively successful over time. In most cases, the authorities responded with 
significant concessions to satisfy the demands of the rebels, while judicial punishment 
was often limited or even symbolic.59 Eighteenth century peasant rebellions, according to 
Taylor, were however limited in their scope or their potential for effecting fundamental 
social change. Peasants in revolt seemed unaware of links between their immediate 
situations and broader social conditions.60  
 
Both Danks and Ruiz Medrano apply Taylor’s typology of rural protest to study plebeian 
rebellion in Guanajuato. In some ways, such a perspective is justified; certain aspects in 
the behaviour of the Guanajuato rebels displayed similar characteristics to the actions of 
peasant rebellions – like rural rebels, the Guanajuato crowds evoked the language of 
customary rights to protest new forms of taxation and the imposition of ‘innovations’, 
and they specifically targeted the alcalde mayor, crown officials, the casas reales and 
other official buildings for attack. Despite this, however, the particular form of ‘localized 
village identity’ identified by Taylor which underlay the militancy of rural rebels cannot 
be equated with the plebeian culture of Guanajuato’s rapidly expanding urban 
environment. Taylor’s argument rests on the assumption that although external changes 
affecting material conditions of life were the primary causes of revolt in peasant 
communities, the villagers in general ‘were not engaged in new economic activities that 
                                                 
58 Taylor, Drinking, Homocide & Rebellion, 142 
59 Taylor, Drinking, Homocide & Rebellion, 120-122 
60 Taylor, Drinking, Homocide & Rebellion, 133, 145 
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could lead to new perspectives about deprivation’.61 Such an argument clearly cannot be 
extended to the changing social structure evident in Guanajuato. On the contrary, the 
prisoner sample reveals the presence of a dynamic occupational and racial mixture 
amongst the rebellious crowds, which also included a significant number of displaced 
peasants who moved to Guanajuato as itinerant labourers. Furthermore, the Bajío was 
characterised by an absence of the Indian community tradition identified by Taylor, who 
focussed his research on the regions of México and Oaxaca.  
 
As discussed in Chapter One, the rebellions in Guanajuato were not isolated reactive 
outbreaks, but symptomatic of ongoing social conflict which emerged in the decades 
preceding the rebellions of 1766-1767. Faced with rapidly changing social conditions 
brought by the Bourbon reforms and exacerbated by the particular economic context of 
Guanajuato, plebeians responded by forming a self-assertive and oppositional culture 
which challenged the power of the social elite of Guanajuato. Rather than being localised 
and exclusive, this culture derived from the multiple experiences of deprivation and 
social inequality which were brought to the urban scene of Guanajuato by a motley 
conglomeration of plebeian subjects. The formation of a unique culture of rebelliousness 
in Guanajuato was shaped by the experiences of social conflict in various regions of 
Mexico.  
 
The prolonged mining crisis offered attractive conditions for independent mining labour, 
positioning Guanajuato in stark contrast to the labour regimes present in other mining 
centres of New Spain. Workers in Real del Monte went on strike in 1766 as a response to 
                                                 
61 Taylor, Drinking, Homocide & Rebellion, 126 
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curtailments on the partido and forced labour recruitment among rural Indian 
communities and skilled mine workers.62 The sources provide only indirect evidence to 
suggest that the mine labourers of Guanajuato were influenced by this protracted 
industrial unrest. When we take into account the high level of mobility amongst mine 
labourers and other sections of the Guanajuato plebe, however, it is highly unlikely that 
the plebeians of Guanajuato were unaware of the industrial radicalism in Real del Monte. 
We also know from sources relating to the strike that mine labourers from Guanajuato 
were present in Real del Monte throughout the period of unrest.63 Furthermore, one of the 
strike leaders from Real del Monte was reportedly advised by his friends to flee to 
Guanajuato following one of the riots.64 In their efforts to bring the elusive Real del 
Monte leaders to justice, the authorities expressed a fear of contagion by these ‘infectious 
and rebellious spirits’, and  a ‘black-list’ was compiled in February 1767 in an attempt to 
catch wanted leaders of the Real del Monte rebellion who were suspected of absconding 
to other mining centres.65 As late as July 1770, the list of wanted persons from Real del 
Monte was still being circulated to the alcalde mayores of mining centres of New Spain, 
including Guanajuato.66 It is possible that the Real del Monte strike influenced the 
actions and motivations of the Guanajuato miners, further radicalising the plebeian 
culture of rebelliousness. 
 
Migrants to Guanajuato thus brought with them diverse experiences of resistance and 
repression. The aggressive expansion of commercial agriculture in the eighteenth century 
                                                 
62 Ladd, The Making of a Strike, 1. 
63 Ladd, The Making of a Strike, 52 
64 Criminal 303, Exp 1, 33v-34v; Ladd, The Making of a Strike, 50-51 
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saw an escalation in land disputes as commoners organised to resist enclosure and to 
reclaim their alienated lands. For instance, in 1725, 1728 and 1730, Indian communities 
around Yuriria to the south of Guanajuato rebelled against landowning Augustine monks. 
These rebellions occurred after a protracted period of litigation going back to the 
sixteenth century, as these communities faced gradual dispossession by the Augustine-
owned haciendas.67 In the fifty years preceding the rebellions of Guanajuato, land 
disputes also occurred in the regions of San Luis de la Paz, San Felipe, San Jerónimo de 
la Hediada, San Sebastian Agua del Venado and San Luis Potosí, at times culminating in 
violent collective protest.68 These regions all experienced unrest in 1767 with the 
expulsion of the Jesuits. Furthermore, we see from the prisoner sample that significant 
numbers of migrants from these regions were found in Guanajuato (see figure 1.6 and 
1.9). Rural to urban migration, both seasonal and permanent, was a response to the 
pressures on rural populations which uprooted traditional modes of subsistence. We find 
amongst the prisoners a large number of migrants from León, a region which between 
1740 and 1760 saw the expansion of the large commercial estates at the expense of 
independent smallholdings.69 In the Michoacán region, tensions caused by the erosion of 
community lands and protracted land disputes were alleviated by a massive wave of 
migration from areas which were close to the large haciendas.70 Many of the rural 
migrants who gravitated to the urban setting of Guanajuato brought with them lasting 
memories of deprivation and bitter social conflict in the countryside. The culture of 
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rebelliousness thus developed within the conjuncture of the particular conditions of the 
urban environment and the experiences brought into the city by rural migrants.71
 
When we examine the political expressions adopted by the plebeians of Guanajuato in 
1766 and 1767 we catch occasional glimpses of the permeation of these rural experiences 
into collective consciousness. The criminal records occasionally refer to the crowd 
behaving according to ‘custom of the mecos’, appearing with scratching or blackened 
faces and wielding bows and arrows.72 ‘Mecos’ is an abbreviation of Chichimecas, 
encompassing various Indian groups who inhabited the vast region of northern Mexico 
and who acquired a fierce reputation for their success in resisting Spanish colonial 
expansion during the prolonged frontier wars of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth 
centuries.73 It seems that the multiethnic plebeian crowd adopted this appearance 
deliberately, to communicate an intimidating display of warlike intention. As a form of 
political expression, it was not unique to Guanajuato. The Indian crowds who rebelled in 
the rural region of Yuriria forty years previously also adopted the ‘meco’ appearance. 
The persistence of the ‘meco’ in collective memory, according to Pérez Luque, 
represented the transformation of the Chichimecas ‘who had attacked colonial power for 
fifty years’ into the heroes of popular resistance.74 The persistence of the symbolism of 
the Chichimeca amongst both rural Indians and urban plebeians blurs the established 
dichotomies in the historiography of Mexican popular revolts. Contrary to the often 
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drawn distinction between rural and urban revolts,75 we can identify continuities in 
political cultures between the two contexts. Furthermore, we can question the claim that 
frontier resistance by unassimilated Indians was unique in posing an ideological 
challenge the legitimacy of Spanish colonial rule.76 The rebellions in Guanajuato reveal 
the rejection of the legitimacy of Spanish colonial authority, with the plebeian crowds 
presenting themselves as ‘mecos’, denouncing the king as a heretic and calling for his 
overthrow.  
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Chapter 3 
 
The rebellions sparked by the Jesuit rebellion provoked an enormous wave of repression, as has 
already been described earlier in this work. This chapter examines the nature of this repression in 
Guanajuato in light of plebeian responses as revealed through the court records. Dissecting the 
plebeian responses of deference and defiance, the court records are seen as a social dialogue 
which illuminates the complex power dynamics that structured relations between rulers and ruled. 
The effectiveness of the repression is brought into question in light of enduring plebeian 
solidarity and a continued culture of rebelliousness in the months and years following the 
repression. 
 
In dealing with the problem of rebelliousness in Guanajuato, Gálvez did more than subject 
numerous individuals to trial and punishment. He attempted to eradicate the structural and 
cultural conditions which had given rise to the rebellions, striking at the heart of plebeian 
networks of solidarity by utilising judicial techniques which had proven successful in dividing 
plebeians against one another. For this reason, the court records represent a continuation of social 
conflict, rather than its suppression. A close examination of these trials provides a rich source of 
information on the complex social relationships between the lower class prisoners, their 
interrogators and members of the social elite who appeared in their defence or testified against 
them. They reveal the operation of hidden power relations between different social classes, and 
illuminate the ways in which plebeians related to colonial authority.  
 
It is in this setting that we capture a glimpse of the struggles that plebeians faced which underlay 
the popular political demands of the rebellion. We witness that a myriad of daily conflicts with 
employers, money lenders, and judicial officials entered into the lives the plebeians. The 
repression exposed and exacerbated these fault lines, as members of the elite banded together to 
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curtail plebeian ‘impudence’. Moreover, these exceptional conditions provided an opportunity for 
elites to resolve pre-existing conflicts with individual plebeians by denouncing them to the 
authorities or else by testifying against them during the trials.  
 
Confronted with their apparent powerlessness in the face of the full repressive power of the 
colonial regime, prisoners attempted to maximise their chances to escape punishment. They 
adopted outwardly submissive stances and pleaded their innocence, steadfastly denying any 
knowledge of events. In this manner, the prisoners as a group effectively refused to cooperate 
with the authorities, denying their interrogators with evidence which could be used against others. 
There were, however, exceptions to this aspect of plebeian solidarity. In Joseph Bañuelos we find 
an individual who displayed unequivocal cooperation with the judicial authorities by willingly 
providing evidence against dozens of his fellow prisoners in a failed attempt to save his own life. 
The very exceptionalism of this response, however, illustrates the strength of plebeian solidarity 
in Guanajuato. The prisoners’ passive refusal to fully cooperate blurred the distinction between 
guilty and innocent individuals, thus explaining Gálvez’s assertion that ‘all [the prisoners] took 
part in the riots’.1
 
 
The Treason of Joseph Bañuelos 
 
One of the nine men executed on the morning of 7 November 1767 was Joseph Bañuelos, a 
twenty-eight year old Afro-mestizo blacksmith. Like Joseph Ventura Serón who was hanged 
beside him, Bañuelos was employed in the mines of Rayas. During his interrogation, he admitted 
that he and three companions threw stones on the first day ‘without particular purpose’ and that 
he accompanied a massive crowd who took two Jesuit priests to Rayas that afternoon. This 
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crowd, according to Bañuelos, ‘reflected those found in distinct parts of the city’. Despite 
claiming to have stayed at home during the other two days of the July rebellion, during the course 
of his interrogation sessions on August 18 and 20, he supplied the interrogators with the names of 
dozens of individuals who ‘climbed the Cerro de San Miguel from the city… with rocks [and] 
arrows’ and ambushed the military retinue of Torija as it was attempting to leave the city. Joseph 
Ventura Serón was amongst the names he listed.2
 
Two months later, Bañuelos was brought before José de Gálvez. He expanded on his previous 
testimony, saying that he had heard members of the crowd yell ‘long live the King of the heavens 
and death to the one on earth’, although he was quick to point out that he heard this from others 
and did not witness the events. Gálvez wanted to know more. He asked him ‘whether amongst 
those that are prisoners … he knows of any that had uttered similar blasphemies against the King 
Our Lord’. Bañuelos replied that he knows them ‘only by sight’ but would be able to identify 
them ‘if they were to be presented to him’. The scribe noted what happened next: ‘In light of this, 
it was ordered to [present to Bañuelos] all who are found in this prison… where the confessor 
Joseph Bañuelos attentively examined all’. We can picture the scene of 600 prisoners lined up 
inside the courtyard of the prison as Bañuelos walked back and forth, pointing out the individuals 
he recognised to the prison officials. In this manner, Bañuelos identified 26 prisoners. All denied 
their guilt, and accused Bañuelos of harbouring ‘against them a grudge and bad will’.3 In all the 
evidence collected from Bañuelos, a total of at least 42 prisoners were either named or identified 
by him; of these prisoners, fourteen suffered some form of punishment and two died in custody. 
Bañuelos appeared in each of their interrogations, and testified against them.  
 
Yet, Bañuelos’ usefulness as an informer and the impressive volume of evidence he brought 
against fellow prisoners did not save him from being condemned to death. The court records 
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suggest that Bañuelos’ eagerness to aid his prosecutors contributed to incriminating him, since he 
was unable to sustain his alibi. By identifying such a large number of individuals he could no 
longer deny his participation in the crowds during the second and third days of the rebellion.4 
When his usefulness as an informer was exhausted, Gálvez condemned Bañuelos to be executed 
for his crimes, together with Serón and seven other supposed ‘principal rioters’.5
 
 
The Erosion of Plebeian Solidarity? 
 
In his approach to the problem of social order in Guanajuato, Gálvez attempted to strike at the 
heart of plebeian networks of solidarity. He understood the culture of rebelliousness amongst the 
plebeians to stem from an absence of labour discipline in the mines and refining haciendas, a 
product of uncontrolled ethnic mixing and unrestricted mobility of labour. In this manner, he 
demonstrated an awareness of the connection between plebeian cultural formation and the 
structural conditions of life and work in the city which were discussed in the previous chapter. 
Thus, he reasoned that the major difficulty in collecting tribute lay in the ‘numerous association 
of the workers in mines and metal refining haciendas [who] compose such a class of trades and 
occupations… of so [many] various castas and lands that it appears impossible at first sight to 
reduce them to good order and method of registration’.6 Since this multiethnic and disorderly 
plebe ‘did not live in subordination nor fixed destination’, the ‘uncontrolled licence of moving 
from one part to another’ allowed them to commit crimes ‘without risk of being apprehended or 
delivered before justice’.7
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To achieve the ‘subjection of the workers and day labourers’, Gálvez saw the need to curtail 
spatial mobility as well as ethnic mixing. The first set of measures involved reforming customary 
labour practises. A ‘general meeting of all the administrators and bosses of mines and haciendas’ 
was convened, and Gálvez asked them ‘to register with precision and uniformity their respective 
work gangs’ as a precondition to achieving good order. He proceeded to explain to them the logic 
of the new labour regime: ‘Workers and labourers of the mines and refining haciendas’ would be 
‘immediately subject to the administrators, superiors and bosses’. To this end, Gálvez entrusted 
the employers with the power to dismiss any worker who ‘does not agree to stay in his mine or 
hacienda’ and to ‘contain them and punish them domestically’ for minor offences and 
infringements.8 Although workers would retain the freedom to leave their jobs at will, if they 
hoped to be ‘admitted in a different mine or hacienda of the district’ they would require a 
‘statement of good service’ from their employer to prove that they were ‘deserving [of] the 
certificate of being compliant to authority’.9 Deliberately intended to strengthen the authority of 
the mining elite and to curtail labour mobility, this measure proved to have a lasting effect on the 
balance of power between employers and plebeian labourers in Guanajuato.10
 
In regards to ethnic mixing, Gálvez revived archaic laws which stipulated the separateness of the 
‘Indian republic’, segregating Indians both physically and culturally from other sections of the 
population. In Guanajuato and the Bajío region, as well as other parts of Mexico, these laws had 
long been superseded by the rise of a predominantly ladino Indian populace who mixed freely 
with poor Spaniards and castas.11 Gálvez decreed that, 
‘All Indians will observe unpardonably the just prohibition of mounting a horse, under 
the laws that specify that they walk on their own with their cape and barcarrota [locks of 
hair] uncovered, and that they do not wear the cape of the Spaniards by which they are 
confused with mestizos, mulattos and other castas, under penalty of one hundred lashes 
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and a month in prison for the Indian that contravenes this the first time, and permanent 
exile from the province in case of a relapse; and that Indian women also use their own 
cape of huipil [embroidered dress], under penalty of one month of imprisonment, and of 
being stripped in public if they are so clothed again’.12
 
The idea that social unrest could be quelled through policies of isolating and targeting the cultural 
practices of hispanicised Indians was not a new one. In fact, Galvez’s measures have strong 
resonance with those introduced by the viceregal government in the wake of the Mexico City riot 
of June 8, 1692. That riot, triggered by a chronic grain shortage, lasted for only a single day yet 
witnessed widespread looting of commercial properties, attacks against government buildings, 
and the partial destruction of the viceregal palace. The authorities perceived the roots of rebellion 
in the racial mixture of the plebe of Mexico City. In particular, they singled out the perceived 
degeneracy and corruption of hispanicised Indians who had left their ‘republic’ to live and work 
amongst the Spaniards and castas in the centre of the city, adopting European dress, speaking 
Spanish and abandoning their ‘humble’ customs.13 In the aftermath of the riot, the authorities 
made a determined effort to reverse the process of cultural mestizaje, forbidding all Indians from 
wearing Spanish dress and ordering them to leave the Spanish sphere and move back to their 
communities on the outskirts of the city.14  
 
The arrests and judicial investigations brought against the Mexico City plebeians reflected, 
according to R. Douglas Cope, a ‘divide-and-conquer strategy’ aimed at breaking down fragile 
solidarities which had briefly cut across racial lines and fomented a struggle of the city’s poor 
against the rich.15 In the wake of the riot, Cope argues, ‘the threat of betrayal was omnipresent… 
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neighborliness, ethnic solidarity, even friendship went by the boards’.16 He finds that a common 
response amongst the accused was to attempt to save themselves by denying involvement in the 
riot, claiming drunkenness, or admitting to lesser charges.17 Many of the prisoners chose to 
deliberately inform on others, ‘to shift the blame and soften their own sentences’, sometimes to 
the point of betraying friends and family.18 A few offered detailed confessions in which they 
admitted their guilt, thus not only condemning themselves to death, but also providing the 
prosecutors with evidence against other suspects.19 The criminal records from the 1692 riot in 
Mexico City thus point not only towards the fragmentation of plebeian solidarity but also to the 
‘internal doubts’ felt by plebeians in the face of sustained repression. The authorities devised 
deliberate strategies to fracture the solidarity of the multiethnic plebe, which in turn ‘succumbed 
to Spanish authority’, thus proving itself to be incapable of mounting a sustained challenge to 
Spanish colonial domination.20
 
With the apprehension and trial of over 600 prisoners, judicial repression in Guanajuato was 
enacted on a far larger scale than the trials of 86 suspected rioters in Mexico City. As in the trials 
of 1692, the officials who presided over the interrogations preoccupied themselves with 
extracting confessions in an attempt to establish guilt, while systematically and repeatedly 
pressuring the accused to provide information on participants and instigators of the rebellions. To 
suppress the culture of plebeian dissent and reassert Spanish colonial authority, Gálvez needed to 
achieve the sort of erosion in plebeian solidarity which was seen during the Mexico City trials. 
We can see this goal clearly achieved in the case of Joseph Bañuelos, who responded not only by 
confessing his guilt but also giving evidence against 42 other prisoners. Similarly, Prudencio 
Eugenio Martinez, a thirty year old Indian mine labourer, also cooperated with the investigating 
authorities by providing them the names and descriptions of three suspects – a morisco, an Indian 
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and a Spaniard. He saw these men armed with swords and rocks during the Jesuit rebellion, 
throwing the gunpowder stores in the river ‘so that the soldiers and ministers could not use it’. He 
claimed not to have joined the rioting himself, since he was ‘very fearful of justice’ and had 
witnessed the scene only because ‘he was moved by curiosity’. As he had done with Bañuelos, 
Gálvez sentenced Martinez to death once his usefulness as an informer was exhausted.21
 
The strategy of becoming an informant, as adopted by Bañuelos and Martinez, was exceptional in 
light of the responses of most other prisoners. It seems that prisoners made a dangerous decision 
when they attempted to escape punishment by cooperating with the authorities, since this course 
of action proved itself prone to failure. In contrast to the trials of Mexico City, the efforts of the 
interrogators to secure confessions and divide the prisoners against each other were consistently 
frustrated. Despite the intensive pressure of questioning, the prisoners overwhelmingly responded 
by proclaiming their innocence and pleading the ignorance of events, thus effectively denying 
information to their interrogators and refusing to betray their comrades. These responses suggest 
that, despite the presence of a handful of informants, the plebeians of Guanajuato succeeded in 
resisting the sort of internal fragmentation and division which was seen in the aftermath of the 
1692 riot.  
 
 
Plebeian Responses to Judicial Repression 
 
Superficially, the trials of the Guanajuato prisoners followed the legal form of the Spanish 
judicial process. The first phase of the trials took the form of interrogation sessions, known as 
declaraciones, to which prisoners were sometimes subjected multiple times. Charges were 
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established on the basis of initial indictments, or arising from witness statements and 
contradictions in the prisoners’ alibis. At the completion of the interrogations, Gálvez presided in 
person over the last stages of the trials, known as ratificaciones and confesiones. Each individual 
prisoner was brought before Gálvez and his case was re-examined, new charges were sometimes 
added, and the accused was presented with a final opportunity to change his testimony.  
 
The trial records reveal little about the conditions which the prisoners faced during the 
interrogations and period of incarceration, which sometimes lasted up to three months. Torture 
was likely practiced against the prisoners at certain points in the trial process, since tormento was 
a legally sanctioned means of extracting confessions until its abolition in 1808 and every major 
prison was furnished with a torture chamber.22 One prisoner expressed that he made a false 
confession under fear of receiving torture.23 We can assume that the prisoners experienced 
conditions of massive overcrowding, since over 600 persons were crammed into the limited space 
of the city’s prisons. At least two prisoners, Nicolás Urbano and Domingo Ramon García, died in 
custody.24  
 
To cope with interrogating over 600 prisoners, the three officials deputised by Gálvez processed 
up to ten prisoners per day and adopted a remarkably expedient method of interrogation and 
recording of testimonies. While the trials followed the form of a legal process, in practice, they 
ignored crucial aspects of the Spanish justice system. Detailed consideration of evidence was 
largely absent, and defence attorneys appear to have taken no part in the trials.25 The court scribes 
adopted standardised methods of recording the questions and the responses from the prisoners 
during the interrogations, and the officials appeared uninterested in uncovering detailed 
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information regarding the revolts, except where it was directly relevant to establishing culpability. 
In order to avoid punishment, the onus was clearly on the prisoner to conclusively demonstrate 
that he had not participated in any crime. It was not uncommon for prisoners to be condemned on 
the basis of circumstantial evidence alone, or as a result of failing to conclusively disprove the 
initial accusation. There was, in fact, little pretence that the trials served any other aim than the 
collective punishment of the rebellious population of Guanajuato. In a secret letter to the viceroy, 
Gálvez made this position clear, stating that he considered all prisoners who found themselves in 
the city’s prison to be culprits, and that he was reserving punishments for only those he judged to 
be the ‘most guilty’ of taking part in past disturbances.26
 
The following discussion of the prisoner interrogation sessions examines the trial records for 
hidden discourses which point to a continued culture of plebeian rebelliousness. While a few 
prisoners were deliberately defiant in the face of the interrogators, most others adopted deferential 
expressions, adapting themselves to the dominant discourse of patronage. Individual 
proclamations of innocence and denials of knowledge about the events and participants in the 
rebellions were practical responses aimed at maximising the chances of escaping punishment. 
Cumulatively, however, such mass denial became a collective expression of plebeian defiance 
from within the prison walls. This form of ‘deferential defiance’ may have aided some prisoners 
in avoiding punishment, yet by blurring the lines between the guilty and innocent, it also 
structured the nature of repression. The authorities were able to subvert this response to actively 
incriminate some prisoners. This approach is influenced by the formulations of Andy Wood, who 
conceives deferential expressions as political devices utilised by subaltern subjects in struggle 
against their social superiors.27
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Implicit defiance is evident within the testimonies of some prisoners who made pious 
proclamations of innocence, thus extending the religious justifications underlying the Jesuit 
rebellion in order to deny guilt. Charged with maintaining an ‘obstinate denial’ of his culpability 
in the rebellions, the Indian gardener Hilario Joseph Hernandes answered by declaring ‘he leaves 
assured that he can defend his case before the God of the Heavens and Earth’.28 The mine 
labourer Joseph Alexo Solis, unable to produce any witnesses to verify his testimony, stated that 
‘he does not have more defence other than God, and Our Lady of Guanajuato in whom he hopes 
for the comfort of proving his innocence’.29 Another miner, Agustin Flores, similarly stated that 
‘despite finding himself without any proof he has to assure his declared innocence by crying out 
to the Almighty’.30 All three men were sentenced to serve eight years in the presidio.31 While 
religious appeals served to affirm the virtuous characters of these prisoners as pious Christians, 
the dual meaning of this use of the religious expressions was probably not lost on the 
interrogators, who knew all too well that religious justifications, including the accusation of the 
king of Spain of heresy, were advanced by the plebeian crowds during the July rebellion. 
 
Other prisoners defied the authorities by challenging the legitimacy of their arrest and trial. When 
the interrogator informed forty year old tailor Pedro Manuel Manjarres that he ‘does not have 
proof that secures him from the accusation of being a rioter’ he countered by saying that he ‘does 
not have to give any more proof since he is assured that there will not be anyone who shows him 
to be complicit in the uprising’.32 In this manner, Manjarres defended himself by declaring his 
innocence in the absence of positive evidence. In the eyes of the authorities, however, he was 
guilty as a result of failing to disprove the initial accusation. Despite the lack of any evidence, he 
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was sentenced to the presidio for six years.33 Manjarres’ unsuccessful attempt to assert his legal 
rights appears to signify an awareness amongst some plebeians of the questionable legality of 
their imprisonment, and a willingness to pose a challenge to the legitimacy of the trial process. 
 
Such direct acts of contestation were rare. Caught in the net of massive repression and forced to 
endure summary justice which left little hope for a fair trial, most prisoners responded by 
providing the interrogators with what they hoped would increase their chances of freedom, or at 
least secure a lesser sentence. Thus, the vast majority of prisoners steadfastly asserted their 
innocence and pleaded their complete ignorance of events, claiming that they saw no-one and 
heard nothing. For this reason, it is almost impossible to determine which prisoners were telling 
the truth, and which were misleading the interrogator; no doubt some genuinely innocent 
individuals were condemned, while others succeeded in avoiding punishment as a result of well-
rehearsed alibis. The most common alibis were claims of having been outside the city during the 
rebellions,34 having been at work,35 having stayed at home resting or recovering from an injury or 
sickness,36 or a combination of several such claims.37  
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Though outwardly deferent and submissive, the prisoners’ responses masked an implicitly defiant 
stance. The two large rebellions of 1766 and 1767 were truly popular revolts, involving a large 
proportion of the city’s population. In the mining settlements in the hills, it seems that entire 
neighbourhoods rebelled and marched down to the centre of the city. The authorities were well 
aware of the implausibility of the prisoners’ appeals of innocence, since so many not only denied 
their guilt, but also denied knowing any specific information which could be used as evidence 
against other prisoners. In this manner, the response on part of the prisoners can be read as a 
collective act of defiance, which mitigated the division of prisoners against each other and 
prevented a breakdown in solidarity. 
 
Yet, such a response of denying guilt often led to failure. A typical example of this is found in the 
testimony of two Spanish brothers, Joseph Hilario Larios and Miguel Antonio Larios, aged 
eighteen and sixteen, who were accused of participating in rioting on the first and third days of 
the rebellion, armed with swords and rocks. During his interrogation, Joseph defended himself by 
stating that ‘in all of the riots that had occurred in this city he was always found at work, or well 
cared for in his house, and that during the most recent [rebellion] he had an injury in the leg, and 
cannot satisfy any of the other questions, for he did not see anything, nor hear anything said’.38 
Yet, since it was no easy task to maintain such a defence in the face of a barrage of accusations of 
deceit from the interrogators who exploited every possible contradictory detail in the testimonies, 
prisoners often adjusted their stories when confronted with new evidence. When Joseph was 
challenged by a witness who testified he had seen him in the midst of a crowd, he admitted did 
indeed briefly join the crowd but ‘only to satisfy his sight, without taking care to observe further 
details’.39 Miguel, the younger brother, claimed he was ‘employed in moving the household 
furniture of Joseph Arganda the blanket maker’ during the days of the rebellion.40 The brothers 
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both called on the blanket maker as their defence witness, who testified that Joseph was indeed 
injured in the leg and that Miguel had stayed in his house during the first two days of the 
rebellion because he was helping him move furniture.41 Yet this favourable testimony was 
insufficient to establish the innocence of the two young Spaniards. Witnesses had testified against 
the two brothers, contradictions had emerged within their alibis, and both were amongst the 
individuals identified by Bañuelos. The brothers were both condemned to serve in the infantry 
regiment for twelve years.42  
 
As a collective act, the prisoners’ response of denying guilt influenced the methods used by the 
authorities, who exploited contradictions and discrepancies in the evidence to secure convictions. 
Prisoners were presented with an opportunity to call on defence witnesses to collaborate their 
testimonies, and many exercised this right. Yet, in order to prevent fabrication of alibis, Spanish 
criminal justice procedure prohibited any prior communication with their witnesses.43 In certain 
cases, therefore, we can see how well-intentioned witnesses – family members, neighbours and 
friends – helped to condemn the accused through inadvertently contradicting their initial 
testimonies. Joseph Justo Robledo’s alibi fell apart in this manner, resulting in a six year presidio 
sentence. The twenty year old mule driver claimed he was at work on a hacienda near Burras 
during the July rebellion. His father, however, testified that he had sent Robledo out of the city at 
the time of the rebellion. Robledo promptly changed his testimony, agreeing that his father had in 
fact sent him away, and claiming that his original inconsistency stemmed from the ‘effect of 
confusion and oversight, and not malice or fault’.44 He was sentenced to six years in the 
presidio.45 Even minor contradictions between the testimonies of prisoners and witnesses could 
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be enough to condemn a prisoner. Agustin Rosales, an hacienda worker, was arrested when two 
deputies raided a gambling house at an ‘irregular’ hour of the night. The authorities had no 
evidence other than that he ‘hid in the gambling house’ when the two officers entered, thus 
implying his guilt. Rosales claimed to have been working on the first day of the July rebellion, 
yet one of his witnesses, Juana Rita, stated that she had seen him, ‘in the shade of a Zapote tree 
near the two rivers’ on that day. Rosales claimed that Rita had made a mistake, and that she had 
in fact seen him under the tree on Thursday, yet this inconsistency was enough to destroy the 
veracity of his alibi. When Rosales was re-examined by Gálvez, he was sentenced to eight years 
in the presidio.46
 
When prisoners were confronted with prosecution witnesses who testified having seen them 
participating in the rebellions, some continued to deny any involvement, as we saw with the 
Larios brothers. Others chose to admit having been part of a crowd, yet denied any wrongdoing or 
participation in seditious activities. For instance, forty year old Indian Pedro Joseph Baldes 
defended himself by stating that he ‘went up the hill of San Miguel to see what others were doing, 
and to satisfy his curiosity, but that he then withdrew without throwing stones nor involving 
himself in the disquietudes of the others’.47 Likewise, Joseph Vicente Salazar, a pickman from 
the Rayas mine who was recognised by Bañuelos, admitted that he joined the crowd ‘only with 
the aim of satisfying his curiosity’.48 This defense did not work for either of these men, who were 
both sentenced to presidio terms.49
 
Due to the consistent denials of guilt amongst the prisoners, the authorities found themselves 
unable to conclusively determine true statements from false. It appears that in many cases the 
determining factor for whether prisoners were punished or set free depended on Gálvez’s 
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assessment of their moral characters. Agustin Ruiz, a sixty year old retired mine labourer, lived 
by gathering alms and begging on the streets of Guanajuato. He was arrested when he travelled to 
visit his married daughter who lived in the nearby town of Silao, on no other charge ‘than that of 
being a forastero’ and with no evidence to point to his involvement in any crime. A witness who 
appeared on his behalf, Sebastiana Reyes, stated that ‘she supposes he did not join the numbers of 
the rioters due to his advanced age, and continued drunkenness’.50 The elderly man was 
nonetheless punished with a sentence of permanent exile, it seems for no other reason than for 
being a vagabond and a drunk.51
 
Perceptions of moral character also shaped the outcomes in the trial of two mestizo brothers, Juan 
de San Pedro Liscano and Joseph Roberto Liscano, miners who travelled between their homes in 
Monte de San Nicolas to work in the Santa Ursula mine in Guanajuato. They were arrested by 
Don Joseph Justo Tamayo, the administrator of the Mine of Mellado, who had been ordered ‘to 
apprehend all the forasteros [strangers] that he finds in his jurisdiction’. The brothers presented 
their defence, Juan claiming that he spent the three days of the July rebellion at his home in San 
Nicolas ‘recovering from a wound that he received in the mine’, and Joseph claiming that he ‘did 
not separate himself from work in the mentioned mine of Santa Ursula’ during the rebellion. They 
called on numerous witnesses to collaborate these alibis. One of Joseph’s witnesses agreed he 
was at work throughout the rebellion, and added ‘that they had always held him by his quietude 
and honour’. For this reasons, it seems, Joseph escaped punishment, yet his brother was not so 
lucky. Juan’s witnesses agreed that he was in his home in Monte de San Nicolas during the days 
of the July rebellion recovering from a wound, and even the doctor who had treated him during 
those three days appeared to testify to this being the case. However, the mine administrator of 
Santa Ursula pointed out that Juan had been ‘thrown out of work in the mine since he was drunk 
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and disorderly’.52 It appears that for this reason alone, Juan was sentenced to the presidio for 
eight years while his brother was set free.53  
 
Prisoners were not passive to such prejudicial treatment, however, and were able to exploit the 
dominant discourse of patronage and deference in order to secure favourable character references. 
It was common for prisoners to call upon their employers, landlords, community officials, or 
various other members of the elite to appear as their defence witnesses, possibly with the hope 
that evidence provided by individuals of higher social status would be valued highly.54 When 
Joseph Antonio Panfilo, an eighteen year old Indian baker, was arrested by troops that occupied 
the suburb of Marfil, he testified that during the three days of the July rebellion he was in the city 
‘resolving the proceedings of his marriage’ and he ‘did not involve himself with any of the 
delinquents’. His witnesses included three respectable Spaniards, including the teniente of Marfil, 
all of whom verified his alibi and affirmed his ‘quietude and honourable conduct’.55 In this 
example a prisoner adopted a deferential attitude and succeeded in using networks of patronage to 
secure his release. 
 
In other cases, however, such appeals to deferential status had an adverse effect, since many 
employers who appeared as defence witnesses provided evidence which incriminated the 
prisoners. This is seen in the case of two brothers, Joseph Isidoro Briseno and Juan Paulino Ortis, 
who worked as mule drivers for a nearby refining hacienda. The brothers were accused of 
participating in the rebellions, without any evidence presented apart from the implication that 
their arrests occurred outside the city and ‘only delinquents or suspects make use of absence or 
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flight’. To explain their absence, the brothers claimed that on the first day of the July rebellion 
their master had ordered them to take four mules to the Rancho de la Puerta outside the city. The 
master’s son, the hacienda administrator, appeared as their witness, and stated that the two 
brothers were absent on the days of the riot. However, it was untrue that his father had sent them 
to the Rancho with the mules, and he did not know their whereabouts during those days. Both 
brothers immediately apologised for the ‘confusion and lack of memory’ and adopted new alibis, 
yet the words of their patron’s son condemned each to eight years in the presidio.56 A similar 
strategy was attempted by thirty-six year old Jacinto Roque Rodriguez who defended himself 
against charges of rioting by claiming he was working on the Hacienda de San Clemente during 
the period of the July rebellion. To verify his alibi, he called two witnesses, the administrator and 
manager of the hacienda, Don Salvador Navarro and Nicolas Hernandes. Both witnesses testified 
that ‘at no time had he been a worker of that Hacienda’ and Rodriguez was condemned to life 
imprisonment.57  
 
In other cases, patrons appearing as witnesses offered evidence which was deliberately intended 
to harm the cases of the accused. Antonio Simon Sanchez, a nineteen year old Indian, claimed 
that he was sick in bed during the July rebellion. He called on Don Fermin Ruiz the teniente of La 
Fragua, to collaborate his testimony. Not only did Don Ruiz deny this story, but added that 
Sanchez was ‘one of those that were found in Marfil on the day of the tumulto’. Faced with this 
evidence, Sanchez abandoned his earlier claim and admitted to having been present during the 
riot, although he claimed ‘he did not get involved in anything’.58 He received a prison sentence of 
eight years.59  
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Finally, some individuals in positions of authority actively exploited the situation created by the 
repression. Such cases illuminate the existence of pre-existing conflict between plebeians and 
members of the elite, who used their authority to bring accusations of rebellion against individual 
plebeians with whom they were in dispute. Marcos Belmonte, a twenty five year old Spaniard and 
mine worker, was arrested on charges of rioting as a result of a conflict with his patron, Don 
Augustin Reyes. It seems that Belmonte worked as a buscon in a small mine and was dependent 
on Don Reyes to finance the expenses of fitting out the mine. In the midst of the July rebellion, 
Belmonte visited Don Reyes in his house to ask for a loan of two pesos. An argument ensued, and 
Don Reyes not only refused to lend the money, but attacked him and ‘threw him onto the street, 
treating him as insolent and a pícaro’. Don Reyes claimed he was obliged to ‘violently throw him 
out of his house and to give a report to the Alcalde mayor’ when he heard Belmonte say he was 
‘found in the number of those of the tumulto’.60
 
In this particular case the prisoner escaped punishment and was set free by Gálvez, yet in other 
cases such disputes led to negative outcomes for the prisoners. These cases reveal that the 
authority of members of the elite was strengthened by the particular conditions of the repression, 
allowing the use of superior social status to resolve these disputes to their advantage. Another 
mine buscon, a thirty three year old Indian called Juan Ermenegildo Luera, was arrested 
following an altercation over the small debt of one real, or one-eighth of a peso, which he owed 
to Florencio Granada, a judicial commissioner of the acordada. On an unspecified day shortly 
after the Jesuit rebellion, Granada was determined to recover his debt and passed by Luera’s 
house in the morning. Approaching Luera’s ‘woman’, he ordered her ‘to ask him for the real that 
he owed him’. She responded that ‘he did not have it, and that he would hand it over when he 
likes’. Infuriated by such insolence, the commissioner assaulted Luera on his way to work at the 
Serena mine. He snatched from him his drill, a vital piece of work equipment, saying ‘that he 
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must hand over [the money] right away, or an equivalent forfeit, [and] that if he did not he would 
leave with the drill’. Enraged, Luera insulted Granada, calling him ‘a cuckold and sneak’. The 
‘furious words that were reciprocally spoken’ soon turned to blows. When Luera began to gather 
stones off the ground, Granada ‘took into his hand his knife’. Luera’s brother, Paulino Casimiro 
de Luera, together with three other miners rushed to the scene of the brawl, while Granada 
shouted for help. The fight was cut short by the intervention of the four men who were soon 
joined by a small crowd. One of these miners, Salvador Lopez, played a key role in mediating 
between the two men, ‘and each one withdrew to his house’. The next day, however, Granada 
used his position as judicial commissioner to gather evidence against Luera. He reported to the 
Alcalde mayor that ‘Maria Antonia Getrudis the Moroccan’ had heard that Luera was ‘one of 
those that left to the great plain on the third day of the tumulto’ and had heard him say ‘that he 
went to kill by God’. Luera denounced the charges as outright lies, while Salvador Lopez, who 
had mediated between the two men, declared that no reason existed for Luera’s arrest apart from 
the quarrel he had with the commissioner, thus implying that the vindictive Granada had 
fabricated the evidence.61 Luera was sentenced to eight years in the presidio.62  
 
The previous discussion has charted the various responses of plebeians to judicial authority. Most 
prisoners proclaimed their innocence and ignorance of events. Only in exceptional cases, seen 
most notably in the case of Bañuelos, did prisoners choose to cooperate with the authorities. 
Overt expressions of defiance were rare, yet the collective refusal by the prisoners to provide the 
interrogators with information and evidence that could be used against others served as a form of 
implicit defiance in the face of the authorities. Prisoners appear to have adopted a deferent 
posture only as a mask. The failure on part of Gálvez to achieve a desired internalisation of 
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submission amongst the plebeian population is perhaps best illustrated in his final appeal to the 
gathered crowd of plebeians on the day of the execution of the sentences: 
I set myself to provide, with serious threats and the sharpest exhortations, what was 
lacking in the greater severity of justice. I imposed on them in front of their eyes all the 
malice and ugliness of the offences that they had committed against God, King and 
fellow man, making known to them that they must change entirely their conduct, 
converting their disorder, ferocity and independent spirits into obedience and subjection 
in order to clean their faults and not experience the ultimate destructive vengeance that 
would fall on them from the sky,.63
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Conclusion 
 
When Gálvez delivered his punishments, he ordered that the heads of the nine executed 
men be placed on pikes on prominent landmarks surrounding the city ‘until time 
completely consumes’ their remains. To make sure that they continued as a gruesome 
reminder to the populace of the horror of rebellion, he ordered that ‘none shall be 
impudent to take them [down], on pain of death’.1 A few years later, Gálvez may have 
been surprised to learn that the remains of one of the executed became the object of 
fanatical worship. The decomposing skull of Juan Cipriano Gutierrez was credited with 
miraculous healing powers,2 drawing processions of thousands of worshippers who 
prayed before it and lit candles.3 The religious and secular authorities made a concerted 
effort to stamp out the cult, yet with little success.4 The devotion of the skull of Cipriano 
represented a continuation of the culture of rebelliousness through religious expression, 
symbolising a rejection of the ‘lesson’ which Gálvez intended to be inflicted on the 
population.5  
 
Nevertheless, the permanent presence of the troops in the city, alongside Gálvez’s 
imposition of restriction to labour mobility, left a lasting impact on the populace of 
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Guanajuato. With an end to the mining depression and a massive expansion of silver 
production, the power of the mining owners over their workforce increased, enabling 
them to reduce their labour costs to the detriment of the mine workers. In 1771 José de 
Gálvez legislated for the outright abolition of the partido in New Spain. While his order 
was overruled by the new viceroy Bucareli, many mine owners took advantage of the 
opportunity to reduce their labour costs, curtailing or abolishing the partido on the local 
level.6 In Guanajuato, as mine owners reasserted control over the mines amidst the silver 
boom, independent mining practices became a thing of the past and the partido profit-
sharing system was abolished in the largest mines.7 As mining lost its appeal, labour 
shortages ensued and gave rise to practices of forced labour drafts. Despite this, Gálvez 
failed in his goal to crush the ‘independent spirits’ of the plebeians. In 1775 a military 
officer stationed in Guanajuato informed his superiors that the population had been 
committing daily ‘outrages’ against his patrols, with sentries beaten and officers stabbed 
in the cover of the night.8 According to the officer, the attacks committed by the ‘insolent 
plebe’ resulted from the ‘fearlessness that they had in carrying small arms’, and pointed 
to ‘a more rigorous conspiracy than that which occurred in the previous years of 66 and 
67’.9  
 
For several decades, the permanent military presence in the city succeeded in preventing 
the resurgence of open conflict. In 1810, however, social tensions which had been 
suppressed for decades erupted in a massive urban insurrection as thousands of miners 
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and plebeians of the city joined Hidalgo’s rebel army. Hidalgo’s revolt began in the 
nearby town of Dolores on 15 September. Marching under the banner of the Virgin of 
Guadalupe,10 the rebel army gathered reinforcements in San Miguel and Celaya before 
arriving in Guanajuato on 28 September.11 The Guanajuato authorities, a small militia 
unit, and members of the Spanish elite attempted to withstand the rebel assault by 
gathering behind the stone walls of the Alhóndiga de Granaditas, the recently constructed 
municipal granary. The siege lasted only a few hours. Local miners spearheaded the 
attack, setting the doors on fire, and capturing the building.12 According to legend, the 
Alhóndiga fell thanks to the heroic exploits of a local miner from the mines of Mellado. 
nicknamed ‘El Pípila’. The miner strapped a stone to his back as protection against 
bullets, crawled along the ground to the granary’s wooden doors and set them on fire. 
Today, an enormous statue of El Pípila stands on a hill overlooking the city as a tribute 
acknowledging the contribution of the miners of Guanajuato to winning victory in the 
first battle of the Mexican Independence War. Regardless of whether the legend of El 
Pípila is true, it reveals a lasting historical memory of the rebelliousness of plebeians in 
the city’s colonial past. 
 
By looking at rebellions such as the 1767 Jesuit Rebellion as events-in-themselves, in 
isolation from the historical context that both preceded and superseded the event, 
historians have often missed the inherent political nature of early modern plebeian revolt. 
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This thesis has argued for a new methodology in the study of rebellion, towards looking 
at persisting and evolving cultures of rebelliousness. The culture of plebeian 
rebelliousness that emerged in Guanajuato responded to the multitude of daily struggles 
in life and work faced by the city’s urban poor. This culture was at once unique to the 
conditions offered by the mining city and was strengthened by the multitude of 
experiences brought by the large migrant population. Plebeian solidarities crossed racial 
and occupational boundaries, materialising in the formation of the multiethnic 
Guanajuato plebe. They acquired a reputation for their independence, irreverence and 
rebelliousness, engaging in a protracted class struggle which was dampened, yet not 
suppressed, by Gálvez’s repression in the wake of the Jesuit Rebellion. This work has 
focused on brief period in this broader story, to show the continuities and persistence of a 
radical plebeian political culture. 
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Appendix 1: Compilation of Prisoner Data 
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First Trial No. Second Trial No. Name Age Race Occupation Place of Birth Residence Marital Status Sentence Notes
AHG Militar Exp 1 1.0 Joseph Luis Cornelio 40 mestizo mine labourer - pickman San Juan del Rio single
AHG Militar Exp 1 2.0 Juan Claudio de Robles 19 mulato - libre pit digger Guanajuato single hanged
AHG Militar Exp 1 3.0 Juan Francisco Antonio Rocha 23 mestizo sweets maker Guanajuato single imprisonment - 10 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 4.0 Prudencio Eugenio Martinez 30 Indio ladino mine labourer - ore carrier Guanajuato single hanged
AHG Militar Exp 1 5.0 Joseph Ma. Cervantes mestizo construction labourer Silao single
AHG Militar Exp 1 6.0 Juan Esteban Santillan 19 Indio ladino mine labourer Guanajuato married
AHG Militar Exp 1 7.0 Joaquin Perez 22 morisco mine labourer Guanajuato single
AHG Militar Exp 1 8.0 Joseph Ambrosio Castro 25 mulato - esclavo cigar maker Santa Ana single imprisonment - life
AHG Militar Exp 1 10.0 Vicente Manjarres 28 mulato - libre mine labourer Mellado married hanged
AHG Militar Exp 1 11.0 Joseph Ramos 25 mulato - libre mine labourer Peregrina single imprisonment - life
AHG Militar Exp 1 12.0 Antonio Crispin Gonzales 23 Indio ladino cigar maker Guanajuato single
AHG Militar Exp 1 13.0 Juan Antonio Coello 34 Español shopkeeper Castilla
AHG Militar Exp 1 14.0 Tomas Antonio de la Rocha mestizo pit digger Guanajuato married hanged
AHG Militar Exp 1 15.0 Domingo Bonifacio Salgado 37 Indio ladino refinery worker - stirrer Guanajuato married imprisonment - 6 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 16.0 Manuel Rodriguez 22 mestizo tailor Silao married
AHG Militar Exp 1 17.0 Diego Martin Moreno 40 mestizo mine labourer Guanajuato married fine of 50 pesos
AHG Militar Exp 1 18.0 Valeriano Antonio Anaya 42 Español farrier married
AHG Militar Exp 1 19.0 Benito Antonio Velazquez 54 mulato - libre refinery worker - stirrer Guadalajara married
AHG Militar Exp 1 20.0 Salvador Vivas 25 Español married
AHG Militar Exp 1 21.0 Cristobal Enriquez 44 Indio ladino refinery worker - stirrer Lagos married imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 22.0 Juan Paulino de la Rosa 47 Indio ladino woodcutter San Miguel el Grande married
AHG Militar Exp 1 23.0 Joseph Joaquin Mendez mestizo vender - flea market Comanja single
AHG Militar Exp 1 24.0 Juan Crisostomo Sayavedra mulato - libre mine labourer Rayas married
AHG Militar Exp 1 25.0 Vicente Acevedo 33 mestizo cigar maker Marfil single imprisonment - life
AHG Militar Exp 1 27.0 Domingo Bonifacio de Trejo Indio ladino
AHG Militar Exp 1 28.0 Nicolas Salinas 33 Español vagrant Zacatecas? single imprisonment - life, and 200 lashes
AHG Militar Exp 1 29.0 Andres Jacinto 47 Indio refinery worker - stirrer Hacienda Jaral married imprisonment - life, and 200 lashes
AHG Militar Exp 1 30.0 Miguel Geronimo Rendon 33 castizo mine labourer San Miguel el Grande married
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First Trial No. Second Trial No. Name Age Race Occupation Place of Birth Residence Marital Status Sentence Notes
AHG Militar Exp 1 31.0 Juan Bacilio de Soto mayor 25 Español valero La Fragua single
AHG Militar Exp 1 32.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 9.0 Joseph Vicente Salazar 18 Indio ladino mine labourer - pickman San Felipe Mina Rayas single imprisonment - 6 years named by Banuelos
AHG Militar Exp 1 33.0 Nicolas Gregorio Mateo Hernandez 20 Indio ladino musician Guanajuato single imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 34.0 Felipe Bartolo Puente 40 mestizo mine labourer San Miguel el Grande single
AHG Militar Exp 1 35.0 Geronimo Ibanez Alarcon Español cigar maker Leon widowed
AHG Militar Exp 1 36.0 Joaquin Buco mulato - libre mine labourer Santa Ana single imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 37.0 Antonio Crescencio Puente 43 mestizo mine labourer San Miguel el Grande single
AHG Militar Exp 1 38.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 11.0 Joseph Roberto Lizcano 24 mestizo mine labourer Monte de San Nicolas Monte de San Nicolas single
AHG Militar Exp 1 39.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 10.0 Juan de San Pedro Lizcano 26 mestizo mine labourer Monte de San Nicolas Monte de San Nicolas single imprisonment - 8 years named by Banuelos
AHG Militar Exp 1 40.0 Juan Pasqual Hdez. 39 Indio ladino musician Chichimequillas married
AHG Militar Exp 1 41.0 Joseph Tomas Cabrera 24 Indio ladino mine labourer Guanajuato married
AHG Militar Exp 1 42.0 Joseph Bernardo Mendoza 25 mulato - libre mine labourer Guanajuato married imprisonment - life, and 200 lashes
AHG Militar Exp 1 43.0 Francisco Javier Pardo 34 Indio - Otomi refinery worker - stirrer Hacienda Aguas Buenas married
AHG Militar Exp 1 44.0 Joseph Vicente Alcocer de Orihuela 23 mestizo tailor single
AHG Militar Exp 1 45.0 Bartolo de la Cruz Indio - Otomi tanner San Miguel el Grande married
AHG Militar Exp 1 46.0 Joseph Rafael de Alcala 22 mulato - esclavo butcher - beef Lagos single
AHG Militar Exp 1 47.0 Joseph Joachin de Avila 20 mulato - esclavo Guadalajara single
AHG Militar Exp 1 48.0 Pedro Arevalos 29 mulato - libre refinery worker - mule driver Guanajuato married
AHG Militar Exp 1 49.0 Juan Alexandro Calderon 22 Indio - Otomi refinery worker - stirrer Hacienda Aguas Buenas married imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 50.0 Joseph Vicente Rivera 22 mestizo mine labourer - ore carrier San Miguel el Grande married
AHG Militar Exp 1 51.0 Joseph Casado 32 Indio ladino baker Guanajuato married imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 52.0 Joseph Ignacio Antonio Sumeta 27 Español tailor Guanajuato single imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 53.0 Joseph Hermenegildo Zambrano 27 Español mine labourer Guanajuato married permanent exile
AHG Militar Exp 1 54.0 Joseph Tomas 30 Indio - Otomi mine labourer - ore carrier Izmiquilpa single
AHG Militar Exp 1 55.0 Pascual Venancio Rodriguez 20 Indio ladino refinery worker - stirrer Guanajuato single imprisonment - 10 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 56.0 Diego Teodoro Rodriguez 25 Indio ladino mine labourer Guanajuato married
AHG Militar Exp 1 57.0 Joseph Ma. Escamilla 23 Indio ladino mine labourer - ore carrier Leon married
AHG Militar Exp 1 58.0 Marcos Gil 37 Indio ladino baker Valladolid married imprisonment - 8 years
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AHG Militar Exp 1 59.0 Joaquin Benito Espejo 21 Español mine labourer Guanajuato single imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 60.0 Juan de Santiago Arteta 25 mulato - libre shoemaker Real del Monte de San Nicolas married imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 61.0 Justo Roman Villasana 37 Español baker Queretaro married imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 62.0 Bernardino Antonio Alba 27 mulato - libre refinery worker - stirrer Guanajuato single
AHG Militar Exp 1 64.0 Tomas de Aquino Gomez 28 mulato - libre vender - bacon Guanajuato married
AHG Militar Exp 1 65.0 Juan Antonio Rosillo 34 mulato - libre refinery worker - stirrer San Miguel el Grande married imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 66.0 Vicente Antonio Galvan 28 Indio ladino carrier of goods Chichimequillas single
AHG Militar Exp 1 67.0 Salvador Manuel Rangel 24 lobo butcher - pork San Felipe single imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 68.0 Joseph Gregario Losoya 29 Español cigar maker Silao married
AHG Militar Exp 1 69.0 Juan Pascual Mateos 47 Indio ladino vender - fruit Chichimequillas married
AHG Militar Exp 1 71.0 Joseph Pascual Geronimo 19 Indio ladino mill labourer Guanajuato single
AHG Militar Exp 1 72.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 26.0 Joseph Calderon 28 Indio ladino butcher - pork Irapuato single
AHG Militar Exp 1 73.0 Joseph Augustin Morquecho 25 lobo mine labourer Guanajuato married
AHG Militar Exp 1 74.0 Joseph Antonio Hernandez 21 Indio ladino mine labourer Monte de San Nicolas married imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 75.0 Juan Antonio Rivas 30 mulato - libre refinery worker - stirrer Hacienda de Burras married
AHG Militar Exp 1 77.0 Joseph Juaquin de Urquieta 30 Indio farm-hand, and mulateer Leon married
AHG Militar Exp 1 78.0 Francisco Ramirez 30 Español refinery worker - stirrer Hacienda de Burras married
AHG Militar Exp 1 79.0 Joseph Sebastian Aguililla 19 mestizo mine labourer Guanajuato married
AHG Militar Exp 1 80.0 Manuel de los Santos 20 Indio - tribuatio farm-hand Hacienda de la R, married imprisonment - life, and 200 lashes
AHG Militar Exp 1 81.0 Sebastian Gonzalez 26 Indio ladino mine labourer Mellado single imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 82.0 Joseph Vicente de Salas 22 Indio - tribuatio mine labourer Izmiquilpa single
AHG Militar Exp 1 83.0 Joseph Manuel Gregorio Monson 45 Indio ladino refinery worker - stirrer Hacienda Aguas Buenas married
AHG Militar Exp 1 84.0 Rafael Antonio Vazquez 20 Indio ladino mine labourer San Luis Potosi single
AHG Militar Exp 1 85.0 Antonio Ruiz 25 Español supplier of goods to shops Guanajuato widowed imprisonment - life
AHG Militar Exp 1 86.0 Joseph Justo Martinez 30 Indio ladino mine labourer Guanajuato single
AHG Militar Exp 1 87.0 Joseph Andrez Cubillos 27 mestizo mine labourer Guanajuato married imprisonment - 6 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 88.0 Andres Romualdo Gomez 20 mulato - libre vender - bacon Guanajuato married
AHG Militar Exp 1 89.0 Cayetano Amancio Morato 20 mestizo mine labourer Guanajuato single
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AHG Militar Exp 1 90.0 Joseph Joaquin Ochoa 28 Indio ladino mine labourer Guanajuato married imprisonment - 6 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 91.0 Juan Baptista Becerra 25 mestizo construction labourer - bricklayer Hacienda de Jalpa single
AHG Militar Exp 1 92.0 Pedro Nolasco 21 Indio ladino mine labourer Guanajuato married
AHG Militar Exp 1 93.0 Manuel Jose Cano 50 morisco carrier of goods Mexico married
AHG Militar Exp 1 94.0 Juan Antonio Alonso 30 mestizo mine labourer Pozos married
AHG Militar Exp 1 95.0 Felipe Jacobo del Rio 28 Español shopkeeper Marfil
AHG Militar Exp 1 96.0 Felipe de Jesus Pineda 21 mulato - libre mine labourer Guanajuato married imprisonment - life
AHG Militar Exp 1 97.0 Felipe Neri Valtierra 26 mestizo carpenter Guanajuato single
AHG Militar Exp 1 98.0 Joseph Pedro 29 Indio ladino mine labourer San Luis Potosi married imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 99.0 Joseph Ignacio Cascos 23 Indio ladino baker Guanajuato married imprisonment - life
AHG Militar Exp 1 100.0 Joseph Calderon 25 mestizo carrier of goods Guanajuato married
AHG Militar Exp 1 101.0 Joseph Retana 20 mestizo mine labourer Guanajuato married
AHG Militar Exp 1 102.0 Joseph Garcia 33 Español mine labourer Valencia single imprisonment - life
AHG Militar Exp 1 103.0 Juan de Hoyos 46 Español mine labourer Castilla single
AHG Militar Exp 1 104.0 Tomas de Torres Español cigar maker San Luis Potosi married
AHG Militar Exp 1 105.0 Joseph Gregorio Campos 29 mestizo woodcutter Leon married
AHG Militar Exp 1 106.0 Juan Jose Ortiz 25 mulato - libre Uruapan married imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 107.0 Pablo Jose Valdez Indio ladino varero y viznaguero widowed
AHG Militar Exp 1 108.0 Juan de Aguilar 65 Indio Otomi - tributario gardener San Francisco del Ricon married
AHG Militar Exp 1 109.0 Patricio Aguilar 18 Indio ladino gardener San Francisco del Ricon single
AHG Militar Exp 1 110.0 Martin de Aguilar 39 Indio ladino gardener San Francisco del Ricon married
AHG Militar Exp 1 111.0 Francisco de Aguilar Indio ladino gardener San Francisco del Ricon single
AHG Militar Exp 1 112.0 Antonio Abad 28 mestizo shoemaker Guanajuato single
AHG Militar Exp 1 113.0 Anastasio Antonio Rivera y Medina 21 mulato - libre sculptor of works of wax Guanajuato married
AHG Militar Exp 1 114.0 Diego Santiago de la Rocha 26 Indio ladino gardener, and farm hand San Francisco del Ricon married
AHG Militar Exp 1 115.0 Faustino Antonio Luciano Trujillo 12 mulato - libre gardener San Francisco del Ricon
AHG Militar Exp 1 116.0 Salvador Manuel Valdivia 25 mulato - libre mine labourer Irapuato married
AHG Militar Exp 1 117.0 Martin de Santiago 39 Indio ladino farm-hand Silao married
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AHG Militar Exp 1 118.0 Faustino de Santiago 16 mestizo mine labourer Irapuato single
AHG Militar Exp 1 119.0 Antonio Panfilo 17 Indio ladino baker Marfil single
AHG Militar Exp 1 120.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 19.0 Juan Francisco Valadez 34 mulato - libre/pardo construction labourer - bricklayer Lagos Guanajuato married
AHG Militar Exp 1 121.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 69.0 Joseph Isidoro Briseno 19 mestizo/pardo refinery worker - mule driver Guanajuato Barrio de Pardo single imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 122.0 Juan Paulino Ortiz mestizo mine labourer Guanajuato married imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 123.0 Joseph Bernardo Bustos 18 mestizo mine labourer Leon single
AHG Militar Exp 1 124.0 Juan Ascencio Morales 26 mestizo mine labourer Mellado married
AHG Militar Exp 1 126.0 Joseph Manuel de Abundes 21 Indio ladino mine labourer Lagos single
AHG Militar Exp 1 128.0 Felipe Antonio Salazar 33 mulato - libre mine labourer San Felipe married imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 129.0 Agustin Claudio de Silva 22 Indio ladino refinery worker - stirrer Marfil married
AHG Militar Exp 1 131.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 6.0 Joseph Ventura Seron 30 mulato - libre/pardo mine labourer Rayas Mina Rayas married hanged named by Banuelos
AHG Militar Exp 1 132.0 Juan Agustin de Evia 26 mulato - libre mine labourer Rayas married
AHG Militar Exp 1 133.0 Felipe Antonio Rivera 29 mulato - libre mine labourer Mellado married mistaken identity
AHG Militar Exp 1 134.0 AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 12.0 Francisco Javier Moncada 56 mestizo sacristan Celaya Mina Rayas married
AHG Militar Exp 1 135.0 Mateo Medel 33 mestizo mine labourer Leon married
AHG Militar Exp 1 136.0 Pedro Antonio Rodriguez 25 Indio ladino mine labourer Puesto del Medio Sitio single
AHG Militar Exp 1 138.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 27.0 Juan de Alba 29 Español mine labourer Lagos Cata married
AHG Militar Exp 1 139.0 Juan Hernandez 29 mestizo mine labourer Comanja married
AHG Militar Exp 1 140.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 34.0 Juan Francisco Arevalo 31 mestizo mine labourer San Luis Potosi Hacienda de Salgado married imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 142.0 Francisco Eugenio de Vargas 17 mestizo coppersmith Marfil single
AHG Militar Exp 1 143.0 Justo Rufino de Vargas 18 mestizo silversmith Marfil single
AHG Militar Exp 1 145.0 Juan Fernando Mandujano 17 Indio ladino farm-hand Otates single
AHG Militar Exp 1 147.0 Esteban de los Reyes 25 Indio ladino mine labourer El Cubo married
AHG Militar Exp 1 148.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 35.0 Joseph Antonio Rodriguez 27 mestizo mine labourer Aguascalientes Guanajuato married
AHG Militar Exp 1 149.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 33.0 Manuel Flores 62 mestizo vender - wood Cadereyta Santa Rosa viudo
AHG Militar Exp 1 151.0 Isidro Antonio Ahedo 25 mestizo mine labourer Guanajuato married imprisonment - life
AHG Militar Exp 1 152.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 39.0 Agustin Rosales 29 mulato - libre/pardo refinery worker - stirrer Comanja Barrio de Salgado married imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 153.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 60.0 Pedro Manuel Manjarres 40 mulato - libre/pardo refinery worker - stirrer / tailor Hacienda de Burras Burras married imprisonment - 6 years
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AHG Militar Exp 1 154.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 59.0 Vicente Ferrer Manjarres 27 mulato - libre/pardo refinery worker - stirrer Hacienda de Burras Burras married
AHG Militar Exp 1 155.0 Tomas Fernando de Torres 22 mestizo mine labourer Guanajuato married
AHG Militar Exp 1 156.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 42.0 Marcos Belmonte 25 Español mine labourer Hacienda de Burras Mina San Bruno married
AHG Militar Exp 1 157.0 Marcos Salazar 40 Indio ladino muleteer San Felipe married
AHG Militar Exp 1 158.0 Francisco Javier de la Cruz 25 Indio ladino carrier of goods Teocualtichi single imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 160.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 41.0 Juan Agustin de Escobar 24 mulato - libre/pardo vender - beef Guanajuato Salgado married imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 161.0 Joseph Toribio Conejo 22 mestizo mine labourer Guanajuato single
AHG Militar Exp 1 162.0 Juan Esteban 22 mestizo mine labourer Rayas married
AHG Militar Exp 1 163.0 Salvador Vazquez 40 Indio ladino woodcutter Asientos de Ibarra married
AHG Militar Exp 1 166.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 54.0 Antonio Raphael Alvarez 18 lobo refinery worker - stirrer Hacienda de Burras Hacienda de Burras single
AHG Militar Exp 1 168.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 49.0 Joseph Leandro Pedraza 30 Español blacksmith Guadalajara Burras married
AHG Militar Exp 1 169.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 50.0 Francisco Miranda 26 mulato - libre/pardo refinery worker - stirrer Hacienda de Burras Burras married
AHG Militar Exp 1 170.0 Zeferino Manjarres 24 mulato - libre refinery worker - stirrer Hacienda de Burras single
AHG Militar Exp 1 171.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 52.0 Joseph Marcelino Banegas 23 mulato - libre/pardo refinery worker - stirrer Hacienda de Burras Burras married
AHG Militar Exp 1 172.0 Julian Pena 30 Indio ladino mine labourer Guanajuato married
AHG Militar Exp 1 173.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 53.0 Vicente Alderete 48 Español blacksmith Valle de Tulancingo Burras married
AHG Militar Exp 1 174.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 55.0 Joseph Martin Banegas 21 Español blacksmith Hacienda de Burras Burras single
AHG Militar Exp 1 176.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 56.0 Joseph Justo Robledo 21 mulato - libre/pardo refinery worker - mule driver Hacienda de Burras Burras single imprisonment - 6 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 177.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 57.0 Lucas Patricio Perez 26 mulato - libre/pardo refinery worker - stirrer Hacienda de Burras Burras married imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 178.0 Pascual de los Santos 50 Indio ladino refinery worker - stirrer Guanajuato married
AHG Militar Exp 1 179.0 Antonio Jimenez 17 Indio ladino refinery worker - stirrer Hacienda de Burras single
AHG Militar Exp 1 180.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 58.0 Santiago Hernandez 30 mulato - libre/pardo refinery worker - stirrer Hacienda de Burras Burras married
AHG Militar Exp 1 181.5 Joseph Manuel Nieto Indio ladino refinery worker - mule driver Hacienda de Burros married
AHG Militar Exp 1 182.0 Joseph de los Reyes 43 mulato - libre muleteer Juzgado de Apatzingan married
AHG Militar Exp 1 183.0 Juan Hermengildo Ontiveros 33 Indio ladino mine labourer Zacatecas married
AHG Militar Exp 1 184.0 Igncacio Eustachio de la Encarnacion 18 mulato - libre mine labourer Zacatecas single
AHG Militar Exp 1 186.0 Ilardo Jose Hernandez 31 Indio - tribuatio gardener Hacienda de Bustos married
AHG Militar Exp 1 187.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 87.0 Juan Bautista Sanchez 25 Español mine labourer - pickman Sierra de Pinos Serena single
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AHG Militar Exp 1 188.0 Ma. Josefa Perez 21 Indio - ladina Mina de Serena single
AHG Militar Exp 1 189.0 Matiana Damiana Ramos Indio - ladina Mina de Serena married
AHG Militar Exp 1 190.0 Ma. Josefa Ramos 26 Indio - ladina Mina de Serena widowed
AHG Militar Exp 1 192.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 12.0 Bernardo de los Santos Ponce 21 mulato - libre/pardo cigar maker
San Pedro Piedra Gorda 
/ Silao Silao married imprisonment - 8 years named by Banuelos
AHG Militar Exp 1 193.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 65.0 Joseph Bernardino Baltierra 16 mulato - libre/pardo baker Hacienda de Burras Burras married
AHG Militar Exp 1 194.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 4.0 Joseph Hilario de Larios 18 Español gamusero Guanajuato Guanajuato single military service - 12 years infantry named by Banuelos
AHG Militar Exp 1 197.0 Joseph Joaquin Garcia 25 Indio ladino baker Valladolid single imprisonment - life
AHG Militar Exp 1 200.0 Miguel Santiago de Soledad 20 Indio ladino farm-hand Santa Maria del Rio single imprisonment - life
AHG Militar Exp 1 201.0 Manuel Delgado 28 Español gilder Guadalajara single
AHG Militar Exp 1 202.0 Juan Antonio Gonzalez 29 mestizo gilder Lagos single
AHG Militar Exp 1 204.0 Pedro Antonio Gonzalez 21 Indio ladino blacksmith Guanajuato married
AHG Militar Exp 1 205.0 AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 69.0 Joseph Antonio Gallo 21 mulato - libre refinery worker - mule driver Guanajuato Guanajuato married imprisonment - 6 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 206.0 Joseph Manuel Balderas 33 Indio ladino baker Celaya single imprisonment - 8 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 207.0 Julio Santiago Jacuinde 30 Indio ladino mine labourer Chilchota married
AHG Militar Exp 1 208.0 Francisco Simon Diaz 30 Indio ladino tanchita San Pedro Sacan married
AHG Militar Exp 1 209.0 Ascencio Onofre Sebastian 22 Indio ladino - tributario tanchita San Pedro Sacan married
AHG Militar Exp 1 215.0 Pedro Martin Alonso 33 Indio ladino mine labourer Pozos single
AHG Militar Exp 1 216.0 Joseph Garrido mulato - libre refiner Guanajuato married
AHG Militar Exp 1 217.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 83.0 Carlos Antonio Padilla 28 mulato - libre/pardo mine labourer - ore carrier / farm hand Rincon de Leon Mellado married
AHG Militar Exp 1 219.0 Joseph Lopez 50 mulato - libre mine labourer San Felipe married imprisonment - 6 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 220.0 Joseph Antonio Martin 26 Español mine labourer Lagos married
AHG Militar Exp 1 221.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 89.0 Miguel Tiburcio Zavala 22 Español mine labourer Pozos Mellado single
AHG Militar Exp 1 222.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 272.0 Joseph Antonio Ramos 30 mulato - libre mine labourer Guanajuato married permanent exile
AHG Militar Exp 1 223.0 Leandro Vallejo 23 Indio ladino construction labourer - bricklayer Hacienda de Burras single
AHG Militar Exp 1 224.0 AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 27.0 Joseph Ramirez 25 Indio ladino mine labourer Lagos Guanajuato single
AHG Militar Exp 1 226.0 Salvador Ramos 26 coyote cigar maker Celaya single
AHG Militar Exp 1 229.0 Joaquin Victoriano de Loya 26 Indio ladino mine labourer Guanajuato single
AHG Militar Exp 1 230.0 Joseph Miguel Rivera 50 mulato - libre mine labourer Guanajuato married
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AHG Militar Exp 1 231.0 Joseph Antonio de Medina 40 mulato - libre mine labourer Asientos de Ibarra married
AHG Militar Exp 1 232.0 Joseph Abad Montero 17 Indio ladino mine labourer Mellado single
AHG Militar Exp 1 233.0 Mateo Antonio Gomez 32 Indio ladino refinery worker - mule driver Marfil widowed
AHG Militar Exp 1 235.0 Joseph Montero 26 Indio ladino mine labourer Mellado married
AHG Militar Exp 1 237.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 91.0 Francisco de la Cruz (Baltierra) 19 mulato - libre/pardo mine labourer - water carrier Guanajuato Cata single named by Banuelos
AHG Militar Exp 1 238.0 AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 45.0 Joseph Tadeo Lopez 20 Español mine labourer Guanajuato Guanajuato single military service - 8 years dragoons
AHG Militar Exp 1 241.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 94.0 Joseph Manuel Barbosa 30 mulato - libre/pardo mine labourer Leon San Vicentito single
AHG Militar Exp 1 242.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 93.0 Christobal Barbosa 46 mulato - libre/pardo mine labourer Leon San Vicentito married
AHG Militar Exp 1 244.0 Francisco Leonardo Sanchez 33 Indio ladino mine labourer San Luis Potosi married
AHG Militar Exp 1 245.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 1.0 Joseph Banuelos 28 mulato - libre/pardo blacksmith / mine labourer Aguascalientes Real de Comanja married hanged
AHG Militar Exp 1 246.0 Simon del Carmen Garcia 50 Indio ladino baker Real del Monte Pachuca widowed
AHG Militar Exp 1 251.0 Felipe de la Cruz 35 Indio ladino - tributario refinery worker - stirrer Yuriria married
AHG Militar Exp 1 252.0 Pedro Nolasco Mata. 30 mestizo refinery worker Guanajuato single
AHG Militar Exp 1 253.0 Sebastian Baldivia 41 mulato - libre muleteer Aguas Buenas married
AHG Militar Exp 1 254.0 Joseph Francisco de la Cruz 17 mestizo mine labourer Santa Rosa single
AHG Militar Exp 1 255.0 Joseph Antonio Martin 51 Indio ladino farm-hand Irapuato married
AHG Militar Exp 1 257.0 AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 3.0 Joseph Ignacio de la Luz 18 pardo - esclavo Guanajuato single named by Banuelos
AHG Militar Exp 1 258.0 Vicente Ferrel de Arcos 40 mestizo crockery maker Santa Catarina de Cuevas married
AHG Militar Exp 1 259.0 Miguel Antonio Dongoche 36 Indio ladino mine labourer San Luis Potosi widowed
AHG Militar Exp 1 260.0 Joseph Antonio Arenas 31 mestizo refiner - independent purchaser Guanajuato married
AHG Militar Exp 1 261.0 Joseph Domingo Herrera 21 Español mine labourer Calderones married
AHG Militar Exp 1 262.0 Joseph Isidro Perez 22 mulato - libre mine labourer Santa Rosa single
AHG Militar Exp 1 263.0 AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 9.0 Manuel Anastasio Chiquito 47 mestizo mine labourer Monte de San Nicolas Mina Santa Barbara married
AHG Militar Exp 1 264.0 AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 25.0 Joseph Francisco Ordonez 26 mestizo mine labourer - driller Queretaro Mina Peregrina single
AHG Militar Exp 1 266.0 AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 11.0 Marcos Gregorio Sanchez 40 Español mine labourer - water carrier Guanajuato Guanajuato married imprisonment - life
AHG Militar Exp 1 268.0 Joseph Blas Serrano 19 mestizo mine labourer Guanajuato single imprisonment - 6 years
AHG Militar Exp 1 270.0 Basilio Martin Garcia 26 Indio ladino charcoal burner Pueblo de Dolores single
AHG Militar Exp 1 271.0 Juan Marcos de Zalazar 38 mulato - libre mine labourer Zacatecas married
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AHG Militar Exp 1 273.0 Joseph Gregorio Villa 35 mulato - libre butcher - beef Guadiana (Durango) married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 2 1.0 Agustin Paulin de Luna 36 Indio church minister Santa Rosa married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 2 2.0 Joseph Manuel de Luna 24 Indio charcoal burner Santa Rosa single
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 2.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 256.0 Joseph Damacio Blanco 30 Indio ladino mine labourer Malacatepque Mina San Juan married permanent exile named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 5.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 196.0 Miguel Antonio Larios 16 Español gamusero Marfil Guanajuato single military service - 12 years infantry named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 7.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 130.0 Nicolas Raphael de la Rosa 39 moreno Isla de la Habana Mina Rayas single imprisonment - life named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 8.0 Antonio Simon Sanchez 19 Indio Real de Comanja La Fragua married imprisonment - 8 years named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 13.0 Faustino Santiago Baldibias 16 pardo mine labourer Irapuato ? single named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 14.0 Domingo Ramon Garcia 26 Indio Cata single died in custody named by Banuelos; died in custody
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 15.0 Nicolas Urbano 28 Indio cigar maker Guanajuato single died in custody named by Banuelos; died in custody
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 16.0 Faustino Luciano Truxillo 14 pardo Pueblo de Vicon de Leon single
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 17.0 Juan Fernando Mandujano 20 Indio Leon Hacienda de los Otates single named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 18.0 Joseph Antonio Panfilo 18 Indio baker Marfil single
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 20.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 76.0 Joseph Crescencio Morales 15 Indio ladino patchmaker Guanajuato Guanajuato single named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 21.0 Felipe Antonio Ribera 29 pardo San Clemente married mistaken identity
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 22.0 Pedro Joseph Baldes 40 Indio Barrio de los desterrados widowed imprisonment - 8 years
named by Joseph 
Calderon
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 23.0 Agustino Claudio de Silba 22 Indio refinery worker - stirrer Marfil married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 24.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 137.0 Antonio de la Cruz 33 Indio ladino refinery worker - stirrer Guanajuato Pastita married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 25.0 Joseph Joachin Galban 22 mestizo blacksmith Barrio de Benado single imprisonment - 6 years named by Juan Francisco Baldes
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 26.0 Pedro Antonio Rodriguez 30 Indio refinery worker - mule driver Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 28.0 Juan Ventura Hernandez 30 mestizo mine labourer Comanja married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 29.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 144.0 Vicente Ferrer Mandujano 20 Indio ladino - tributario farm-hand Otates Los Otates single
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 30.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 146.0 Juan Joseph Mandujano 17 Indio ladino farm-hand Otates Los Otates married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 31.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 127.0 Agustin Ruiz 60 mestizo mine labourer / beggar Guanajuato Guanajuato viudo permanent exile
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 32.0 Julian Exmeregildo Pena 30 Indio Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 36.0 Ysidro Antonio Edo 25 pardo mine labourer Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 37.0 Juan Fernando Torres 25 mestizo mine labourer Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 38.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 150.0 Jacinto Roque Rodriguez 36 lobo gamusero Guanajuato Barrio de Guadalupe viudo imprisonment - life
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AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 40.0 Marcos de Salazar 45 Indio mine labourer La Deseasa married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 43.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 159.0 Joseph Marcelo Padilla 22 pardo cigar maker Irapuato Silao married imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 44.0 Juan Esteban Chocho 25 mestizo mine labourer Mina Rayas married imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 45.0 Joseph Thoribio Conejo 23 mestizo mine labourer - buscon Mina Rayas single
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 46.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 165.0 Diego Felipe (Santiago) Vazquez 33 Indio ladino woodcutter Asientos de Ibarra Laurel single imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 47.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 164.0 Juan Baptista Vazquez 30 Indio ladino woodcutter Asientos de Ibarra Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 48.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 167.0 Joseph Domingo Gil 17 Indio ladino gardener Hacienda de Burras Burras single
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 51.0 Sepherino Manjerres 24 pardo refinery worker - stirrer Burras single
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 61.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 181.0 Joseph Francisco Aguilar 30 Indio refinery worker - mule driver / farm hand Hacienda de Jaripitio Burras married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 62.0 Joseph Manuel Hieto 56 Indio refinery worker - stirrer Burras married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 63.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 191.0 Juan Agustin Franco 25 castizo/mestizo farm-hand San Jose de las Burras Burras married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 64.0 Hilario Joseph Hernandez 30 Indio gardener Burras widowed imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 66.0 Pablo Garcia 31 Maltese sailor and wool worker Isla de Malta married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 67.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 175.0 Joseph Feliciano Lopez 22 Indio ladino gardener Hacienda de Burras Burras married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 68.0 Joseph Reyes 43 pardo Pueblo de Apasingan married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 70.0 Juan Paulino Ortiz 21 pardo refinery worker - mule driver Barrio de Pardo married imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 71.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 125.0 Blas Phelipe Banegas 18 Indio ladino shoemaker Leon Silao single
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 72.0 Feliz Antonio Salazar 33 pardo mine labourer Mina Rayas married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 73.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 141.0 Domingo Paulin de Torres 33 Indio ladino butcher - pork Queretaro Villa de Lagos viudo/married imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 74.0 Francisco Xavier de la Cruz 25 Indio mine labourer - ore and goods carrier Cerro de San Miguel single
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 75.0 Juan Joseph Ortiz 25 pardo mine labourer Cata married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 76.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 211.0 Juan Leonicio de los Reyes 25 Indio ladino mine labourer - ore carrier Guanajuato Mina de Mellado single permanent exile
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 77.0 Mathias de Santiago 39 Indio sculptor Cerrito de Monserrua married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 78.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 213.0 Pedro Nolasco Manzano 22 Indio ladino mine labourer Cata. Gto. Cata single
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 79.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 214.0 Vicente Marcelo Bocardo 20 Indio ladino mine labourer Chichimequillas Mina Rayas single
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 80.0 Joseph Antonio Martines 30 Español refinery worker - mule driver Pueblo de San Juan Cerro de San Miguel married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 81.0 Pasqual de los Santos Munos 50 Indio refinery worker - stirrer Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 82.0 Pedro Martin Ruiz 28 Indio mine labourer - ore carrier Mellado single
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AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 84.0 Joseph Manuel Agundis 21 Indio refinery worker - mule driver Real de Comanja single
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 85.0 Juan Ermenegildo Luera 33 Indio mine labourer - buscon Serena married imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 86.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 185.0 Paulino Casimiro de Luera 26 Indio ladino mine labourer Real de los Asientos Serena married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 88.0 Ygnacio Eustachio Biches 18 pardo mine labourer Serena single
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 90.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 236.0 Juan Vital 36 Indio ladino woodcutter Irapuato Mellado married imprisonment - 6 years
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 92.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 239.0 Martin de la Cruz 15 Indio ladino woodcutter Queretaro Cata, de un ano single
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 95.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 243.0 Marcelo Andres 47 Indio ladino mine labourer San Luis de la Paz Valenciana married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 96.0 Francisco Leonardo Sanches 46 Indio mine labourer Mellado married
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 97.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 247.0 Melchor de los Reyes 35 Indio - tributario mine labourer San Francisco Chamacuero Valenciana viudo imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 98.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 249.0 Joseph Alejo Solis 28 Indio ladino mine labourer Mellado Valenciana married imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 99.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 248.0 Agustin Flores 37 Indio - tributario mine labourer Charo, Michoacan Cata married imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 100.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 234.0 Agustin Gonzalez 50 Indio ladino - tributario charcoal burner Queretaro Cata married permanent exile
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 1.0 Augustin Loreto 27 mulato mine labourer Mina Navarro married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 2.0 Don Joseph Zambrano 24 Español mine administrator ? single fine - 300 pesos
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 3.0 Vizente Rebollo 20 mulato Guanajuato Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 4.0 Joseph Antonio de Arenas 31 mestizo Mina de San Bruno Mina San Bruno married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 5.0 Vizente Azevedo 33 mestizo cigar maker Marfil Guanajuato
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 6.0 Santiago Jaciunde 30 Indio mine labourer Chicholte "Este Real" ?
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 7.0 Don Manuel Jumenez 56 Español mine administrator "Este Real" single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 8.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 250.0 Joseph Miguel de Arreguin 33 mulato - libre mine labourer Rayas Mina Rayas single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 10.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 267.0 (Joseph) Hilario Gutierrez 25 Indio ladino cupboard maker Guanajuato Guanajuato married imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 13.0 Pedro de la Rea 37 mulato mine labourer - pickman Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 14.0 Jilberto Tiburcio Baldes 30 Español farm-hand Mina Santa Barbara
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 15.0 Pedro Lagunas 28 castizo refinery worker - stirrer Hacienda Burras single imprisonment - life
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 16.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 269.0 Juan Antonio Gutierrez 36 mulato - libre muleteer Guanajuato La Fragua married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 17.0 Marcos Salazar 38 mulato mine labourer San Luis Potosi Hacienda Los Bledos married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 18.0 Joseph Gregorio Villa 40 mulato coachman Guanajuato
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 19.0 Marcos Antonio de la Cruz 20 Indio mine labourer - ore carrier Las Milpita single
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AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 20.0 Roque Jazinto Venegas 30 Indio broom-maker Guanajuato widowed
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 21.0 Joseph Manuel de Alvarado 33 mulato mine labourer Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 22.0 Joseph Domingo de Herrera 21 Español mine labourer Mina San Bruno married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 23.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 195.0 Juan Eligio Romero 30 Indio ladino mine labourer - water-buckets San Felipe Mina San Bruno married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 24.0 Joseph Ysidro Perez 22 mulato mine labourer - pickman Mina San Bruno single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 26.0 Sevastian Valdivias 42 mulato muleteer Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 28.0 Joseph Jutto Sanchez 19 mulato mine labourer Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 29.0 Pablo Ynocencio Renteria 34 mulato refinery worker - stirrer Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 30.0 Vizente Telles 24 lobo refinery worker - mule driver Hacienda Burras single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 31.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 265.0 Hipolito Casiano Diaz 41 castizo/mestizo mine labourer - timber layer Pachuca Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 32.0 Francisco Hernandez 17 mulato mine labourer Mina San Bruno single imprisonment - 6 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 33.0 Joseph Leandro Vallejo 23 Indio construction labourer - bricklayer Burras Hacienda Burras single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 34.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 212.0 Miguel Sanchez 22 mulato - libre tailor Valladolid Guanajuato married imprisonment - life
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 35.0 Tomas Francizco Pena 19 Indio refinery worker - stirrer Guanajuato married imprisonment - 6 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 36.0 Joseph Manuel Rico, alias Adulfo 24 mestizo mine labourer Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 37.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 218.0 Manuel Salvador Garcia 20 mulato - libre butcher - pork Guadalajara Guanajuato single imprisonment - life
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 38.0 Joseph de Lona 36 Indio refinery worker - stirrer Hacienda Burras married imprisonment - 6 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 39.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 227.0 Joseph Francisco Romano 30 mulato - libre butcher - pork - bacon vender Zacatecas Guanajuato married imprisonment - 6 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 40.0 Joseph Gregario Lopez 30 Indio cigar maker San Luis Potosi Guanajuato married named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 41.0 Antonio Carpio 30 mestizo mine labourer - ore carrier Minas Rayas married imprisonment - 6 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 42.0 Pasqual Martin 19 Indio mine labourer - ore carrier Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 43.0 Domingo Antonio Gonzales 50 lobo vender - fruit Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 44.0 Juan Facundo 30 Indio mine labourer - ore carrier San Luis Potosi Mina Rayas married imprisonment - 6 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 46.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 240.0 Joseph Christanto 20 Indio ladino mine labourer Sierra de Pinos Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 47.0 Antonio Gonzalez 23 Indio cigar maker Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 48.0 Manuel Lopez 36 Español mine labourer - shaft worker La Fragua single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 49.0 Domingo Facundo Rosas 34 mulato mine labourer - pickman La Fragua married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 50.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 198.0 Pedro Rodrigues 27 Indio ladino vender - shawls Guanajuato Guanajuato married imprisonment - 8 years
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AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 51.0 Juan Joseph de los Rios, alias Alegre 28 mulato tailor Guanajuato single imprisonment - life
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 52.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 63.0 Marcos Vizente Monson 25 Indio ladino mine labourer Guanajuato Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 53.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 70.0 Joseph Francisco Velazquez 27 castizo/mestizo tailor Guanajuato Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 54.0 Miguel Antonio Guangoche 36 Indio coachman Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 55.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 203.0 Manuel Beltran 28 Indio ladino refinery worker - mule driver Guanajuato Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 56.0 Joseph Joaquin Garcia 19 lobo baker Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 57.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 199.0 Joseph Dionisio Mendoza, alias Barranco 30 mulato - libre mine labourer - ore carrier Guanajuato Guanajuato single imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 58.0 Joseph Francisco Ramirez, alias El Cojo 25 mulato tailor Guanajuato single permanent exile
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 59.0 Joseph Pio Quinto 23 mulato shopkeeper Guanajuato single imprisonment - 6 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 60.0 Martin Rocha 21 Español mine labourer Guanajuato single imprisonment - 6 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 61.0 Joseph Ramon Rios 30 Español errand runner Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 62.0 Joseph Joaquin Bezerra 27 mestizo carrier of goods Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 63.0 Maria Rita Aguirre 20 Español Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 64.0 Francisco Thomas 16 mulato mine labourer - buscon Guanajuato single imprisonment - life
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 65.0 Joseph Vizente Mata 40 mulato refiner Guanajuato married imprisonment - 6 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 66.0 Joseph Manuel 22 Indio tanchita married imprisonment - 6 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 67.0 Juan Ambrocio Calderon 37 mulato pilgrim Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 68.0 Silverio Antonio Correa 30 mestizo mine labourer Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 70.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 225.0 Feliz de Mata 25 Indio ladino refinery worker - mule driver Guanajuato Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 71.0 Leocadio de la Concepcion 33 Indio hat maker Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 72.0 Nicolas Rodriguez Moreno 23 mulato mine labourer Mina Rayas single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 73.0 Francisco de Torres 20 mestizo butcher - pork Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 74.0 Juan Alexandro Garcia 30 Indio refinery worker - stirrer Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 75.0 Joachin Victoriano Losyes 28 Indio mine labourer Cata single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 76.0 Antonio Gaspar de los Rios 30 Indio refinery worker - stirrer Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 77.0 Joseph Antonio Medina 43 mulato mine labourer - pickman Mina Mellado married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 78.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 228.0 Christobal Santiago Romero 30 Indio ladino mine labourer Pueblo de Dolores Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 79.0 Joseph Miguel Baltierra 25 mestizo mine labourer Guanajuato married
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AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 80.0 Manuel Franzisco Zebriano 18 mulato personal servant Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 81.0 Vizente Perez 19 Indio refinery worker - mule driver Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 82.0 Pablo Saldivar 30 mulato butcher - pork Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 83.0 Francisco Lubiano 16 mestizo refinery worker - mule driver Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 84.0 Raphael Chrisanto Juares 17 mulato mill labourer Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 85.0 Joseph Ygnazio Jeavarro 20 mestizo muleteer Guanajuato
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 86.0 Joseph Gerardo Valdez 20 Español tailor Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 87.0 Joseph Christianto Jeavarro 20 mulato refinery worker - stirrer Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 88.0 Juan Ygnacio Yescas 34 morisco baker Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 89.0 Joseph Tiburcio Perez 18 mulato refinery worker - stirrer Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 90.0 Gregario de los Santos Estrada 20 Indio refinery worker - stirrer Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 91.0 Joseph Manuel de la Rocha 22 mestizo refinery worker - stirrer Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 92.0 Juan Christoval Vasquez 26 mestizo mine labourer - driller Mina Catilla single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 93.0 Joseph Antonio Gutierez 17 Español explosives maker Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 94.0 Domingo de la Cruz Melendez 34 Indio hat maker Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 95.0 Pedro Joseph Male 20 mulato refinery worker - mule driver Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 96.0 Agustin de la Rosa Mendez 18 mestizo mine labourer Mina Rayas single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 97.0 Joseph Claudio Marmolejo 21 mulato farm-hand Silao single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 98.0 Felipe Ygnacio Portugal 17 mulato tailor Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 99.0 Joseph Maria Patricio 17 mestizo metal tester Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 100.0 Casimiro Luciano Morales 30 mulato baker Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 101.0 Lorenzo Castillo 17 mestizo mine labourer Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 102.0 Juan Estevan Baldez 18 mestizo mine labourer Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 103.0 Vizente Rivera 15 mulato mill labourer Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 104.0 Joseph Antonio Mendez 38 Indio cupboard maker Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 105.0 Salvador de Jesus Lopez 28 mulato mine labourer - pickman Mina La Serena married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 106.0 Joseph Gregario Gonzales 17 mestizo mine labourer Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 107.0 Francisco Xavier Saldivar 26 mulato mine labourer Guanajuato single
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AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 108.0 Nicolas Jazinto Cortes 30 Indio shoemaker Guanajuato married imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 109.0 Manuel Caietano Perez 20 mestizo mine labourer Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 110.0 Felipe de la Cruz Nunez 20 mulato shoemaker Mina Mellado single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 111.0 Pedro Anastacio Morales 23 Indio shoemaker Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 112.0 Marcos Jervacio Esquibel 16 mestizo mine labourer single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 113.0 Eugenio Regino Mencia 18 mestizo baker Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 114.0 Miguel Granados 28 Indio refinery worker - mule driver Guanajuato single imprisonment - life
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 115.0 Luis Geronimo Morales 40 mestizo cigar maker Guanajuato single imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 116.0 Nicolas Vizente Gomez 24 mestizo baker Guanajuato single imprisonment - life
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 117.0 Francisco Xavier Delgadillo 20 mulato baker Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 118.0 Pedro Antonio Piedad 30 Indio baker Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 119.0 Juan Balthasar Silva 22 mestizo refinery worker - stirrer Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 120.0 Joseph Ylario Garcia 23 refinery worker - mule driver Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 121.0 Juan Antonio Bargas 32 baker Guanajuato single imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 122.0 Juan Narcisso Aguilera 20 Español cigar maker Guanajuato single military service - 8 years infantry
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 123.0 Joseph Doroteo Gordillo 22 mulato refinery worker - mule driver Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 124.0 Joseph Vizente Zuniga 18 mulato butcher - pork Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 125.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 9.0 Joseph Antonio Castillo 30 Indio ladino refinery worker - stirrer Hacienda Jaral Guanajuato married permanent exile
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 126.0 Salvador Adrian Garcia 24 mulato cigar maker Mina Rayas single imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 127.0 Vizente de Aguilar Guiroga 21 Español cigar maker Mina Rayas imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 128.0 Juan Eligio Montero 32 Español mine labourer Guanajuato single imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 129.0 Joseph Victoriano Morales 30 Indio woodcutter Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 130.0 Antonio Martin de la Cruz 30 Indio refinery worker - mule driver Guanajuato married imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 131.0 Juan de los Santos Segovia 27 Indio refinery worker - mule driver Guanajuato single imprisonment - 8 years named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 132.0 Pedro Jlarcisso Oliva 25 mulato refinery worker - mule driver Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 133.0 Joseph Raphael Monte-Rey 18 Indio mine labourer Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 134.0 Joseph Francisco Marquez 19 Español cigar maker Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 135.0 Joseph Antonio Chalyez 35 hat maker Guanajuato single imprisonment - 8 years
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AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 136.0 Agustin Ygnacio Terres 19 mulato butcher - pork Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 137.0 Joseph Ricardo Garcia 17 Indio refinery worker - stirrer Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 138.0 Pedro Antonio Angel 20 Indio baker / mine labourer Guanajuato single imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 139.0 Fernando Antonio Medel 20 Indio mine labourer Guanajuato married imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 140.0 Joseph Anastacio de los Reies 20 mulato mine labourer Guanajuato single naval service - 10 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 141.0 Tomas de Aquino Morado 20 mestizo refinery worker - mule driver Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 142.0 Cosme Damian Hernandez 17 Indio mine labourer Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 143.0 Joseph Mendoza 33 Indio mine labourer Guanajuato married imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 144.0 Bartholome Zurbilla 15 mulato tailor Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 145.0 AHG Militar Exp 1 210.0 Santiago Morillo 31 Indio ladino - tributario farm-hand San Pedro Piedragorda San Pedro de Piedra married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 146.0 Juan Domingo Saldivar 22 Español butcher - pork Guanajuato
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 147.0 Eugenio Antonio de Moya 20 mestizo refinery worker - stirrer Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 148.0 Joseph Christoval Lorenzo 19 mestizo mine labourer Guanajuato widowed named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 149.0 Joseph Thomas Morales 21 Indio mine labourer - water carrier Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 150.0 Joseph Nicolas Lozano 25 Español refinery worker - mule driver Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 151.0 Juan Victoria Gonzales 21 mulato refinery worker - stirrer Guanajuato
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 152.0 Juan Cornelio Rocha 17 mestizo mine labourer Guanajuato single imprisonment - 8 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 153.0 Francisco Miguel Esparza 24 mestizo shoemaker Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 154.0 Joseph de la Luz Tellez 16 mestizo swineherd Mina Mellado single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 155.0 Felipe Trejo 18 Indio mine labourer Guanajuato single named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 156.0 Christobal Vibiano 30 mulato shopkeeper Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 157.0 Joseph Barnardo Sacapo 18 Indio refinery worker - mule driver Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 158.0 Joseph Manuel Cabrera 24 mulato construction labourer - bricklayer / baker Guanajuato single imprisonment - 6 years
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 159.0 Joseph Antonio Morales 24 mulato mine labourer, and cigar maker Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 160.0 Lorenzo Lopez 17 mestizo baker Guanajuato single named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 161.0 Joseph Antonio Vaisquez 19 mulato construction labourer - bricklayer Guanajuato single named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 162.0 Joseph Antonio Vibiano 18 mulato Irapuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 163.0 Pasqual Monroy 17 Indio mine labourer - ore carrier Guanajuato married
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AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 164.0 Joseph Matias Hernandez 33 mestizo refinery worker Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 165.0 Joseph Gregorio Carrillo 27 mestizo tailor Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 166.0 Antonio Hermerejildo Velasquez 30 Indio mine labourer Guanajuato married
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 167.0 Leandro Antonio Alderete 24 mestizo shoemaker Guanajuato married named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 168.0 Juan Casildo Rico 29 mestizo shoemaker Guanajuato single named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 169.0 Joseph Rumualdo Hernandez 24 mestizo mine labourer - pickman Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 170.0 Joseph Anostazio Hernandez 20 mestizo mine labourer Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 171.0 Joseph Antonio Ramos 20 mulato mine labourer Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 172.0 Diego Joseph Hernandez 20 mestizo refinery worker - stirrer Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 297 Exp 1 173.0 Tiburcio Rosales de la Cruz 18 mulato refinery worker - mule driver Guanajuato single
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 Juan Baptista Garcia named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 Joseph Leandro Martinez named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 Joseph Potenciano named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 Pedro de Santiago named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 Roque Saavedra named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 Joseph Antonio Monasterio named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 Pedro Joseph de Aguilar named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 Juan Joseph Joachin de Acosta named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 Claudio Antonio Esparza named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 Isidro Vizente Rico named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 Joseph Manuel Casas named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 Joseph de la Luz named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 Gregario el Trutero named by Banuelos
AGN Criminal 296 Exp 3 Joseph Trinidad de la Luz Duartte named by Banuelos
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Cornelio Rosales hanged
AGI Mexico 1365 Juan Cipriano Gutierrez hanged
AGI Mexico 1365 Gregorio Saldivar imprisonment - life, and 200 lashes
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Vallejo imprisonment - life
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AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Maria Cervantes imprisonment - life
AGI Mexico 1365 Salvador de la Cruz Bosque imprisonment - life
AGI Mexico 1365 Juan Jose Vanegas imprisonment - life
AGI Mexico 1365 Francisco Antonio de Luna imprisonment - life
AGI Mexico 1365 Agustin Loreto imprisonment - 10 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Pedro Antonio Escobar imprisonment - 10 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Felipe de Jesus Mata imprisonment - 10 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Juan Felipe de Jesus imprisonment - 10 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Jacinto Saavedra imprisonment - 10 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Tomas Francisco Villanueva imprisonment - 10 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Luis de Lara imprisonment - 10 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Patricio Lozano imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Garcia imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Joachin Castilla imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Joachin Campos imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Ventura Hernandez imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Santiago Casos imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Dionisio Mosqueda imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Matias Agustin Otanez imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Jordian imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Rafael de la Luz imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Mercado imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Juan de Santiago imprisonment - life
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Hilario Mendez imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Luis Beltran imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Pablo Pinon imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Diego Baltazar Guerrero imprisonment - 8 years named by Banuelos
AGI Mexico 1365 Manuel Vicente Martinez imprisonment - 8 years
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AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Ignacio Salazar imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Juan Maria Nava imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Ignacio Zavala imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Andres Eusebio Cujoncillo imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Benito de Toro imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Damian Leyva imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Manuel de Torres imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Felipe Fernando del Carpio imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Benito Antonio Alvarez imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Juan Isidrio Calderon imprisonment - 8 years named by Banuelos
AGI Mexico 1365 Timoteo de la Trinidad Nava imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Juan Bautista Garcia imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Juan Marcos Casillas imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Dionisio Roman imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Manuel Godiano imprisonment - 8 years named by Banuelos
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Antonio Ruiz Villasenor imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Luis Ceferino Gutierrez imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Felix Mata imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Mariano Espinosa imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Salvador Jalonso imprisonment - 6 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Juan Jose Reyna imprisonment - 6 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Gabriel Baltierra imprisonment - 6 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Manzano imprisonment - 6 years named by Banuelos
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Joaquin Oaxaca imprisonment - 6 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Vizente Ferrer Yanez imprisonment - 6 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Tomas Bartolo Corona imprisonment - 6 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Miguel Angel de Santiago imprisonment - 6 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Ramon Vanegas imprisonment - 6 years
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AGI Mexico 1365 Juan Jose Romero imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Luis Bernardo Bracamontes imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Juan de Dios Aguirre, alias Zarco imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Tomas Dominguez imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Juan Alexandro Veloz imprisonment - 8 years
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Gregorio Cardenas military service - 8 years infantry
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Diaz Rios military service - 8 years infantry
AGI Mexico 1365 Juan Rafael Garcia military service - 8 years infantry
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph de Villa permanent exile
AGI Mexico 1365 Juan Antonio Lopez permanent exile
AGI Mexico 1365 Francisco Rodriguez permanent exile
AGI Mexico 1365 Don Francisco Belmonte fine - 50 pesos
AGI Mexico 1365 Don Agustin Lozano fine - 50 pesos
AGI Mexico 1365 Antonio Francisco Arevalo, alias Moya fine - 50 pesos
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Ambrisio Nunez fine - 50 pesos
AGI Mexico 1365 Nicolas de Sierra fine - 50 pesos
AGI Mexico 1365 Joseph Barrera fine - 50 pesos
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Appendix 2: Testimony of Joseph  
Ventura Serón 
(Source: AGN, Criminal Vol 296, Exp. 3, Declaración 6) 
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